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xABSTRACT
Two main questions guide these investigations of polar intermetallic compounds: (1)
Where are the atoms, based on observed electron densities via diffraction? and (2) What gives rise
to the observed structures, based on chemical bonding and electronic structure theory? At nearly
equal Au: Al molar ratios, NaZn13-derivatives of Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13 show a progression from
cubic to tetragonal, to orthorhombic, and then monoclinic symmetry with subtle decreasing Au
concentrations, results which reveal preferential ordering of Au and Al to maximize the number of
Au–Al (or Al-rich) shortest distances. In the Au-rich region of the Ca–Au–Al system, the 1/0
crystalline approximant (CA) CaAu3+xAl1–x and icosahedral quasicrystal (i-QC) CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x
were discovered, and the i-QC is shown to irreversibly transform into the 2/1 CA
Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 via in-situ, high-energy, variable-temperature powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD). The QC was characterized from high-energy single-crystal XRD to have icosahedral
symmetry, ܲ݉3ത5ത, and a quasilattice (aQC = 5.383(4) Å) in close agreement to those calculated
from the 1/0 and 2/1 CAs (aQC-Calc.1/0 = 5.336(2)–5.354(2) Å; aQC-Calc.2/1 = 5.364(6) Å). Following
the polar intermetallic depiction from the calculated electronic structures, the 1/0 and 2/1 CA
crystal structures show formally electronegative Au+Al sharing polyhedra and electropositive Ca
in the voids or in intervening shells so that overall, the 2/1 CA can be described as interpenetrating
and edge-sharing icosahedra. The origin of hexagonal ScAuAl, in which the unit cell is distorted
due to long-short alternating Au–Au chains, is rationalized from a Peierls-type distortion of its
calculated electronic structures. Chemical pressure effects and valence electron count variations
were examined in the series CaAuAl–ScAuAl–TiAuAl. In general, the calculated electronic
structures of all these (Sr/Ca/Sc)–Au–Al crystalline compounds reveal significant Sr/Ca/Sc–
(Au+Al) polar-covalent interactions that contribute to structural cohesion and preferential ordering
to maximize the number of Au–Al shortest distances.
1 
CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Generally, the nonmetal-metal dichotomy respectively simplifies electronic 
distributions as either “localized”, usually through covalent bonds among atoms, and 
“delocalized” throughout the solid. As such, whereas chemistry of nonmetals often depicts 
molecular and electronic features such as those seen in Lewis dot structures or molecular 
orbital energy diagrams, metals are often only represented at the atomic-packing level with the 
caveat that they have “delocalized” electrons and serve as electron donors to nonmetals 
generally due to their respective lower electronegativities.  
The question remains as to just how “delocalized” are the electrons in metals. How do 
electrons interact among one another at the atomic level of metals and intermetallics, i.e., 
compounds with two or more metallic elements combined at specific molar ratios? Although 
studies of nonmetals are abundant and diverse with even general chemistry textbooks 
providing a plethora of examples using nonmetals, metals and metalloids comprise almost 
three-quarters of the periodic table! Thus, intermetallics provide a fertile ground to study, 
predict, and modulate the relationships among chemical compositions, atomic and electronic 
structures, and physical properties.  
This dissertation addresses the fundamental study of main-group intermetallics by 
specifically examining polar intermetallic compounds and the investigations are guided by two 
main questions: (1) Where are the atoms, based on observed electron densities via diffraction? 
and (2) What gives rise to the observed structures, based on chemical bonding and electronic 
structure theory?  
  
2 
What Are Polar Intermetallic Compounds? 
Polar intermetallic compounds are comprised of formally electropositive metals in the 
first four groups of the periodic table, including rare-earth elements, and electronegative 
elements of the late transition metals and early p-block. According to a classification using 
valence electron counts, which are evaluated as the total number of valence electrons per 
electronegative metal atom (e/a value), they fall in the region 2.0 ≤ e/a < 4.0. As such, polar 
intermetallics are considered an intermediate class between the Hume-Rothery (H-R) and 
Zintl-Klemm (Z-K) phases, and are often described with respect to these phases, which have 
both been reported more extensively in main-group intermetallic chemistry.  
Hume-Rothery phases. Hume-Rothery1 phases fall in the region 1.0 ≤ e/a < 2.0, and 
are also called “electron compounds,” because in 1926, William Hume-Rothery assembled the 
common valence electron counting basis for rationalizing structures of β-brass Cu–Zn, Cu–Al 
and Cu–Sn binaries.2 His research led to the systematization showing that electron count 
variations directly correlated with changes in defect-BCC γ-brass structures in the region 1.54 
≤ e/a ≤ 1.70, which was later expanded to include FCC α-(1.0 ≤ e/a ≤ 1.42) and HCP η-(1.93 
≤ e/a < 2.00) brasses. Like the Cu–Zn, Cu–Al, and Cu–Sn brass systems, Hume-Rothery phases 
contain elements with similar electronegativities and sizes from the late- and post-transition 
metals, and crystallize in densely packed structures with large coordination spheres, such as 
seen in the γ-brass type with 26-atom clusters involving four fused icosahedra. The e/a ratio is 
evaluated by counting the total number of electrons divided by all the metals.3  
Zintl-Klemm phases. In the region e/a ≥ 4.0, Zintl-Klemm4 phases are comprised of 
electropositive metals (i.e., alkali, alkaline-earth or rare-earth metals) and electronegative 
metals around the “Zintl border” between groups 13 and 14 of the periodic table,5 crystallize 
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in structures built of networks of the electronegative metals that are often electron-specific 
following the octet or Wade’s rules,6 and count the total number of valence electrons divided 
by the sum of only the electronegative metal atoms. They are considered “salt-like compounds” 
due to the electronegativity differences between the different components. In Eduard Zintl’s 
seminal investigation and analysis of the prototypic NaTl compound in 1929, Na is seen as 
actively donating its 3s electron to create salt-like “Na+” and “Tl” ions, the anions of which 
obey the octet rule so that each “Tl” is covalently and tetrahedrally coordinated to four other 
“Tl”  atoms while “Na+”  provides charge balance.7 Because of electronegativity differences 
between the active metals (e.g., Na) and metals of the anionic framework (e.g., Tl), the atomic 
interactions and bonding in Z-K phases exhibit more ionic character than in H-R phases.8  
Polar intermetallics as “hybrids” of Hume-Rothery and Zintl-Klemm phases. Like 
Z-K phases, polar intermetallic compounds contain combinations of electropositive and 
electronegative metals with the former actively donating valence electrons to the latter, which, 
due to more similar electronegativities among the elements than in Z-K phases, also engage in 
electronic back-donation for structural cohesion.9 The salt-like Z-K compounds such as NaTl 
can be rationalized from “Tl” and “Na+” ions, without clear electronic back donation from the 
anionic framework to virtual orbitals of Na because of the large electronegativity difference 
between Na and Tl. In comparison, for polar intermetallic compounds, the electronegativity 
difference between metals of the anionic framework and the active metal is closer than that of 
Z-K compounds, and therefore results in significant electronic back-donation to the virtual 
orbitals of the “cationic” species. This electronic back-donation by the electronegative metals 
results in electron deficiency for two-center two-electron bonding within the network of these 
species, which therefore form polyhedra or condensed clusters.  
4 
As a result, polar intermetallic compounds form a “hybrid” class between the H-R and 
Z-K phases because the atomic constituents possess large coordination spheres, as seen in H-
R phases, but the atomic sizes between “cations” and “anions” can differ substantially. On the 
other hand, the electronegativity differences between electropositive and electronegative 
elements of polar intermetallics resemble those of Z-K phases, but the electron counting rules 
used to rationalize Z-K phases cannot easily rationalize the structures of polar intermetallic 
compounds because there are no clear two-center, two-electron bonds nor discrete clusters. To 
date, there are no “simple”, overarching valence electron counting rules to rationalize the 
observed composition-structure-bonding relationships among polar intermetallic compounds.  
Polar Intermetallic Quasicrystals 
Many polar intermetallic compounds contain complex structures with large atomic 
coordination spheres, mixed site occupancies, and networks and clusters of polyhedra so that 
it is not surprising many quasiperiodic crystals (“quasicrystals” for short; QCs) and their 
corresponding crystalline approximants (CAs) are polar intermetallics.  
QCs are a class of solids with crystallographic incompatible 5-, 7-, 8-, or higher-order 
rotational symmetry so that there is long-range quasiperiodic translational and orientational 
order.10 Out of the known QC classes, icosahedral quasicrystals (i-QCs) form the largest and 
most complex one because icosahedral symmetry requires quasiperiodicity in 3-dimensional 
(3D) space unlike, for instance, decagonal QCs, which are quasiperiodic in 2D.11 To answer 
question (1) of the dissertation for i-QCs, “where are the atoms, based on observed electron 
densities via diffraction?”, 3D crystallography is insufficient,12 and therefore, the structures of 
most multinary i-QCs are inferred from their CAs, which are compounds in close chemical 
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composition to the i-QC with periodic structures and are proposed to approximate the local 
structures of the i-QC.13 
Crystalline approximants of icosahedral quasicrystals. Since the discovery of the 
Al–Mn i-QC by Dan Shechtman in 1984,14 there are three cubic structure types identified as 
CAs and are depicted via clusters of concentric shells: Mackay-,15 Bergman-,16 and Tsai-types 
(Figure 1).17 The Mackay type is drawn as three shells with icosahedra as the inner and 
outermost shells and a 30-atom icosidodecahedron as the second, middle shell. The Bergman-
type is similar to the Mackay-type but has a dodecahedron as the second shell and a 60-atom 
Buckminsterfullerene-type truncated icosahedron as an additional fourth shell. The Tsai-type 
most resembles the Bergman-type but contains orientationally disordered tetrahedral clusters 
as the innermost shell and an icosidodecahedral fourth shell of atoms. Recent literature 
represents the fifth shell of Tsai-type CAs as a 92-atom rhombic triacontahedron with 
rhombohedra between these triacontahedral clusters,11b, 18 which is a structural similarity in all 
three CA types in longer-range order. Similar to 3D crystalline solids, which are described by 
their unit cell parameters and Bravais lattices, i-QCs are analogously identified by their 
Mackay type  
Bergman type 
Tsai type 
Figure 1. Three cubic crystalline approximant structure types, all with at least one distorted 
icosahedron and are all encapsulated by a triacontahedral shell.  
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quasilattice (aQC) and symmetry comparable to 3D space groups, which includes either the 
primitive (P), body-centered (I), or face-centered (F) designation. 
In addition to the structure-type categorization, CAs are also classified by a rational 
order, “L/S”, such as “1/1” or “2/1”, based on two consecutive numbers in the Fibonacci 
sequence, and how closely the CA relates to its i-QC. As the L/S designation moves further 
along the Fibonacci sequence, the lattice constant of the cubic CA, aL/S, steadily increases. The 
higher the L/S order, the more closely the CA relates to the i-QC, so that aL/S, aQC (the 
quasilattice constant), and the golden mean (τ = (
1+√5
2
)= 1.618…) can be related as follows:13a 
𝑎𝑄𝐶 =
𝑎𝐿
𝑆⁄
(2 + 𝜏)
1
2⁄
2(𝑆 + 𝐿𝜏)
               (𝑒𝑞. 1)              
 Indexing quasicrystals. Because i-QCs are aperiodic in 3D, indexing of their diffraction 
peaks may use a cut-and-project method to a 3D cube from the 6D hyperspace, in which i-QCs 
are expected to be periodic.12b Each XRD peak is then related to six integers n1–n6 that are the 
integer coefficients of a linear combination of six basis vectors from the origin to the six 
vertices of a regular icosahedron that are not related by inversion. The equivalent Miller indices 
in hyperspace would correspond to:  
ℎ = 𝑛1 − 𝑛4          ℎ
′ = 𝑛2 + 𝑛5                      
𝑘 = 𝑛3 − 𝑛6          𝑘
′ = 𝑛1 + 𝑛4       (eq. 2) 
𝑙 = 𝑛2 − 𝑛5          𝑙
′ = 𝑛3 + 𝑛6                       
whereby: 
𝑁 = ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2 + ℎ′2 + 𝑘′2 + 𝑙′2                and 
𝑀 = ℎ′2 + 𝑘′2 + 𝑙′2 + 2(ℎℎ′ + 𝑘𝑘′ + 𝑙𝑙′),  (eq. 3) 
so that the quasilattice, aQC, is calculated from the diffraction spacing 𝑄|| (Å
–1) as follows19: 
(√2)𝑎𝑄𝐶 =  
2𝜋
𝑄||
√
𝑁 + 𝑀𝜏
2(2 + 𝜏)
              (𝑒𝑞. 4) 
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Structural characterization using both 3D crystallography and hyperspace methods 
provides a means to answer question (1) of this research, but to answer question (2) and assess 
the interactions among atoms that form the foundation for the observed crystalline and 
quasicrystalline structures of polar intermetallics, electronic structure theory was utilized.  
AE/RE–Au–Al: Site- and Bond-Energies from Electronic Structure Theory 
 The total electronic energy for a given structure is evaluated by using the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation and involves one- and two-electron energy terms. A comparison 
of total electronic energies for two or more different structural models can be estimated using 
the total band energy derived from the one-electron terms as long as certain constraints are 
placed on the two-electron terms.20 Such strategies include the Structural Energy Theorem21 
and Second Moment Scaling,22 which can be accomplished by comparing isocompositional 
structures with the same volume per formula unit. Within the tight-binding approach used in 
this research, the total band energy for an extended solid can be separated into two terms: (1) 
the “site energy” term, which can be indirectly evaluated by assessing charge and population 
distributions respectively from Bader charge or Mulliken population analysis, or by comparing 
energetic stability of isocompositional models of different colorings23, and (2) the “bond 
energy term”. 20  
Within density functional theory, the bond energy term is the integration of the crystal 
orbital Hamilton population (COHP), which is a “bond-weighted” density of states (DOS) 
between adjacent atoms,24 and the DOS is the analog of the molecular orbital energy diagram 
for extended solids. In this research, the total DOS is often decomposed into their atomic orbital 
contributions to elucidate the underlying electronic interactions. Both the COHP and DOS are 
significantly affected by the electronegativity (χ) of the constituent metals. Electronegativity, 
8 
as defined by Pearson, is the average electron affinity and first ionization energy of a gas phase 
atom.25 Of all the metals, Au has the largest electronegativity (χAu = 5.77 eV) and was thus 
selected for further study. The electronic configuration of Au is [Xe]4f145d106s1, so that it can 
be counted as contributing one valence electron because the 5d band is filled and lies well 
below the Fermi level. However, theoretically, the 6s1 electron wavefunction has a finite non-
zero probability distribution to penetrate the nucleus, so that the velocity of the electron 
approaches that of the speed of light,26 which affects the 6s electron mass and energy, and 
contracts the 6s orbital. The 6s orbital contraction toward the nucleus thus shields the 5d 
orbitals and destabilizes the 5d10 electrons to lie closer to the 6s1 electron so that Au can 
sometimes be counted as contributing 11 total valence electrons.27 Coupled with Au, which is 
rich in 5d electrons and highly electronegative, Al ([Ne]3s23p1; χAl = 3.23 eV) is introduced, 
which is 3p electron-poor, has virtual d orbitals, and is the least electronegative of its group 13 
family touching the Zintl-border. Au and Al are both electron poor, in terms of 6p and 3p 
occupations, respectively, although they are both more electronegative in comparison to the 
far-left of the periodic table.  
In many ways, Au–Al binaries are Hume-Rothery compounds. For instance, Au4Al28 
(e/a = 1.40) contains 3 atoms in the asymmetric unit cell (Al(4a), Au1(4a), and Au2(12b)) and 
each is icosahedrally coordinated so that it is a binary derivative of elemental β-Mn. Its valence 
electron count and large atomic coordination spheres fall within the Hume-Rothery 
classification and the similar metallic radii between its constituents (RAu = 1.44 Å, RAl = 1.43 
Å) further abide by Hume-Rothery rules to attain substitutional solid-solution.  
To probe the interatomic interactions within polar intermetallics, alkaline-earth (AE) 
and rare earth (RE) elements are introduced to the Au–Al system, where the underlying 
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(AE/RE)–(Au+Al) polar covalent interactions give rise to structural cohesion. Binary AE/RE–
Au compounds, then, may follow the Zintl-Klemm structural rationale. For instance in 
(Sr/Ca)Au2,
29 Sr/Ca formally donates electrons to attain “Sr/Ca2+” and “2Au–”, in which the 
active Sr/Ca are in channel-like cavities of the tetrahedrally-distorted Au-coordinations. 
Therefore, polar intermetallic AE/RE–Au–Al have features of both Hume-Rothery and Zintl-
Klemm phases based on their binary break-down.  
In this dissertation, the choice of AE and RE elements spans both investigations of 
electron count effects as well as “chemical pressure”. The latter is addressed by considering 
metallic radius effects among the different AE and RE elements. For instance, since Ca has a 
smaller metallic radius than Sr (RSr,Ca = 2.15, 1.97 Å), at similar molar ratio compositions 
Sr/Ca:(Au+Al), what are the crystal structure ramifications? Substituting Ca for Sr in the 
similar compositions “chemically imposes pressure” on the structure, which needs to 
accommodate the smaller Ca because Sr/Ca–(Au+Al) polar covalent interactions contribute to 
structural cohesion. Then, going from divalent Sr/Ca to trivalent Y/Sc (RY,Sc = 1.80, 1.64 Å), 
also at similar molar ratio compositions, what are the electronic and crystallographic effects? 
 To address the site-energy term, which is especially relevant to this study because 
formally electronegative Au and Al share a framework with intervening AE/RE in the voids 
so that Au and Al even sometimes share the same Wyckoff sites, isocompositional models and 
their calculated total energies were examined. This atomic site preference arrangement is 
known as the “coloring problem”23 and can be simplified to resemble the investigation of 
isomeric stability in molecular inorganic chemistry: 
IO2F2
−
reacts with excess fluoride to form IO2F3
2−
, which can be drawn with minimal 
formal charges as any of the three square-pyramidal isomers below:  
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The middle isomer, with lone-pair electrons trans to O, is the most likely atomic 
arrangement, because the lone-pair is in the axial position with the least repulsion from the 
four bond-pairs in the square planar geometry (3 from F and 1 from O ligands). Since F is more 
electronegative than O and has a smaller atomic radius, this is favorable over the third isomer, 
which has 2 lone-pair–bond-pair repulsions of each O and F ligands.  
 This example considers atomic sizes and electron pair interactions to rationalize the 
most preferred atomic arrangement. In a similar manner, this dissertation examines metallic 
radii and electronic interactions to elucidate the crystallographic structures of polar 
intermetallic compounds.  
Overview of Dissertation Chapters 
 A final point of consideration in the study of polar intermetallic compounds are the 
effects of synthetic schemes and compositional choices. Therefore, the study of intermetallics 
can generally be broken up into four main parts: (1) syntheses and compositions; (2) atomic 
structures; (3) electronic structures and chemical bonding; and (4) properties. This dissertation 
examines the first three of these foci in the following chapters: 
Chapter 2. General experimental and computational methods. This chapter 
explains the main experimental techniques and computational tools used throughout the later 
chapters with emphasis on their fundamental usefulness and limitations. Readers are 
encouraged to review the accompanying references for more scientific discussion. 
 
Figure 2. Isomers of molecular IO2F2
− illustrating the use of electronegativity and atomic radius 
to rationalize structural stability as applied to extended solids of polar intermetallic compounds.    
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Chapter 3. Structure-composition subtleties in NaZn13-type derivatives of 
Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13. As the first project of my graduate studies, this chapter builds off 
previous research that examined Ba/Sr–Cu/Ag/Au–Al polar intermetallics. In the nearly 
equimolar mixtures of Au and Al, five new ternary NaZn13-derivatives of Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13 
were discovered that show a progression from cubic to tetragonal and monoclinic structures 
with subtly decreasing Au concentrations. In these structures, Au and Al atoms form 
icosahedral frameworks with voids that are filled by Sr or Ca with snub-cube coordination 
spheres. The decreased symmetry from cubic to tetragonal and monoclinic reveals preferential 
ordering of Au and Al to maximize the number of Au–Al (or Al-rich) shortest distances. To 
observe chemical pressure effects, Ca was substituted for Sr and showed an orthorhombic 
variation. This chapter initiates the investigation of polar intermetallics in this dissertation by 
closely examining subtle effects of compositions on structures.  
Chapter 4. An icosahedral quasicrystal and its 1/0 crystalline approximant in the 
Ca–Au–Al system. This chapter expands on the general investigation of the Ca–Au–Al system 
by moving into the Au-rich region of the ternary phase space, in which analogous systems have 
exhibited diverse and complex structures. Valence electron counts were used to target 
compositions that have reported i-QCs and CAs and resulted in the discovery of a CaAu4.5–
xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)) i-QC and its lowest order 1/0 CA CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)). 
The i-QC was characterized using high-energy, single-crystal X-ray diffraction with the 
precession technique to determine its symmetry as 𝑃𝑚3̅5̅. The polar-covalent interactions of 
Ca–(Au+Al) were addressed from the calculated electronic structures and from the atomic 
depiction of {Ca4/4[Au3–xAl1+x]} tetrahedral stars, and the phase width was rationalized from 
the electronic interactions of nearest atomic neighbors.   
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Chapter 5. From quasicrystals to crystals with interpenetrating icosahedra in Ca–
Au–Al: in-situ variable-temperature transformation. The metastable i-QC discovered in 
Chapter 4 is showed to irreversibly transform into its 2/1 CA Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 
(CAu4.37(1)Al1.63) via in-situ, high-energy powder X-ray diffraction. The structure of the 2/1 
CA is depicted in the Tsai-type in concentric shells with (Au+Al) atoms sharing shells and Ca 
atoms in intervening shells, per the polar-covalent interactions of the compound, which are a 
signature of polar intermetallics. The most intense PXRD peaks that changed during the 
transformation were analyzed to show direct correlations between the i-QC and 2/1 CA and 
atomic site preferences of Au and Al atoms were analyzed from the coordination spheres of 
the split sites. From electronic structure calculations, a 1/1 CA “Ca24Au88Al64” is proposed.  
Chapter 6. AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, and Ti): Peierls distortion, atomic coloring, and 
structural competition. This chapter studies the active metal electronic and metallic size 
effects on polar-intermetallics. Although no i-QCs were identified in Sc–Au–Al, a combination 
of computational and crystallographic studies showed the ScAuAl compound experiencing an 
electronic pseudo-Peierls distortion that led to alternating long-short Au–Au chains. 
Additionally, based on calculations of unit cell volumes as a function of energy, the competing 
Co2Si-(TiNiSi-type), Fe2P-, and Ni2In-types structures, which are all commonly observed in 
many polar intermetallic compounds and in AAuAl, were rationalized in terms of decreasing 
metallic radius and increasing valence electron concentrations on going from Ca to Sc and Ti.  
Chapter 7. Y/Gd–Au–Al 1/1 crystalline approximants, structures with hexagonal 
stars and noncentrosymmetry. With trivalent Gd and Y as active metals, 1/1 CA’s are once 
again present as similarly seen in the case of Ca–Au–Al. This chapter tabulates the structures 
observed in Y/Gd–Au–Al. Synthetic compositions that had yielded the 2/1 and 1/0 CAs in Ca–
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Au–Al instead led respectively to the 1/1 CA’s and new (Y/Gd)Au2.929(4)Al0.659 compounds 
with hexagonal stars. Moving into Al-rich compositions led to new noncentrosymmetric 
hexagonal (Gd/Y)4Au9.00(3)Al13.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
 
This chapter outlines the general procedures used in this research from the experimental 
syntheses and characterizations via X-ray diffraction and elemental analyses to the 
computational techniques utilizing electronic structure theory. The goal is to summarize the 
fundamentals of each method and provide a rationale for their use.  
Syntheses 
Many of the syntheses started with a question on the effects of composition on the 
structure, in which case, the melting points and relative amounts of the respective starting 
elements were considered. For instance, in chapter 3, the subtle effects of compositions in the 
1:12–1:13 ratio range were examined for (Sr/Ca):(Au+Al) to show geometric and atomic 
decoration variations within the same structural family. Later chapters report the compositional 
~1:5.3–1:6 ratio of (Ca/Y/Gd):(Au+Al) that led to quasicrystals and their crystalline 
approximants. In these syntheses, binary phase diagrams may be useful to determine a suitable 
heating profile for the ternary compositions, although some of the syntheses were coupled with 
thermogravimetric data. 
Starting reactants. The high-purity (≥ 99.9%) starting elements for all syntheses are 
listed in Table 1 and were used as received. All elements were stored in an argon- or nitrogen-
filled glovebox with moisture levels maintained at less than or equal to 0.1 ppm by volume and 
were cut into pieces from their original form so that the total sample masses were either 
300.0(1) or 800.0 mg. Specifically with Sr, the surfaces were scraped with a scalpel directly 
prior to loading into their tantalum reaction vessels to avoid oxidized areas. 
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Table 1. Reactants for all syntheses 
Metal Origin Purity%  Melting Point (°C) Form 
Au Ames Laboratory 99.99 1064 Spheres 
Al Alfa-Aesar 99.999 660.3 Ingots 
Ca Sigma Aldrich 99.99 842 Chunks 
Sr Alfa-Aesar 99.9 777 Dendrites 
Sc APL-Aldrich 99.9 1541 Chunks 
Y Ames Laboratory 99.995 1526 Chunks 
Gd Ames Laboratory 99.995 1312 Pieces 
 
Tube furnace synthesis. A programmable tube-furnace is useful because of its time 
and temperature programmable capabilities, and its maximum limit of ~1200 °C is higher than 
the temperatures used in this research to achieve solid solutions. Tantalum ampoules, with 
starting reactants inside for the targeted compositions, were arc-welded shut under argon and 
sealed under vacuum in a secondary silica jacket to avoid oxidation of the tantalum at reaction 
temperatures, and were then placed into programmable tube furnaces. Depending on the 
sample, either an annealing heating profile or a rapid quenching of the reactions was used, and 
the latter was particularly important for the syntheses of quasicrystalline products.  
Characterization 
All X-ray diffraction characterization techniques are summarized in Table 2.   
Powder X-ray diffraction. Phase analyses of all products were initially carried out by 
use of powder X-ray diffraction with the Stoe Stadi P diffractometer equipped with a position-
sensitive image-plate detector (Cu Kα1, λ = 1.54060 Å) at ~25 °C. Crystalline samples were 
ground, dispersed onto, and sandwiched between two transparent acetate or mylar films with 
the use of vacuum grease. To ensure instrument alignment, external NBS Si 640b powder was 
also mixed homogenously with some of the ground products for measurement comparison 
against the PXRD pattern of a 1923 Si-standard (ICSD identification no. 53783).1 If the 
instrument is misaligned, the PXRD patterns are then manually shifted to orient the peaks of 
the Si-standard in its known 2θ positions. Subsequent measurements of the same sample batch  
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Table 2. X-ray diffraction instrument specification and usage summary 
 
Stoe Stadi 
P PXRD 
APS  
PXRD 
Bruker 
CCD 
APEX II 
D8 
VENTURE 
APEX III 
STOE 
IPDS II 
APS four- 
circle single 
crystal XRD 
purpose 
phase 
width and 
purity 
analysis 
in-situ 
heating to 
see phase 
changes 
single 
specimens 
for refined 
structural 
solution 
data of 
small 
specimens 
with large 
absorption  
full 
reciprocal 
lattice 
diffraction 
for testing 
quasi-lattice 
calculation 
from 
precession 
diffraction  
λ (Å) 
CuKα1 
(1.54060) 
0.17712 
Mo Kα1 
(0.71073) 
Mo Kα1 
(0.71073) 
Mo Kα1 
(0.71073) 
0.18352 
sample- 
detector 
(mm) 
130 1821.595 50–70 60 100 834.2732 
 
after instrument alignment may not include the Si-standard. Phase analysis was performed by 
juxtaposing the observed PXRD patterns against PXRD patterns calculated from single-crystal 
XRD refined crystallographic solutions and PXRD patterns of known compounds. Hence, the 
PXRD patterns serve as a fingerprint identification of the products. In many cases, a Rietveld 
refinement with a Le Bail decomposition of the observed PXRD patterns was used to extract 
the sample lattice parameters and atomic coordinates,2 which are then a course-grained average 
of the sample, instead of those provided by single-crystal XRD and are more specific to the 
individual specimen.  
In chapter 5, high-energy PXRD (λ = 0.17712 Å) as a function of temperature was 
employed to observe an in-situ transformation via PXRD pattern changes using the Advanced 
Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Lab (ANL). Although PXRD is a useful and quick 
characterization technique for phase analysis, it is inherently 1-dimensional (1D).  
Single crystal X-ray diffraction. Therefore, crystallographic modeling from single-
crystal XRD, which maps out the reciprocal space in 3D and implicitly provides more data on 
3D thermal oscillations, was carried out. Selected specimens from the bulk products were 
mounted onto the tips of glass fibers and held fixed with vacuum grease. Most single-crystal 
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XRD data were collected at ~25 °C with a Mo Kα1 radiation source (λ = 0.71073 Å) on a Bruker 
CCD APEX II diffractometer, although a STOE-IPDS II, a D8 VENTURE APEX III, as well 
as a four-circle diffractometer with an X-ray precession technique using the APS (λ = 0.183520 
Å) at ANL were employed for some of the specimens as well.  
For the Bruker CCD APEX II and D8 VENTURE APEX III diffractometers, the 
Bruker-SMART program3 was used to acquire data between one-half and a full sphere in 
reciprocal space and the program XPREP was used to determine the space groups.4 For the 
STOE-IPDS, the X-Area suite was used for data acquisition and analysis.5 Due to the large 
absorption of Au, data were corrected semi-empirically or numerically6 using the programs 
SADABS or X-Shape and X-Red, respectively.5, 7 The STOE-IPDS was useful for indexing 
and performing test runs of selected specimens for diffraction in the full reciprocal space, but 
full data sets were collected on the Bruker CCD instead, because of the relative faster data 
collection speed. For instance, the STOE-IPDS would show the full 5-fold and 3-fold 
diffraction patterns of a quasicrystal and its respective cubic crystalline approximant in 
reciprocal space as illustrated in chapter 4, but each measurement took more than ~30 hours 
for the full data set otherwise collected on the Bruker CCD for ~12 hours each. The D8 
VENTURE was useful because of its high-focused beam for diffraction data on small (≤ 50 
μm longest cross section) specimens with a large crystallographic R-internal refinement caused 
by large absorption such as those with Au-rich compositions. The APS four-circle single-
crystal diffractometer with the precessed diffraction technique8 provided data for indexing the 
quasicrystalline sample to determine the quasilattice constant and its centering (i.e., primitive, 
face-centered, or body-centered).  
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All crystallographic structures were solved using direct methods and refined using 
SHELXTL4 with some structures also solved using JANA20069 for comparison. In X-ray 
diffraction and according to Friedel’s law, the structural phase is lost during data collection 
and Fourier transformation. Only the magnitude-squared of the structure factor or the 
diffraction amplitude is experimentally available, so that the intensities of the (h,k,l) and (ℎ̅, 
?̅?,𝑙)̅ reflections (i.e., Friedel pair) are equal. As a result, noncentrosymmetric and 
centrosymmetric structures are indistinguishable.10 In chapter 6, where the ScAuAl structure 
is refined in the noncentrosymmetric space group, an additional absolute structure factor is 
introduced in the direct methods solution and subsequent structural refinements by considering 
it a “twinned” crystal.11 In many cases during crystallographic refinement, increasing the total 
parameters to model a structure may yield lower R-refinement values. In these cases, a 
Hamilton test is useful for assessing whether the increased parameters resulted in a statistically 
relevant improvement to the overall model.12 Although single-crystal X-ray diffraction is a 
useful technique for elucidating structural arrangements with reliable information on atomic 
occupancies, it inherently relies on atomic scattering factors that do not clearly identify the 
elements involved, especially those with close atomic scattering factors. To confirm the 
resulting refined composition, elemental analysis is a good accompanying tool.  
Elemental analysis. Most elemental analyses were performed on ground powdered 
products or single-crystals after XRD analyses using Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
(EDS), under vacuum, on a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), to obtain an elemental 
percent composition. Atomic-level resolution and electron-diffraction imaging using a 
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) were also performed in conjunction with the SEM 
elemental mapping, specifically for the quasicrystals and their crystalline approximants in 
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chapter 5. Specimens were prepared from the products with a focused ion beam (FIB) source 
using standard lift-out techniques, in which thin and flat cross-sections of the 
crystal/quasicrystal were removed for analysis.13  
Although elemental analysis provides a good estimate of the chemical distribution and 
sample homogeneity and TEM diffraction provides a good structural overview of the atomic 
clustering beyond the surface, the detailed crystallographic arrangements, disorders, and 
atomic distributions are still best studied using single-crystal X-ray diffraction. However, when 
used in conjunction, EDS and crystallography together provide a good characterization of both 
composition and structure.   
Computational Methods for Electronic Structural Studies 
To study the underlying factors contributing to the stability, compositions, and atomic 
distributions of the resulting polar intermetallic compounds in this research, electronic 
structure theory was utilized. Determination of the electronic structures involves solving the 
Schrödinger equation, with the Hamiltonian operator containing information about both the 
kinetic and potential energies affecting electrons. In this method, electron-electron potential 
energy terms are most challenging to solve and thus require approximations. 
Tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital atomic-sphere approximation. The 
Stuttgart TB-LMTO-ASA code14 applying the local density approximation (LDA) uses 
density-functional theory (DFT), which involves three significant terms to the total electronic 
energy: (1) kinetic energy; (2) coulombic energy from all charged particle interactions, and (3) 
electron-electron exchange-correlation energy. In LDA with the free-electron gas model, the 
exchange-correlation potential is self-consistently evaluated by treating electron densities in 
the free-electron gas expression to obtain an energy term. In TB-LMTO, the valence electrons 
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are held “tightly” by the atoms modeled as spherical muffin-tin potentials and, like Molecular 
Orbital Theory but for solids, uses a linear combination of atomic-like orbitals (LCAO) as the 
basis set.15 LMTO requires the use of space-filling of spherical atomic potentials or “empty 
sphere” potentials so that the unit cell volume equals to the total volume sum of the basis set 
and there are no “real” interstitial regions. Thus, there are spherical overlaps so that 
isocompositions of different structures with now different Wigner Seitz (WS) radii cannot be 
easily compared. Within LMTO, the band structures, densities of states (DOS), and crystal 
orbital Hamilton population (COHP)17 curves can be constructed, which respectively provide 
the electron dispersion in reciprocal space in relation to energy, patterns and numbers of 
electronic states, and pair-wise atomic orbital interactions for analysis of the electronic 
structural effects on compositions and crystal structural stability.  
Vienna ab-initio simulation package. VASP18 uses pseudopotentials that treat the 
core and valence electrons and it utilizes plane waves with energy cutoffs at 500 eV for this 
research. The exchange-correlation potential is approximated nonlocally by treating the 
electron densities as well as their gradients as the basis set in the generalized-gradient 
approximant (GGA) as constructed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE).19 VASP is useful 
for structural relaxation and total energy calculations of competing isocompositional models 
because it does not rely on filling space with WS spheres that might lead to spherical overlaps 
as in LMTO. However, VASP calculations take a relatively longer time than LMTO, and 
COHP curves are constructed through an external program. Both LMTO and VASP, however, 
are first-principles self-consistent calculations that generally lead to more accurate data, but 
also require more time than semi-empirical methods.  
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Semi-empirical extended Hückel. Semi-empirical EH calculations explicitly ignore 
electron-electron interactions in the calculation and thus yield more qualitative results, but are 
also generally faster than the self-consistent first-principles methods found in LMTO and 
VASP. Mulliken population analysis using EH consisted of single (for s and p orbitals) and 
double (d orbitals) zeta slater-type orbital basis sets and was useful for calculating the site 
energy of a structural arrangement such as those seen in the “Au6Al6” icosahedral molecular 
building blocks of chapter 3.   
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Abstract 
 
In the ~5–8 at% Sr/Ca phase space with nearly equimolar mixture of Au and Al, five 
new NaZn13-derivatives Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13 were discovered and their atomic site preferences 
and electronic structures were elucidated: (1) cubic SrAuxAl13–x (7.24(2) ≥ x ≥ 6.68(2)) shows 
no obvious atomic site preference due to mixed Au:Al occupancies of nearly 1:1; (2) at lower 
Au-content (higher valence electron concentrations), a tetragonal SrAuxAl13–x phase (6.59(1) 
≥ x ≥ 6.35(3)) shows all icosahedra centered by Al and preferential atomic arrangements to 
maximize the number of Au–Al (or Al-rich) shortest distances; (3) a monoclinic 
SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40 compound was uncovered that shows even more pronounced geometric 
distortion from the NaZn13-type structure as well as preferential arrangements for Au–Al 
nearest contacts; (4) tetragonal SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 with all empty icosahedra; and (5)  to observe 
effects of chemical pressure, CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) crystallizes in an orthorhombic class with 
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icosahedra that are half empty and half partially occupied by Al. Electronic DOS and COHP 
curves were used to rationalize the structural depiction of Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13 as icosahedra 
packing of (AuxAl1–x)12–13 with voids filled by the electropositive Sr/Ca.  
Introduction 
Metals and metalloids comprise almost three-quarters of the periodic table and 
intermetallics, which consist of two or more metallic elements combined in specific molar 
ratios, provide a fertile ground to study, predict, and modulate the relationships among 
chemical compositions, atomic and electronic structures, and physical properties. Many 
intermetallic compounds are formed via exothermic reactions with heats of formation (~50 
kJ/mol) lower than salt-type solids, and often exhibit finite compositional ranges, i.e., 
“homogeneity range” for single-phase formation. 
For main group intermetallic compounds, there are three common classifications: 
Hume-Rothery (H-R), polar intermetallics, and Zintl-Klemm (Z-K), which are typically 
categorized by their valence electron concentrations, which are evaluated as the total number 
of valence electrons per atom (e/a value). In the region 1.0 ≤ e/a < 2.0, Hume-Rothery phases1 
contain elements with similar electronegativities and sizes from among the late- and post-
transition metals, crystallize in densely packed structures with large coordination spheres, and 
count the total number of valence electrons divided by all the atoms. In the region e/a ≥ 4.0, 
Zintl-Klemm phases2 are comprised of electropositive metals (i.e., alkali, alkaline-earth or 
rare-earth metals) and electronegative metals around the “Zintl border” between groups 13 and 
14 of the periodic table, crystallize in structures built of networks of the electronegative metals 
that are often electron-specific following the octet or Wade’s rules3, and count the total number 
of valence electrons divided by the sum of only the electronegative metals. The interactions 
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between the active metals and electronegative components exhibit more ionic character than 
observed in H-R phases.4 The intermediate region 2.0 ≤ e/a < 4.0 is assigned to polar 
intermetallic compounds,5 which, like Z-K phases, contain combinations of electropositive and 
electronegative metals. The active metals formally donate valence electrons to the 
electronegative metals, which also engage in electronic back-donation to the active metals for 
their structural cohesion. This electronic back-donation by the electronegative metals results 
in electron deficiency for two-center two-electron bonding within the network of the 
electronegative species, which therefore form polyhedra or condensed clusters. As a result, 
polar intermetallic compounds form a “hybrid” class between the H-R and Z-K phases because 
the atomic constituents possess large coordination spheres, as seen in H-R phases, but the 
atomic sizes can differ substantially. On the other hand, the electronegativity differences 
between electropositive and electronegative elements of polar intermetallics resemble those of 
Z-K phases, but the electron counting rules used to rationalize Z-K phases cannot rationalize 
the structures of polar intermetallic compounds because there are no clear two-center, two-
electron bonds nor discrete clusters.6 To date, there are no “simple”, overarching valence 
electron counting rules to rationalize the observed composition-structure-properties 
relationships among polar intermetallic compounds.  
To contribute to the search for tools that address this shortcoming, we have been 
studying the NaZn13-type structure, which consists of components of both the H-R and Z-K 
phases in that it possesses networks of stuffed icosahedra, which is a feature of the H-R class, 
but also large differences in electronegativity between the components, a feature of the Z-K 
class. NaZn13-type compounds are widely represented among intermetallics formed by an 
alkali, alkaline-earth, or rare-earth element with late transition metals and trielide elements (Al, 
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Ga, In).7 Recent investigations even examined various atomic features leading to NaZn13-type 
compounds8 for stable structural arrangement as well as potential magnetocaloric effects of 
NaZn13 derivatives.
9 From the investigation of NaZn13-type BaCuxAl13–x
7 and magnetocaloric 
LaFe13–xSix,
11 the atomic arrangement (“coloring”10) maximizes the number of heteroatomic 
CuAl or FeSi interactions within the polyanionic icosahedral network, both within the 
icosahedra and between adjacent icosahedra. Progressions of the Ba–Cu–Al investigation 
involving substitution for Ba or Cu revealed indications of tetragonal distortions of the NaZn13-
structure in Sr–Au–Al and Ba–Pd–Al systems. These preliminary investigations showed just 
two compositions, SrAu5.96Al6.34 and BaPd3.49Al9.51, with the tetragonal distortion and 
warranted further examination beyond just their structural descriptions.12 Therefore, herein, 
we examine NaZn13-type phases existing in the Sr–Au–Al system, their possible structural 
distortions, any homogeneity range, and atomic site preferences. To examine metallic size 
effects as part of a broader investigation of chemical pressure on NaZn13-type phases, we also 
report on the outcomes of substituting Ca for Sr.  
Experimental Section 
Synthesis. The starting elements were dendritic Sr (99.9%, Alfa-Aesar), Ca chunks 
(99.99%, Sigma Aldrich), Au spheres (99.99%, Ames Laboratory), and Al ingots (99.999%, 
Alfa-Aesar) and were all handled in a nitrogen- or argon-filled glove-box, in which the 
moisture levels were maintained at no greater than 0.1 ppm by volume. Samples containing Ca 
were weighed to 300.0 mg total and samples containing Sr were weighed to 800.0 mg total 
corresponding to their target compositions into tantalum ampoules, which were arc-welded 
shut under argon and subsequently enclosed in a secondary silica jacket under vacuum to 
prevent oxidation of the tantalum reaction vessels at reaction temperatures. Sr–Au–Al samples 
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were heated to 1000 oC for 1 day and cooled (5 oC/h) to 750 oC for an annealing period of 3 
days from which they were left to cool to room temperature in the furnace after it is shut off. 
Ca–Au–Al samples were also heated to 1000 oC for 1 day and cooled (10 oC/h) to 700 oC for 
an annealing period of 5 days from which they were quenched into room temperature water. 
Ca–Au–Al samples were quenched because thermal analysis reveals a small liquidus event at 
~630oC that is present on cooling but not on heating and, therefore, may indicate the presence 
of another phase.  
Thermal analysis. A Netzsch 404C differential scanning calorimeter was used for 
thermal analysis of the Ca–Au–Al samples, which (~30.0 mg) were sealed into tantalum tubes, 
then placed into secondary alumina crucibles, purged with helium, and heated to 850 oC and 
back to room temperature (~25 oC).  
Phase analysis. Phase analysis by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was carried out 
on polycrystalline samples of ground products spread over and sandwiched between two 
transparent films (mylar for samples with Sr and acetate for samples with Ca) held together 
with a thin layer of vacuum grease and inserted into an airtight sample holder. All data were 
collected at 30 °C on a diffractometer with Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54060 Å).  
Data for Sr–Au–Al samples were recorded on a Huber 670 Guinier camera equipped 
with an image plate detector. The diffractometer was calibrated with the NBS Si 640b standard, 
and the detection limit for the second phase in the sample was conservatively estimated to be 
~5% by volume in equivalent scattering power. Data were recorded in the 4–100o 2θ range, 
step size 0.005o, and an exposure time of 30 min.  
Data for Ca–Au–Al samples were collected on a Stoe Stadi P line-scan transmission 
diffractometer with a position-sensitive image-plate detector, in the 10–125o 2θ range, step size 
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0.03o 2θ, and an exposure time of 1 hour. For a smaller step size, data were also collected on 
the Panalytical X’pert Pro step-scan reflection diffractometer equipped with a scintillation 
counter detector. Ground polycrystalline products were scattered over a silicon wafer and 
mounted onto a zero-background holder. Data were recorded in the 5–110o 2θ range with a 
step size of 0.017o in 2θ for an exposure time of 2 hours. Phase identification was performed 
using the program PowderCell by juxtaposing the simulated patterns from refined single-
crystal XRD data and reported XRD data against the observed PXRD patterns.13  
Unit cell parameters of the samples containing Sr were obtained by least-squares 
refinement on 15–20 of the most intense peaks in the 2θ region 10–100o using the program 
WinXPow and were employed in all distance calculations from single-crystal positional 
refinements.14 A Rietveld refinement with a Lebail decomposition was used to attain the lattice 
parameters and atomic coordinates from PXRD data of samples containing Ca using the 
program JANA2006.15  
Single crystal X-ray diffraction. Single-crystal diffraction data were collected at 
ambient conditions (~25 °C) on either a Bruker SMART APEX II or APEX I (for the samples 
with Sr) CCD diffractometer with a Mo Kα1 radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å).16 Specimens were 
selected and mounted onto the tips of glass fibers and their data were collected using the 
SMART software over one-half or full spheres in reciprocal space at scan increments of 0.3–
0.5o in ω and exposure times of 10–30 seconds per frame. Reflection intensities were integrated 
with the program SAINT in the SMART software package and absorption was empirically 
corrected17 using the program SADABS.18 The space groups were determined using the 
program XPREP and all structures were solved using direct methods and refined by the full-
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matrix least-squared on Fo
2 with anisotropic thermal displacement and secondary extinction 
parameters using the program suite SHELXTL.19 
Electronic structures and site preferences. The tight binding linear muffin-tin orbital 
method employing the atomic sphere approximation (TB-LMTO-ASA)20 as implemented in 
the Stuttgart code was used for self-consistent electronic structure calculations. Exchange and 
correlation were treated by the local density approximation (LDA), which was parametrized 
per von Barth and Hedin.21 Relativistic effects were considered using a scalar relativistic 
approximation.22 The Wigner-Seitz (WS) radii of all atoms were assigned automatically and 
subjected up to 18% overlap between WS spheres, leading to no greater than 9% volume 
overlaps with no need for empty spheres. To visualize the electronic density of states (DOS) 
and nearest (≤ 3.5 Å apart) pairwise crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP)23 of the 
irreducible wedge from the first Brillouin zone, 801 (Sr-models) and 8001 (Ca-models) k-
points were used for plotting.  
To handle mixed site occupancies, ordered models were created by either lowering the 
experimentally determined space group or assigning all mixed Au/Al sites as their majority 
component. The following atomic basis set was used:24 Ca (4s, 3d), Sr (5s, 4d), Au (6s, 6p, 
5d), and Al (3s, 3p), with Ca (4p, 4f), Sr (5p, 4f), Au (4f), and Al (3d) downfolded.  
For the Ca–Au–Al structures, the DOS was also calculated for comparison against the 
TB-LMTO-ASA method using the projected augmented wave method (PAW) of the Vienna 
ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP 4.6.34),25 in which the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) was employed with the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange 
and correlation potentials,26 a 500 eV energy cutoff, a 0.01 meV self-consistent convergence 
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criterion, and the following atomic orbital basis set: Ca (3s23p64s2), Au (5d106s1), and Al 
(3s23p1).  
To understand factors leading to the Au and Al atomic site preferences10 in the 
“CaAu6Al6” model, 18 molecular models of the empty ordered icosahedron [Au6Al6] were 
constructed using the averaged interatomic distances of the experimentally determined 
structure, so that the icosahedral edges parallel to the unit cell edges (6) are slightly longer 
than the edges orthogonal to the body diagonal (24). For each model, the total energies and 
interatomic overlap populations were assessed using semi-empirical Extended Hückel (EH) 
calculations. The EH calculations used single (for s and p orbitals) and double (for d orbitals) 
zeta (ζ) Slater-type orbitals as follows: Al 3s (H3s–3s = –12.30 eV, ζ3s = 1.37), and 3p (H3p–3p = 
–6.50 eV, ζ3p = 1.36); Au 6s (H6s–6s = –10.92 eV, ζ6s = 2.60), 6p (H6p–6p = –5.55 eV, ζ6p = 2.58), 
and 5d (H5d–5d = –15.07 eV, ζ5d1 = 6.16 (c1 = 0.6444), ζ5d2 = 2.790 (c2 = 0.5357)).27  
Results and Discussion 
Synthesis and phase analysis. At ~5–8 at% Sr/Ca and at nearly equal Au and Al 
concentrations, several samples were prepared to identify the corresponding phases and 
structures of the (Sr, Ca)–Au–Al systems showing the NaZn13-type structure and its 
derivatives, consisting of a cubic packing of atom-centered icosahedra with the larger formal 
cation in snub cube voids. Table 1 includes samples with (Sr, Ca):(Au+Al) loaded molar ratios 
of 1:13 and 1:12, as well as 1:15.7 specifically for Sr:(Au+Al), that led to NaZn13-type 
derivatives and other phases nearby in composition with the Au:Al molar ratio varying from 
~1.4 (Au-rich) to ~0.5 (Al-rich). These reactions were chosen: (1) to reproduce the 
incompletely characterized 1:12 phase ~SrAu5.96Al6.34,
12 which was assigned as a tetragonal 
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Table 1. Phase analysis of (Sr/Ca)–Au–Al from loadings and refinements using XRD 
 
loading 
phase 
analysis 
composition 
(single-crystal 
XRD)  
refined lattice parameters from XRD (Å) 
single-crystal powder 
a b c a b c 
1
:1
3
 
SrAu7.4Al5.6 
Ccub + 
Uu.ph 
  12.523(2) 
SrAu7.0Al6.0 cub   12.498(2) 
SrAu6.7Al6.3 cub SrAu6.68(2)Al6.32 12.482(2) 12.476(2) 
SrAu6.0Al7.0 Mmono SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40 12.260(2) 12.470(2) 12.320(2)    
1
:1
2
 
SrAu6.8Al5.2 
cub + 
Hhex 
SrAu7.24(2)Al5.76 12.528(2) 12.522(2) 
  12.628(2)  7.091(2) 
SrAu6.5Al5.5 
cub + 
hex 
  
12.502(3) 
8.634(2)  7.096(2) 
SrAu6.0Al6.0 
Ttetra + 
hexa 
  
8.883(2)  12.487(6) 
8.657(2)  7.101(2) 
SrAu5.5Al6.5 
tetra+ 
hexa+ 
Oorth 
SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 8.698(2)  12.397(6) 8.687(2)  12.403(7) 
   
   
1
:1
5
.7
 SrAu9.0Al6.7 cub + u.ph   12.525(2) 
SrAu8.3Al7.4 cub + u.ph   12.502(2) 
SrAu7.9Al7.8 tetra SrAu6.59(2)Al6.41 8.789(3)  12.505(6) 8.790(2)  12.535(5) 
SrAu7.4Al8.3 tetra + u.ph SrAu6.55(2)Al6.45  8.755(2)  12.503(5) 
 SrAu5.8Al5.8 tetra+ u.ph SrAu6.35(3)Al6.65 8.842(3)  12.505(6)    
1
:1
3
 CaAu6.7Al6.3 
ortho + 
u.ph 
CaAu6.14(4)Al6.05(3) 12.2321(8) 12.4512(8) 12.2898(7) 12.052(4) 12.273(5) 12.142(5) 
CaAu6Al7 
ortho + 
u.ph 
CaAu6.16(2)Al6.05(2) 12.481(2) 12.299(2) 12.256(2) 12.451(4) 12.286(4) 12.223(4) 
1
:1
2
 
CaAu7Al5 
Tetetrag + 
u.ph 
CaAu6.81Al4.00 8.5536(4)  34.005(2)    
       
CaAu6Al6 
Orortho + 
u.ph 
CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) 12.4481(4) 12.2776(4) 12.2096(5) 12.4484(4) 12.2792(6) 12.2145(7) 
       
CaAu4Al8 
Ortorthorm+ 
u.ph 
CaAu3.488(3)Al4.512 13.1023(3) 4.15930(10) 12.0136(3) 12.408(6) 3.912(2) 11.557(6) 
       
Ccub–cubic NaZn13-type, Uu.ph–unidentified phases, Mmono–monoclinic NaZn13-type derivative, Hhex–hexagonal Ba3Ag14.6Al6.4-type 
Sr3AuxAl21–x,28 Ttetra–tetragonal NaZn13-type, Oorth–orthorhombic BaZn5-type SrAuxAl5–x29 Tetetragonal phase unrelated to NaZn13. 
Orortho–orthorhombic NaZn13-type, Ortorthorhombic phase unrelated to NaZn13.  
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derivative of the NaZn13-type structure; and (2) to extend the investigation of chemical pressure 
of cubic NaZn13-type BaCu5.10(7)Al7.90 on going from Ba to Sr to Ca and from Cu to Au.  
For the 1Sr: 13(Au+Al) ratio, or ~7.1 at% Sr, there are three distinct SrAuxAl13–x 
structures observed on decreasing Au-content: cubic; tetragonal; and monoclinic NaZn13-type 
derivatives. At higher Au content, which refined as 7.24(2) ≥ x ≥ 6.68(2) from single crystals 
and obtained from loadings 7.4 ≥ x ≥ 6.5, PXRD patterns can be indexed and single crystals 
were refined as cubic NaZn13-type. The corresponding lattice parameters (a = 12.476(2)–
12.525(2) Å) decrease with decreasing Au content, a result consistent with the relative atomic 
sizes of Au (RAu = 1.44 Å) and Al (RAl = 1.43 Å). At lower Au content, i.e., 6.59(1) ≥ x ≥ 
6.35(3) refined from single crystals, there is evidence of transformation to a tetragonal 
derivative of the NaZn13-type structure.  The similarities of PXRD patterns (see Figure 1) 
between the cubic and tetragonal phases called for single-crystal XRD analysis, which 
confirmed that SrAu6.59(1)Al6.41, SrAu6.55(2)Al6.45, and SrAu6.35(3)Al6.40 are tetragonal.  
A tetragonal NaZn13-type derivative also occurs for the 1Sr: 12(Au+Al) ratio (~7.7 at% 
Sr) as SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25, but with the centers of each icosahedron empty, in contrast to the 
tetragonal 1:13 phase at 6.59(1) ≥ x ≥ 6.35(3), in which all icosahedra are centered by Al atoms. 
The tetragonal phases, SrAu6.59(1)Al6.41, SrAu6.55(2)Al6.45, and SrAu6.35(3)Al6.40 as refined from 
single-crystal XRD, were selected from the respective “SrAu7.9Al7.8”, “SrAu7.4Al8.3” and 
“SrAu5.8Al5.8” sample loadings, which do not correspond to the typical 1:12 and 1:13 
Sr:(Au+Al) ratios of NaZn13 derivatives. At first, isolation of a 1:13 tetragonal phase was 
interfered by impurities; some byproducts were identified as hexagonal Sr3AuxAl21–x
28 and 
orthorhombic SrAuxAl5–x
29 compounds (see Table 1). To address the purity issue, the 1Sr: 
15.7(Au+Al) region (~6 at% Sr) was explored under the assumption that no complex ternary  
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phases might form with Sr content < 7 at%. Instead, the monoclinic AuAl compound30 was 
assumed to be the only other phase that could exist in equilibrium with the targeted tetragonal 
phase. PXRD patterns of the resulting products were juxtaposed against the simulated AuAl 
PXRD pattern to show that AuAl was not a side product in the synthesis and that the 1Sr:  
Figure 1. Observed and calculated PXRD patterns of monoclinic SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40 (top), tetragonal 
SrAu6.59(1)Al6.41 with all stuffed-icosahedra (middle), and cubic SrAu6.68(2)Al6.32 (bottom) NaZn13 
derivatives. 
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15.7(Au+Al) loading ratios led to the tetragonal phase with no obvious impurities exceeding 
the X-ray detection limit of ~5 wt.% at the optimal loading ratio 1Sr: 7.9Au: 7.8Al, so that the  
phase width for the tetragonal NaZn13-type SrAuxAl13–x derivative is assigned as 6.59(1) ≥ x ≥ 
6.35(3). For the loading of 1Sr: 6Au: 7Al (x = 6), the PXRD pattern includes broad diffraction 
peaks that could be assigned if both the tetragonal and cubic models were overlaid together 
onto the observed pattern so that, at first, the product seemed to be a mixture of phases. 
However, several peaks in the 2θ range 29.3–30.9o remained unindexed and suggested an 
unknown phase. A single specimen selected from this loading for single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction analysis refined as a monoclinic derivative of the NaZn13-type structure with the 
composition SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40. The structure has alternating stuffed and empty icosahedra and 
for which the simulated PXRD pattern matches the observed PXRD pattern (see Figure 1). 
  
 
 
Figure 2. PXRD of observed “CaAu6Al6” (black) and refined CaAu6.09(2) Al6.01(1) simulated from 
single-crystal XRD with enlarged inset (left). Structure with snub cube, icosahedra, and tetrahedral 
star building blocks (right). Ca are colored red, Au are gold, Al are colored blue, and mixed Au/Al 
sites are colored green.    
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Table 2. Selected crystallographic refinements of Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13 
loading composition SrAu6.7Al6.3 SrAu7.3Al8.3 SrAu6Al7 SrAu5.5Al6.5 Ca1.00(6)Au5.99(1)Al5.86(8) 
refined composition SrAu6.68(2)Al6.32 SrAu6.59(1)Al6.41 SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40 SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) 
θ range data collection 3.3–23.2o 1.6–23.1o 1.7–23.3o 1.6–23.3o 1.6–27.8o  
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1) 106.29/ empirical 105.72/ empirical 100.78/ empirical 95.71/ empirical 96.46/ empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I 
> 2σ(I)]/ para. 
2230/ 71/ 67/ 11 5733/ 388/ 323/ 49 
9987/ 2494/ 
1695/ 251 
5329/ 385/ 355/ 
44 
22258/ 2192/ 1513/ 
138 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ 
wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 
0.021/ 0.049/ 
0.062/1.38 
0.039/ 0.078/ 
0.094/ 1.21 
0.055/ 0.116/ 
0.088/ 1.05 
0.023/ 0.048/ 
0.061/ 1.07 
0.038/ 0.077/ 
0.111/1.00 
space group/ Pearson  
𝐹𝑚3̅𝑐 (no. 226)/ 
cF112 
𝑃4/𝑛𝑏𝑚 (no. 125)/ 
tP56 
𝑃2/𝑐 (no. 13)/ 
mP108 
𝑃4/𝑛𝑏𝑚 (no. 
125)/ tP52 
P𝑏𝑐𝑚 (no. 57)/ 
oP108 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 1.06, –1.20 1.92, –1.50 –3.16, 3.01 –1.09, 1.05 2.82, –2.77 
dimensions (Å) 
a=b=c= 
12.482(2) 
a=b=8.789(3) 
c=12.505(6) 
a=12.260(8) 
b=12.470(9); 
β=90.26(2) 
c=12.320(9) 
a=b=8.698(2) 
c=12.397(6) 
a = 12.4481(4) 
b = 12.2776(4) 
c = 12.2096(5) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 1944.7(6)/ 8 965.9(7)/ 4 1883(2)/ 8 937.9(6)/ 4 1866.03(1)/ 8 
index ranges -13 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 13 
−9 ≤ h, k ≤ 9 
−13 ≤ l ≤ 13 
13 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 13 
−9 ≤ h, k ≤ 9 
−13 ≤ l ≤ 13 
−15 ≤ h, k ≤ 15 
−15 ≤ l ≤ 12 
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Table 3.  Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13 crystallographic parameters 
S
rA
u
6
.6
8
(2
)A
l 6
.3
2
 
atom Wyck. sym. x y z Uiso occ. (<1) 
Sr 8a 432 1/4 1/4 1/4 0.012(1)  
Au/Al1 96i 𝑚.. 0.32087(5) 0.37292(6) 0.0008(2) 0.0250(4) 0.65(1)/0.44 
Au/Al2 8b 𝑚3̅. 1/2 1/2 0 0.012(2) 0.117(8)/0.883 
S
rA
u
6
.5
9
(1
)A
l 6
.4
1
 
Sr1 2a 422 1/4 1/4 0 0.014(2)  
Sr2 2b 422 1/4 1/4 1/2 0.014(2)  
Au/Al1 8m ..m 0.9262(1) 0.0738(1) 0.3776(1) 0.0248(7) 0.91(2)/0.09 
Au/Al2 8m ..m 0.1180(1) 0.8820(1) 0.0693(1) 0.0275(7) 0.905(18)/0.095 
Au/Al3 16n 1 0.1921(2) 0.0571(2) 0.2464(1) 0.0209(7) 0.54(1)/0.46 
Al/Al4 8m ..m 0.6307(3) 0.1307(3) 0.4264(3) 0.023(2) 0.215(9)/0.785 
Au/Al5 8m ..m 0.9261(5) 0.0739(5) 0.1289(5) 0.030(3) 0.121(8)/0.879 
Au/Al6 4h 2.mm 3/4 1/4 0.2481(5) 0.011(3) 0.129(9)/0.871 
S
rA
u
6
.1
0
(3
)A
l 6
.4
0
 
Sr1 2e 2 0 0.9951 (5) 1/4 0.007 (2)  
Sr2 2f 2 1/2 0.9953 (5) 1/4 0.009 (2)  
Sr3 2f 2 1/2 0.4959 (5) 1/4 0.008 (2)  
Sr4 2e 2 0 0.4965 (5) 1/4 0.009 (2)  
Au1 4g 1 0.7503 (2) 0.6151 (2) 0.1809 (2) 
0.0076 
(5) 
 
Au2 4g 1 0.8818 (2) 0.9298 (2) 0.9824 (2) 
0.0106 
(5) 
 
Au3 4g 1 0.6185 (2) 0.9296 (2) 0.9823 (2) 
0.0105 
(5) 
 
Au4 4g 1 0.0796 (2) 0.6221 (2) 0.0029 (2) 
0.0101 
(5) 
 
Au5 4g 1 0.7502 (2) 0.0579 (2) 0.1286 (2) 
0.0109 
(5) 
 
Au6 4g 1 0.7501 (2) 0.3661 (2) 0.3418 (2) 
0.0092 
(5) 
 
Au7 4g 1 0.5796 (2) 0.3776 (2) 0.9970 (2) 
0.0106 
(5) 
 
Au8 4g 1 0.7410 (2) 0.0873 (2) 0.8635 (2) 
0.0132 
(5) 
 
Au9 4g 1 0.6238 (2) 0.2456 (2) 0.1838 (2) 
0.0104 
(5) 
 
Au10 4g 1 0.1236 (2) 0.7543 (2) 0.8163 (2) 
0.0108 
(5) 
 
Au11 4g 1 0.9313 (2) 0.7534 (2) 0.1201 (2) 
0.0086 
(5) 
 
Au12 4g 1 0.5686 (2) 0.7531 (2) 0.1200 (2) 
0.0095 
(5) 
 
Au/Al13 4g 1 0.3681 (9) 0.745 (1) 0.1817 (8) 0.006 (4) 0.040(9)/0.960 
Au/Al14 4g 1 0.1311 (9) 0.745 (1) 0.1822 (8) 0.008 (4) 0.043(9)/0.957 
Au/Al15 4g 1 0.131 (1) 0.426 (1) 0.910 (1) 0.009 (6) 0.018(10)/0.982 
Au/Al16 4g 1 0.750 (1) 0.5689 (9) 0.383 (1) 0.014 (5) 0.045(10)/0.955 
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Table 3 (continued). 
Au/A117 4g 1 0.070 (1) 0.752 (1) 0.617 (1) 0.026 (5) 0.056(1)/0.944 
Al1 4g 1 0.586 (1) 0.134 (1) 0.004 (1) 0.007(3)  
Al2 4g 1 0.632 (1) 0.577 (1) 0.011 (1) 0.008(4)  
Al3 4g 1 0.917 (1) 0.133 (1) 0.004 (1) 0.008(4)  
Al4 4g 1 0.431 (1) 0.250 (1) 0.117 (1) 0.000(3)  
Al5 4g 1 0.749 (1) 0.124 (1) 0.320 (1) 0.005(3)  
Al6 4g 1 0.750 (1) 0.247 (1) −0.005 (1) 0.003(3)  
Al7 4g 1 0.749 (1) 0.859 (1) 0.153 (1) 0.014(4)  
Al8 4g 1 0.752 (1) 0.413 (1) 0.126 (1) 0.001(3)  
C
aA
u
6
.0
9
(2
)A
l 6
.0
1
(1
) 
Ca1 4c 2.. 0.0042(3) 1/4 0 0.0230(9)  
Ca2 4c 2.. 0.5068(4) 1/4 0 0.0266(9)  
Au1 4d ..m 0.38680(6) 0.31861(6) 1/4 0.0188(2)  
Au2 4d ..m 0.63413(6) 0.15682(6) 1/4 0.0191(2)  
Au3 8e 1 0.06756(4) 0.52039(5) 0.11328(5) 0.0210(2)  
Au4 4d ..m 0.08700(7) 0.13722(7) 1/4 0.0221(2)  
Au5 4d ..m 0.05672(6) 0.87008(7) 1/4 0.0219(2)  
Au6 8e 1 0.37633(5) 0.00262(4) 0.08001(5) 0.0207(2)  
Au7 8e 1 0.75428(4) 0.31429(5) 0.12327(5) 0.0200(2)  
Au8 8e 1 0.24517(4) 0.38076(5) 0.06873(5) 0.0196(2)  
Au/Al9 4d ..m 0.4305(4) 0.1149(4) 1/4 0.016(2) 0.045(5)/0.955 
Au/Al10 8e 1 0.2556(3) 0.1828(3) 0.1335(3) 0.018(1) 0.043(4)/0.957(4) 
Al1 8e 1 0.2516(3) 0.6117(4) 0.0704(4) 0.0161(9)  
Al2 4d ..m 0.5893(5) 0.3744(5) 1/4 0.018(1)  
Al3 4d ..m 0.1446(5) 0.3508(5) 1/4 0.019(1)  
Al4 8e 1 0.4243(3) 0.4894(3) 0.1295(4) 0.0169(9)  
Al5 4d ..m 0.1260(5) 0.6765(5) 1/4 0.022(1)  
Al6 8e 1 0.1378(4) 0.5042(3) 0.5891(4) 0.0204(9)  
Al7 4d ..m 0.250(2) 0.006(2) 1/4 0.008(8) 0.23(3) 
 
Thus, from crystallographic refinements, the distinct SrAuxAl13–x phase regions are: cubic 
NaZn13-type for 7.24(2) ≥ x ≥ 6.68(2); and tetragonal NaZn13-derivative for 6.59(1) ≥ x ≥ 
6.35(3). A monoclinic NaZn13-derivative is observed from a single specimen with the refined 
composition SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40, which lies between the 1:12 and 1:13 Sr:(Au+Al) ratios.  From 
the 1:12 loading ratio, existence of the tetragonal compound SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 with empty 
icosahedra suggested variable occupation of the central Al-atom, as shown for SrAu5.96Al6.34.
12  
The variable occupation of the Al site stuffing the icosahedra for structures with the 
1Sr: 12(Au+Al) ratio (~7.7 at% Sr) suggested examination of the effects of chemical pressure 
on moving from Sr (RSr = 2.15 Å) to Ca (RCa = 1.97 Å).  For a loading in the ~7.7 at% Ca region 
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(a) (b) (c) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Polyhedra packing in cubic SrAu6.68(2)Al6.32 (a), tetragonal SrAu6.59(1)Al6.41 (b), and monoclinic 
SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40 (c). Sr are drawn in dark pink, Au/Al sites with 1:1 ratio are in green, Au and Au-rich 
(Au/Al) sites are in gold, and Al and Al-rich (Au/Al) sites are in blue (top). Group-subgroup relationships 
between the three structures (bottom). 
 
(CaAuxAl12x), an orthorhombic defect NaZn13-derivative CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) is observed in 
which the icosahedra are partially occupied by Al atoms. Unlike the Sr–Au–Al system, which 
shows structural variation from the 1:12 (7.7 at% Sr)–1:13 (7.1 at% Sr) ratios, loadings of 1Ca: 
13(Au+Al) (~7.1 at% Ca) still yield the orthorhombic phase.  As the Al content increases, the 
unit cell volume increases, and the Al occupancy of the icosahedra-centering site also 
increases, but never achieves full occupancy. 
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Atomic structures. Cubic SrAuxAl13–x (7.24(2) ≥ x ≥ 6.68(2)). The cubic NaZn13-type 
structure occurs in the Au-rich region of the SrAu13–xAlx (7.24(2) ≥ x ≥ 6.68(2)) system, and is 
refined for two single crystals, SrAu6.68(2)Al6.32 and SrAu7.24(2)Al5.76, which were selected, 
respectively, from the loadings “SrAu6.7Al6.3” and “SrAu6.8Al5.2”. The face-centered (space 
group 𝐹𝑚3̅𝑐) unit cell consists of 112 atoms (cF112), which derive from three crystallographic 
sites: 8a (O or 432 symmetry), 8b (Th or 𝑚3̅ symmetry), and 96i (Cs or m.. symmetry). The 8a 
site is occupied by Sr, which centers a 24-vertex snub cube that is constructed of Au/Al atomic 
mixtures of almost equal ratios from the 96i site (0.556(10)/0.444 and 0.59(1)/0.41, 
respectively for each sample). Three different distances form the 60-edge lengths of the snub 
cube (2.504(1) Å (×24); 2.8180(8) Å (×24); and 2.856(1) Å (×12) from sample 
SrAu6.68(2)Al6.32) so that there are 6 squares formed by the shortest (2.504(1) Å) edges. The 
distances from the central Sr to the 24 vertex Au/Al atoms (8a–96i) are 3.5879(6–9) Å. The 
second Wyckoff site, 8b, refines as Al-rich for a Au/Al mixture (0.117(8)/0.883 and 
0.11(1)/0.89), and centers the nearly-regular icosahedra formed by the 96i sites. These 
icosahedra are comprised of two inequivalent lengths: the 24 edges orthogonal to body-
diagonals of the cubic unit cell are shorter (2.818(1) Å) than the 6 edges parallel to the cell 
edges (3.1724(5) Å). The 8a and 8b sites together relate to the CsCl (B2) type arrangement. 
However, the structure is more complex than CsCl because neighboring icosahedra 
surrounding the 8b sites are oriented perpendicular to one another and are linked by tetracapped 
tetrahedra or tetrahedral stars. The 8 distances of the tetrahedral stars connecting two 
perpendicular icosahedra are 2.504(1) Å (×4) and 2.8562(10) Å (×4), indicating that the inter- 
icosahedra distances are shorter than the intra-icosahedra distances. Thus, according to this  
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Figure 4. Icosahedra and tetrahedral star building blocks progression from cubic (left) to tetragonal 
(middle) to monoclinic (right) derivatives of the NaZn13-type structures in Sr(AuxAl1–x)12–13. 
 
polyhedral description, the structure can be broken down into three basic building blocks: a 
24-vertex snub cube, a 12-vertex irregular icosahedron, and an 8-vertex tetrahedral star 
connecting perpendicularly oriented icosahedra. (See Tables 2–3 for selected crystallographic 
refinements and structural parameters.) 
Tetragonal SrAu13–xAlx (6.59(1) ≥ x ≥ 6.35(3)) and SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25. Four single crystals 
were refined in the space group P4/nbm and their structures represent a tetragonal derivative 
of the cubic NaZn13-type but with lattice relationships atet  (acub – bcub)/2, btet  (acub + bcub)/2,  
and ctet  ccub.  The three polyhedral building blocks (i.e., snub cubes, icosahedra, and 
tetrahedral stars) from the cubic SrAuxAl13–x are still present but more irregular in shape and 
their atomic decorations are different, both inherent traits of the lower symmetry with greater 
degrees of freedom on going from cubic to tetragonal. There are 8 inequivalent positions in the 
tetragonal unit cell: Sr atoms occupy 2a and 2b sites; Au+Al atoms occupy the 8m (4×), 16n, 
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and 4h sites, which arise from splitting the Au/Al mixed 96i sites of the cubic structure into 
one mixed almost-equivalent Au/Al 16n and four partially occupied 8m sites, two of which are 
predominantly (> 90%) Au and 2 are preferentially occupied by Al (> 87%). (See Figure 3 for 
the derivation of these different scenarios via group-subgroup relations.) In the fourth crystal, 
refined as SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25, the site splitting and occupancies are similar to tetragonal 
SrAuxAl13–x phases, but the icosahedra are empty. Specifically for SrAu6.59(1)Al6.41, which is 
representative of other crystalline refinements, the 2 Sr sites are coordinated by distorted 24-
vertex snub cubes with Sr(Au/Al) distances ranging from 3.583(2) to 3.632(2) Å (for 2a) and 
3.544(3)–3.619(5) Å (for 2b). The icosahedral edge lengths range from 2.714(3)–3.282(2) Å, 
and the icosahedron is overall more geometrically distorted than in the cubic structure: the 24 
edges orthogonal to the unit cell body diagonals average 2.59(1) Å, and the 6 edges parallel to 
the unit cell edges average 3.11(1) Å.  These averages are still longer than the 8 distances 
(2.551(4) and 2.791(5) Å, each 4×) forming the tetrahedral stars linking perpendicularly 
oriented icosahedra. Of these 8 tetrahedral star edges, the shorter distances (2.551(4) Å) 
correspond to Au-richAl-rich pairs of 8m sites, whereas the longer distances (2.791(5) Å) are 
Al-richAl-rich contacts. The preferential shorter Au–Al distances are not apparent in the 
cubic structures because the 96i sites comprising the icosahedra are occupied by a nearly 
equimolar mixture of Au and Al atoms. Thus, in contrast to the cubic structure, the tetragonal 
structure has more overall geometric polyhedral irregularity as well as more variable atomic 
decorations inherent in the lower crystallographic symmetry. However, overall inter-
icosahedral distances remain shorter than intra-icosahedral distances and, on moving from the 
cubic to the tetragonal structure, there is preferential ordering of Au and Al atoms so that with 
partial site occupancies, the shorter distances feature contacts between Au-predominant and 
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Al-predominant sites and longer interatomic distances are generally between two Al-
predominant sites. 
Monoclinic SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40. Also a defect NaZn13-type derivative with one-half of the 
icosahedral building blocks empty, SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40 (space group 𝑃2/𝑐; Pearson: mP108) was 
refined from a single specimen obtained by the loading 1Sr: 6Au: 7Al. It contains 29 
independent sites so that 8 Sr occupy the two 2e and two 2f sites, and the 8b site of the cubic 
structure, which centers the icosahedra, is split into two independent 4g sites, one of which is 
empty, and the other is occupied by Al. The 96i site forming the icosahedra of the cubic 
NaZn13-type structure is split into 24 separate 4g sites, of which 12 are occupied by Au only, 
7 by Al only, and 5 by Au/Al mixtures but all preferentially (> 95%) Al. The edge lengths of 
the empty icosahedra range from 2.59(1)–3.23(5) Å and those of the stuffed icosahedra range 
from 2.61(1)–3.29(5) Å. Although the stuffed icosahedra follow the cubic and tetragonal 
structural trends with the 6 edges paralleling the unit cell longer (average 3.07(1) Å) than the 
24 edges orthogonal to the body diagonals (average 2.73(1) Å), the empty icosahedra show 
variations, in which intermediate distances (2.91(2) Å) are on both types of icosahedral edges. 
Even so, of all the icosahedral edge lengths, the three longest intra-icosahedral distances 
(3.03(1)3.33(5) Å) remain parallel to the unit cell edges. Also, unlike the cubic and tetragonal 
structures, the 8 inter-icosahedral distances (2.49(1)2.84(1) Å) that form the tetrahedral star 
are no longer the shortest distances; some intra-icosahedral edges are shorter. When 
considering the 30 intra-icosahedral contacts from each of the two inequivalent icosahedra plus 
the 8 distances linking them and forming the tetrahedral star, Au and Al occupancies play a 
significant role in the geometric distortions: (i) each stuffed icosahedron contains 20 edges ≤ 
2.86 Å, which is the shortest distance expected between two Al atoms based on metallic radii; 
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(ii) 16 of these edges are between Au and Al or Al-rich mixed Au/Al 4g sites; and (iii) 4 
contacts connect two Al-rich 4g or Al sites, so that Au–Au contacts are further away. In the 
empty icosahedra, there are 22 edges ≤ 2.86 Å, 16 of these are between Au and Al or Al-rich 
mixed Au/Al 4g sites, 4 are between two Al or Al-rich sites, and 2 are between two Au sites. 
The 8 edges linking the two icosahedra and forming the tetrahedral stars are all ≤ 2.86 Å, 6 of 
which are between Au and Al or Al-rich sites, 1 is between an Al and Al-rich mixed Au/Al 
site, and 1 is between two Au atoms. Thus, out of the 50 shortest distances of the two 
perpendicularly oriented icosahedra and its linking tetrahedral star, the majority (38) are 
heteroatomic AuAl contacts. 
On moving from cubic to tetragonal to monoclinic derivatives of the NaZn13-type 
structure, a trend which is accompanied by increasing structural degrees of freedom, the atomic 
decoration reveals a preference to maximize the number of closest Au–Al contacts. This site 
preference is not apparent in the cubic structure in which the 96i site is a Au/Al mixture in an 
almost 1:1 ratio. Site preferences become more apparent in the tetragonal structure that features 
8 tetrahedral star distances linking perpendicularly oriented icosahedra with shorter Au–Al 
than Al–Al distances. (See Figure 4 for icosahedral and tetrahedral star building blocks and 
their distortions.) The geometric distortion is most pronounced in the monoclinic case, so that 
to retain the NaZn13-type structure with the shortest distances between Au and Al or Al-rich 
sites, the polyhedral building blocks of the unit cell distort significantly. The cubic to tetragonal 
to monoclinic structural trend, then, are a ramification of Au and Al atomic site preferences. 
In addition, within each derivative, the increase in unit cell volume directly reflects the 
increasing Au-content, a result consistent with the relative atomic sizes of Au (RAu = 1.44 Å) 
and Al (RAl = 1.43 Å) (Table 1). 
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Orthorhombic Ca(Au1–xAlx)12.10–12.21(4). To address potential chemical pressure effects, 
NaZn13-derivatives with Ca (RCa = 1.97 Å) were examined. Six crystals were analyzed showing 
an orthorhombic NaZn13-derivative of which the results for CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) are included in 
Tables 2–3 (See Table S1–3 for data of the 5 other specimens). CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) contains 108 
atoms in the unit cell from 19 independent sites (space group P𝑏𝑐𝑚 (no. 57); Pearson symbol 
oP108), and its distortions from cubic NaZn13-type are reminiscent of those seen in monoclinic 
SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40. The 8a “cation” site from the cubic structure is split into two 4c sites occupied 
by Ca; the 8b sites stuffing the icosahedra are split into two 4d sites, one of which is vacant 
and the other is partially occupied (0.20–0.23(3)) by Al; and the 96i sites are split into sites 
Table 4. Au6Al6 icosahedral coloring models and relative energies from extended Hückel 
calculations.  
 
   
 
 
 
 +0.354 +0.525 +0.589 +0.767 +0.839  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 +0.100 +0.101 +0.184 +0.277 +0.280  
  
 
   
 
  +0.008 +0.034 +0.059 +0.074  
  
    
 
  -0.046 -0.045 -0.042 0 (expmtl.)  
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occupied solely by Au (4 8e; 4 4d), Al (3 8e; 3 4d), or Al-rich (> 92%) mixed Au/Al (1 
4d; 1 8e). The partial occupancy of the 4d icosahedra-centering site is reminiscent of 
tetragonal SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 with empty icosahedra and the structural solution of SrAu5.96Al6.34
12 
that gave rise to this investigation. Thus, the chemical versatility of the NaZn13-type structure 
lies in the subtle ratio range of 1:12–1:13 for Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13 with the site centering the 
icosahedra being most variable. The question remains as to what gives rise to the flexibility 
associated with occupation of this central site. 
Similar to monoclinic SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40, the geometric distortions leading to 
orthorhombic CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) reflect the site preferences of Au and Al. The stuffed 
icosahedron of CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) has 42 atomic connections total, which come from 30 
icosahedral edges and 12 contacts between the centering Al-rich atom and each vertex; 32 of 
these contacts are less than or equal to 2.86 Å and 24/32 are between Au and Al or Al-rich 
sites. The empty icosahedron has 24 edges less than or equal to 2.86 Å, of which 18 are between 
Au and Al or Al-rich sites, 4 are between two Al atoms or Al-preferred sites, and the last two 
longer distances are between two Au atoms. The 8 distances forming the tetrahedral star edges 
are all less than or equal to 2.86 Å, 6 of which are between Au and Al or Al-rich sites, 1 is 
between an Al and Al-rich site, and 1 is between two Au atoms. Thus, out of the 64 total 
shortest distances (≤ 2.86 Å) in the unit cell building block comprised of two perpendicularly 
oriented icosahedra and their linking tetrahedral star, the majority (48) are heteroatomic AuAl 
or Au–Al(rich) contacts. CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) (233.3 Å3/Ca) has the smallest volume of all the 
structures described herein based on crystallographic refinements of atomic composition and 
unit cell volume (Tables 1–2). Comparing tetragonal SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 with empty icosahedra 
and CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) with half of the icosahedra partially occupied, both have Au and Al
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compositions adding to 12 and ~8.3 at% Sr/Ca. Thus, the more direct effect of chemical 
pressure while retaining the NaZn13-structural family is evident in that on going from Sr to Ca,  
the volume decreased from 234.5 Å3/Sr to 233.3 Å3/Ca and from tetragonal to orthorhombic, 
a result reflecting the relative metallic radius decrease from Sr to Ca. 
To further examine the Au and Al site preferences noted above, the icosahedral 
[Au6Al6] molecular fragments observed specifically in CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01 were studied using EH 
total energy calculations. For all NaZn13-derivatives described herein, the icosahedral edges 
parallel to the unit cell edges are generally longer than the edges orthogonal to the unit cell 
body diagonals. In particular, for CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1), the average distances for the two types of  
Figure 5. Relative total energies as a function of interatomic contacts for the empty (top) and stuffed 
(bottom) icosahedra as derived from Au6Al6 units of CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1). 
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edges of the empty [Au6Al6] icosahedron are 2.7156 Å (24×) and 3.001 Å (6×), and the 
averaged related contacts of the stuffed “Al@[Au6Al6]” icosahedron distances are 2.709 Å 
(24×) and 3.020 Å (6×). Therefore, irregular [Au6Al6] icosahedra were generated to have the 
shape and sizes of the two types of observed icosahedra, reflecting the experimental atomic 
arrangement or coloring. In a regular icosahedron with two different atoms in a 1:1 ratio, i.e., 
each occupying 6 vertices, there are 18 different arrangements31 and the energies of these are 
listed in Table 4 and plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the number of Au–Al and Al–Al intra- 
icosahedral interactions, so that for the empty icosahedron, there are 30 total interatomic 
contacts to consider and for the stuffed icosahedron, there are 42 total contacts. Without 
considering the 8 contacts from the tetrahedral star that link the two icosahedra, these 
calculations show that increasing the Au–Al interatomic contacts at the expense of Al–Al or 
Au–Au contacts is energetically favorable. 
Electronic structures. Because all structures herein contain mixed Au/Al occupancy, 
models were generated by either lowering the observed space group symmetry to account for 
mixed-occupancy or selecting the predominant atom of each site and the rigid band model was 
used to approximate the electronic structures of the observed refined compositions. To 
calculate the electronic structures of cubic Sr(AuxAl1–x)13 (7.24(2) ≤ x ≤ 6.68(2)), the 
experimentally determined space group (𝐹𝑚3̅𝑐) was taken to its subgroup (𝐹𝑚3̅), so that the 
8b and 96i sites that are Au/Al mixed with an almost 1:1 ratio were split into (4a + 4b) and 
two 48h sites, respectively. The 4a and 4b sites were respectively assigned Al and Au, and 
each 48h site was assigned as solely Al or Au, resulting in the hypothetical “SrAu6.5Al6.5” (28.0  
e–) with one set of icosahedra comprised of all Au and the second set comprised of all Al (see 
Figure 3 for group-subgroup breakdown). In a similar manner, the hypothetical tetragonal 
 
4
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tetragonal: stuffed  tetragonal: empty 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Electronic density of states (DOS) for Sr(AuxAl1–x)13 cubic, tetragonal, and monoclinic derivatives. 
For all, the dashed lines close to EF show electron counts close to the experimental compositions.  
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 “SrAu6.0Al6.0” (26.0 e–) with empty icosahedra and “SrAu6.0Al7.0” (29.0 e–) with stuffed 
icosahedra, both observed in the space group P4/nbm, were calculated in its subgroup Pban, 
which excludes the 4-fold axis and breaks the 16n equivalency occupied by Au and Al atoms 
in a ~1:1 ratio. The two positions obtained from the symmetry reduction were assigned as Au 
and Al, whereas the other sites were treated as either pure Au or Al based on the majority 
component of the site in the tetragonal structure. In monoclinic “SrAu6.0Al6.5” (27.5 e–) and 
orthorhombic “CaAu6Al6” (26 e–), all mixed sites were assigned their majority components. 
The electronic density of states (DOS) for all Sr- and Ca- models are respectively 
shown in Figures 6 and 7 with partial orbital breakdowns of the tetragonal “SrAu6.0Al6.0” that 
are analogously observed in all other models. Deep below EF where the Au contribution is the 
largest or ~ –4 eV for all models, Sr (5s, “4d”) orbitals interact most strongly with Au (6s, 5d) 
and Al (3s, 3p) with the latter two contributing significantly more than those of Sr to the total 
DOS, and contributions from Au (6p) and Sr (“5p”) are relatively nonexistent. Moving toward 
EF, as the Au (5d) contribution tapers off, Sr (“4d”) contribution increases, so that at and above 
EF, Sr (“4d”) and Al (3p) are the largest contributors to the DOS. Furthermore, pairwise nearest 
neighbor orbital interactions (distances ≤ 3.5 Å) via COHP curves for “CaAu6.0Al6.0” (Figure 
7) show trends also observed in the Sr-analogues (see Figures S2–3 for cubic “SrAu6.5Al6.5” 
and tetragonal “SrAu6.0Al6.0” COHP curves) such that at EF, Au–Al bonding interactions 
predominate, followed by Sr/Ca–Au and Sr/Ca–Al, whereas Al–Al and Au–Au are essentially 
non- or antibonding. The DOS orbital breakdown and COHP interactions along with 
electronegativity differences among the constituent elements provide the foundation for the 
Sr/Ca–(Au+Al) polar-covalent interactions observed in polar intermetallics. Below EF, Au and 
Al engage in covalent interactions arising from their smaller relative electronegativity 
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differences (Mulliken χSr = 2.0, χCa = 2.2, χAu = 5.77, and χAl = 3.23)32, bonding states and large 
orbital contributions relative to those of Sr/Ca. Without Sr/Ca, Au+Al alone would more likely 
abide by the Hume-Rothery solubility rules since their metallic radii are also comparable. 
However, with the addition of the electropositive Sr/Ca, the DOS curves show Sr/Ca 
contributions well below EF as electron donors to the more electronegative (Au+Al) 
framework, as evident also by the fact that there are no covalent Sr–Sr or Ca–Ca interactions 
even though the length scales of consideration (≤ 3.5 Å) are reasonable based on their elemental 
FCC arrangements. Toward and above EF, the increase in Sr/Ca (3d/4d) contributions show 
their role as electron acceptors from the back-donation of (Au+Al) metals, with Au–Al 
interactions that generally cross into the nonbonding or antibonding regime. 
Following the rigid band model, the experimental structures can be correlated to the 
calculated models based on valence electron counts. Accordingly, the calculated EF for cubic 
Figure 7. Density of states (DOS) and COHP curves for pairwise interactions ≤ 3.5 Å. The Fermi 
level (EF) solid line was calculated for the hypothetical “CaAu6Al6” and the dashed line EF was 
determined for the experimental composition CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1), following the rigid band model. 
(–) COHP indicates antibonding and (+) indicates bonding interactions. 
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“SrAu6.75Al6.25” with 27.5 e– falls in a pseudogap of the DOS that indicates its electronic 
stability; the Fermi levels for SrAu7.24(2)Al5.76 (26.5 e
–)  and SrAu6.68(2)Al6.32 (~27.6 e
–) also fall 
within this pseudogap. Analogously, the hypothetical tetragonal “SrAu6.0Al6.0” (26.0 e–), which 
features empty icosahedra, along with “SrAu6.0Al7.0” (29.0 e–) with stuffed icosahedra, also 
give Fermi levels within pseudogaps of their DOS, so that “SrAu5.25Al6.75” (27.5 e–) and the 
refined compositions SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 (26.5 e
–) and SrAu6.59(1)Al6.41 (27.8 e
–)  are nearby in their 
respective pseudogaps. Similar scenarios are afforded for monoclinic “SrAu6.0Al6.5” and 
orthorhombic “CaAu6.0Al6.0”, for which electronic stability are observed for the refined 
compositions.  
Conclusions 
 Five new NaZn13-derivatives of Sr/Ca(AuxAl1–x)12–13 were uncovered: (1) cubic 
SrAuxAl13–x (7.24(2) ≥ x ≥ 6.68(2)); (2) tetragonal SrAuxAl13–x (6.59(1) ≥ x ≥ 6.35(3)) with all-
stuffed icosahedra; (3) monoclinic SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40; (4) tetragonal SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 with all 
empty icosahedra; and (5) orthorhombic CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) with one-half empty icosahedra and 
the other half partially occupied by Al. Although Au and Al have similar metallic sizes so that 
the Hume-Rothery solubility rules might be applicable in a compound of only Au and Al, 
addition of Sr/Ca introduces Zintl-Klemm features as the electropositive Sr/Ca may donate 
electrons to the relatively more electronegative Au or Al, but that there is electronic back-
donation by the (Au+Al) frameworks for structural cohesion. Atomic site preferences and 
electronic structures reveal closest Au–Al contacts that also contribute to structural cohesion. 
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Abstract 
A new icosahedral quasicrystalline phase, CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)); for 
CaAu4.4Al1.6, aQC = 5.383(4), Pm3̅5̅) and its lowest order 1/0 cubic crystalline approximant 
phase, CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1), a = 9.0766(5)–9.1261(8) Å, Pa3̅ (#205), Pearson symbol 
cP40) have been discovered in the Ca-poor region of the Ca–Au–Al system. In the crystalline 
approximant, eight [Au3–xAl1+x] tetrahedra fill the unit cell and each tetrahedron is surrounded 
by four Ca atoms, thus forming a 3D network of {Ca4/4[Au3–xAl1+x]} tetrahedral stars. A 
computational study of Au and Al site preferences concurs with experimental results, which 
indicate preference of near-neighbor Au–Al interactions over Au–Au and Al–Al interactions. 
Analysis of the electronic density of states and the associated crystal orbital Hamilton 
population curves was used to rationalize the descriptions of CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 
0.46(6)) and CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) as polar intermetallic species, whereby Ca atoms 
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engage in polar covalent bonding with the electronegative, electron-deficient [Au3–xAl1+x] 
tetrahedral clusters, and the observed phase width of the crystalline approximant. 
Introduction 
Polar intermetallic compounds are being scrutinized by various materials chemists 
because of their complex crystal and electronic structures as well as the lack of any holistic 
fundamental algorithm to explain and predict their compositions and structures.1 From the 
simple standpoint of valence electron count per formula unit (VEC), polar intermetallics can 
be classified as an intermediate class between the valence electron-poor, densely packed 
Hume-Rothery phases (VEC < 2)2 and the valence electron-specific, network-like Zintl-
Klemm phases (VEC ≥ 4)3. The myriad of research to elucidate the structures and compositions 
of Hume-Rothery and Zintl-Klemm phases has led to some fundamental concepts, such as 
valence electron-to-atom (e/a) and metallic radius ratio rules, that rationalize various structures 
and phase widths for both of these classes of solids.4 A similar set of rules governing polar 
intermetallics remains undetermined to date, and warrants more investigation and 
systematization. 
In a polar intermetallic compound, the electropositive metals formally donate valence 
electrons to the more electronegative metals. However, being metallic, there is an intrinsic 
back-donation of electrons from the electronegative metal into virtual orbitals of the 
electropositive metal, leading to polar covalent interactions between the two types of metallic 
elements. One result of this electron transfer mechanism is that, because of the back-donation 
of electrons by the electronegative metals, they remain electron deficient for two-center, two-
electron bonding and often form polyhedral clusters or condensed clusters with specific 
valence electron counts, as seen in Zintl-Klemm phases. Yet, the valence electron counting 
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rules proposed for Hume-Rothery phases, derived from Fermi surface-Brillouin zone 
interactions for nearly free electron states, can also be used to rationalize the phase widths of 
many polar intermetallic compounds. As a result, polar intermetallics form a “hybrid” class of 
solids between the Zintl-Klemm and Hume-Rothery phases. For the Hume-Rothery valence 
electron-to-atom counting rules, the total number of valence electrons is divided over all atoms 
in the chemical formula instead of only the electronegative atoms, as is the case for Zintl-
Klemm phases.5 In the experimental design of this project, we used the Hume-Rothery valence 
electron-to-atom counting prescription to guide our targeted compositions but, for clarity, the 
Zintl-Klemm valence electron-to-atom counting ratios will also be provided in this paper. 
Another byproduct of this fundamental electron transfer mechanism in polar intermetallics is 
that the resulting diverse structural complexities hold potential physical properties relevant for 
applications such as in thermoelectrics or superconductors. 
Two significant characteristics of polar intermetallic compounds are (1) a difference in 
coordination number between electropositive and electronegative metals, and (2) mixed site 
occupancies among electronegative metals. The electropositive metals are the larger alkali, 
alkaline-earth, or rare earth (including Sc and Y) elements, and the more electronegative metals 
are the smaller late transition through early post-transition elements.  For instance, in the 
NaZn13-type structure of BaCu5Al8, Cu/Al atoms form Cu-centered [Cu4Al8] icosahedra on 
average so that each Ba atom is surrounded by a snub cube of 24 Cu/Al atoms.6 As another 
example, in the Au-rich region of the Sr–Au–Al ternary system, Au atoms adopt a hexagonal 
diamond framework with voids filled by Sr atoms or planar triangles of [Al3] or [AuxAl3–x] 
rings so that the average coordination number of Sr is 20.7 Thus, networks and clusters of 
polyhedra with mixed site occupancies as well as large structural voids and high coordination 
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numbers are some of the structural features often exhibited by polar intermetallics. Due to these 
structural complexities, it is reasonable that some investigations of polar intermetallic systems 
can lead to the discovery of new quasicrystals (QCs) and their corresponding crystalline 
approximants (CAs).  Ca–Au–Sn,8 Na–Au–Ga,9 and Sc–Cu–Al/Ga10 are examples of ternary 
systems in which icosahedral quasicrystals (i-QCs) have been discovered and they can also be 
classified under the broader category of polar intermetallics. 
Research on QCs is often concerned with addressing the question, “Where are the 
atoms?”.11 Of the various reported QC classes, i-QCs form the largest group, yet it is one of 
the most enigmatic because icosahedral symmetry requires quasiperiodicity throughout 3-
dimensional (3D) space unlike decagonal or octagonal QCs, which are periodic along one-
dimension.12 Therefore, characterization techniques used to elucidate structural features of 
decagonal or octagonal QCs do not apply to i-QCs.13 For example, Takakura et al.14 have 
reported a model for the structure of the YbCd5.7 i-QC from high-energy synchrotron 
diffraction data using hyperspace crystallography15 from 6-dimensional (6D) space, in which 
i-QCs are periodic. The 6D space is decomposed into two orthogonal 3D subspaces that are 
decorated by 3D “occupation domains” that can be refined and modeled in a manner similar to 
that for crystalline materials in 3D.11a,16 However, similar structural investigations have yet to 
be reported on ternary or higher multinary QCs for which the greater number of 
crystallographic parameters and the higher probability of mixed site occupancies elicit an 
additional question about elemental distributions throughout the structure. Nevertheless, an 
important lesson derived from studying the YbCd5.7 i-QC is that the class of CA, which are 
crystalline phases compositionally close to their QC parents and hypothesized to approximate 
the structure of a QC, are indeed substructures of the QC structure using hyperspace 
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crystallography. For example, structural motifs of the CA YbCd6 are found in its i-QC parent 
YbCd5.7, in agreement with synchrotron diffraction data. Thus, CAs of multinary i-QCs would 
likely be substructures of the i-QCs as well. Therefore, to understand more about ternary or 
higher multinary i-QCs, the study of their associated CAs remains a paramount investigation.17 
From the study of CAs of i-QCs, there are currently three known structure types: 
Bergman-;18 Mackay-;19 and Tsai-types20. A characteristic feature of all three motifs is that 
atoms arrange in shells of polyhedral clusters in which a 32-atom, rhombic triacontahedral 
cluster forms the outermost shell.  The Tsai- and Bergman-types, which are more commonly 
observed, are structurally similar, with the greatest difference being an innermost disordered 
tetrahedral cluster in the Tsai-type and the lack thereof in the Bergman-type. The successfully 
modeled binary YbCd5.7 i-QC, for example, is associated with the Tsai-type YbCd6 CA. 
The so-called rational CAs of i-QCs are classified by an order, “L/S” such as “1/1” or 
“2/1”, based on two consecutive numbers in the Fibonacci sequence and how closely the CA 
relates to its QC parent. As the L/S designation moves further along the Fibonacci sequence, 
the lattice constant of a cubic CA, 𝑎𝐿
𝑆⁄
, steadily increases.  Moreover, there is a relationship 
between the quasilattice constant aQC for an i-QC and 𝑎𝐿
𝑆⁄
 of the L/S CA: 
𝑎𝑄𝐶 =
𝑎𝐿
𝑆⁄
(2 + 𝜏)
1
2⁄
2(𝑆 + 𝐿𝜏)
 
where τ ≈ 1.618∙∙∙ (=(
1+√5
2
)), the golden mean.21 Therefore, the quasilattice constant for an i-
QC can be estimated from its cubic L/S CA lattice parameter, and structural characterization 
of the CA may give useful insights into the quasilattice as well as the i-QC structural motifs. 
CAs of higher-order feature larger unit cells with greater crystallographic complexities than 
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lower-order CAs.21-22 To date, the 2/1 CA structure is the highest order rational approximant 
reported and the majority of reported CAs are of order 1/1. 
Few studies of QCs, however, have identified the lower order 1/0 CA and fewer still 
include electronic structural analysis. For instance, among Al-based i-QCs, the 1/1 CA is the 
lowest order approximant reported in the Yb–Au–Al23 and Al–Mn–Si24 systems. In the same 
manner that the aperiodic nature of QCs complicates the solution of its atomic structure, 
electronic structures based on the use of Bloch’s theorem for periodic structures breaks down 
for QCs. As a result, electronic structural studies of QCs are often performed by extrapolating 
information gleaned from the electronic structures of their CAs. For example, Hafner et al. 
have examined Al70Pd20Mn10
25 and Li3CuAl6
26
 1/1 CAs using tight-binding methods and built 
up to higher order CA models. However, a thorough electronic structure investigation of the 
lower order 1/0 CA for these systems has not yet been reported. As part of the general 
investigation of polar intermetallic compounds, herein we report a new Au-rich i-QC phase, 
with nominal composition CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)) (herein referred to as “i-QC”), 
and its 1/0 CA phase, CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) (herein referred to as “1/0 CA”), along 
with determination of their phase widths and an analysis of the electronic structure of the 1/0 
CA. 
Experimental Section 
Synthesis. Starting elements were obtained as follows: Ca chunks (99.99%, Sigma 
Aldrich), Au spheres (99.99%, Ames Laboratory) and Al ingots (99.999%, Alfa-Aesar). All 
were handled in an Ar-filled glovebox with moisture levels less than 0.1 ppm by volume. Each 
element was weighed to a total sample mass of 300.0(1) mg into tantalum tubes, which were 
arc-welded shut under argon.  To keep the tantalum vessels from oxidizing at high temperature, 
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they were placed into a secondary silica jacket enclosed under vacuum (< 10–5 torr). From 
there, all reactions were placed into a programmable tube furnace to be heated from room 
temperature to their reaction temperatures. 
The title structures were discovered as part of an exploration of the Ca–Au–Al system 
around 14–20 atomic percent Ca by varying the Au:Al ratios.  In particular, the investigation 
builds off and adds to previous reports on CaAu3+yGa1–y,
27 which suggested that in the Ca-
poor/Au-rich region, VEC values less than but near 2.0 e–/atom, which lies at the border of 
Hume-Rothery phases, was anticipated to yield an i-QC. Similar results on other Au-rich polar 
intermetallic i-QCs further supported the investigation of Au-rich compositions near and less 
than VEC of 2.0 e–/atom in the Ca–Au–Al system (e.g., see Ca–Au–Sn,8 Na–Au–Ga,9 and Sc–
Cu–Al/Ga10). 
As a result of these exploratory syntheses, the refined 1/0 CA phase was obtained from 
loadings that correspond to a VEC range 1.50–1.60 e–/atom (1.88–2.00 e–/electronegative 
metal Au+Al; (–0.03(4) ≤ x ≤ 0.35(4)). Loaded CaAu3+xAl1–x (–0.15(4) ≤ x ≤ 0.52(4)) samples 
(VEC range: 1.40–1.66 e–/atom or 1.75–2.10 e–/electronegative metal) were heated to 1000 oC 
and left to dwell for 24 hours, followed by cooling at 10 oC/hour to 700 oC, at which point they 
were annealed for a period of 5 days and rapidly quenched to room temperature by submerging 
the sealed reaction vessels into water. Quasicrystalline samples of loaded compositions 
CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)), corresponding to VEC values 1.60–1.70 e–/atom (1.87–
1.98 e–/electronegative metal), were heated to and then annealed at 900 oC for 1–2 days and 
then rapidly quenched to room temperature by submerging the sealed reaction vessels into 
water. Synthesis of the i-QC phase requires rapid quenching from its annealing temperature. 
A longer annealing period followed by slow cooling to room temperature resulted in another 
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CA phase, a preliminary examination of which suggests a 2/1 crystalline approximant that is 
still under investigation. Although some thermodynamically stable i-QCs have been reported, 
e.g., Al65Cu20Fe15,
28 (Yb/Ca)15Cd65Mg20,
29 binary (Yb/Ca)15Cd85,
30 and R–Cd (R = Gd to Tm, 
Y),31 the use of rapid quenching — often leading to metastable products — has been reported 
as a more common route to synthesize i-QCs.5a, 32 After the course of one year exposure to air 
and moisture at ambient temperatures, no changes in the products were detected visually or by 
powder X-ray diffraction. 
The target compositions reflect VEC ranges that fall within the polar intermetallic 
classification between Hume-Rothery and Zintl-Klemm phases, i.e., 2 < VEC ≤ 4, by assigning 
two electrons to Ca (free atom electronic configuration: [Ar]4s2), one electron to Au (free atom 
electronic configuration: [Xe]6s15d10) and three electrons to Al (free atom electronic 
configuration: [Ne]3s23p1). The targeted VEC ranges, used to determine synthetic loadings, 
follow the Hume-Rothery VEC mechanism in which the total number of valence electrons is 
divided by the number of all atoms in the chemical formula.2b The use of VEC as a synthetic 
guide follows previous literature reports, which suggest i-QCs and associated CAs as valence 
electron compounds that follow the Hume-Rothery electron counting mechanism.5b 
Nevertheless, according to the Zintl-Klemm formalism, if Ca is treated as a formal two-
electron “cation,” then the corresponding VEC ranges of 1.88–2.00  and 1.87–1.97 e–
/electronegative metal for the CA and i-QC, respectively, also fall within the polar intermetallic 
classification. 
Powder X-ray diffraction. All products were characterized by powder X-ray 
diffraction data collected on a Stoe Stadi P diffractometer with a position-sensitive image-plate 
detector at ambient temperature using a Cu Kα1 radiation source (λ = 1.54060 Å). Samples were 
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finely ground using an agate mortar and pestle, homogenously sandwiched between two 
transparent acetate films held together by a thin layer of vacuum grease and inserted into a 
Stoe airtight sample holder. For each set of PXRD measurements, the first sample was 
measured with added Si powder as a standard to ensure that the instrument is aligned. Scans 
with step sizes of 0.03o in 2θ were set for all powder X-ray diffraction measurements. 
The 1/0 CA phase purity was evaluated by juxtaposing observed powder diffraction 
data against patterns calculated from refined single-crystal diffraction data (e.g., Figure S1) 
using the Powdercell program.33 Images from powder diffraction phase width analysis were 
exported from the WinPLOTR program of the Fullprof suite.34 Lattice parameters for 
CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) were refined from the seven most intense peaks in the 20–70o 
2θ range of the powder diffraction pattern using the UnitCell program (Table S1).35 
Additionally, a Rietveld refinement36 of the lattice parameters and atomic coordinates (without 
site-occupancy) was performed on the observed PXRD patterns using Jana2006.37 
Powder diffraction patterns of the loaded CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)) i-QC 
samples were also analyzed using the WinPLOTR program of the Fullprof suite.34 By 
comparison of the powder diffraction patterns at systematic (VEC) loading in the 20–70o 2θ 
range, which contains distinct features of the i-QC (e.g., Figure 1), the nominal phase width 
from loadings was estimated. 
Single crystal X-ray diffraction. A Bruker SMART Apex II diffractometer with a CCD 
area detector and a Mo Kα1 fine-focused radiation source (λ = 0.71073 Å) was used to collect 
single-crystal X-ray diffraction data at ambient temperature on the CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 
0.31(1)) crystalline phase. Single crystals of approximate dimensions 30–50 μm × 30–50 μm 
× 30–50 μm were selected; each crystal was held fixed with grease onto the tip of a glass fiber 
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and was mounted onto the goniometer head of the diffractometer for data collection. For each 
(VEC) sample with the cubic phase as a major component based on PXRD analysis (Figure 1), 
at least two single-crystal data sets were collected (e.g., see Tables S1–S2). The SMART 
software38 was used to acquire data between one-half and a full sphere of reciprocal space with 
0.5o scans in φ and ω at an exposure time of 10–20 seconds per frame. Lorentz and polarization 
effects were included using the SAINT program. An empirical absorption correction,39 to 
account for the large percent composition of Au, was performed using the program SADABS.40 
Numerical absorption corrections were also carried out for comparison against empirical 
absorption corrections using the X-Red32 and X-Shape programs associated with the Stoe IPDS 
II program suite.41 The space group Pa3̅ for the 1/0 CA phase, Pearson symbol cP40, was 
determined using the XPREP42 program and confirmed using Jana200637. The structure was 
determined using direct methods and refined in the SHELXTL 6.14 program suite by the full-
matrix least-squares fitting of observed structure factors.42 Anisotropic displacement and 
secondary extinction parameters were also refined (e.g., see Table S3). Crystallographic sites 
are standardized using Vesta.43 Images of all refined structures were created using the Crystal 
Impact Diamond 3.2 software.44 
For the i-QC samples, single-crystal X-ray diffraction data for a full sphere in 
reciprocal space were collected on the Stoe IPDS with a Mo Kα1 radiation source (λ = 0.71073 
Å) in 200–250 frames for exposure times of 8–10 minutes per frame and a detector-to-sample 
distance of 100 mm. Multiple data sets exhibit a 5-fold rotational figure in the 2-dimensional 
projected reciprocal space (e.g., see Figures 7a and S8) and could not be indexed by the 
program Recipe 1.18 of the X-Area 1.52 suite41 for the Stoe IPDS instrument. These observed 
5-fold diffraction patterns provided the initial evidence for the discovery of an icosahedral 
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quasicrystal. The close resemblance between powder diffraction patterns of the sample and 
previously reported i-QCs in the literature supported this conjecture.  
Further confirmation of the discovery of a Ca–Au–Al i-QC was conducted using an X-
ray precession technique45 at the Advanced Photon Source (APS; Beamline 6ID-D) at Argonne 
National Laboratory (λ = 0.183520 Å; 834.2732 mm sample-to-detector distance). At the APS, 
diffraction data sets were collected along the 2-fold, 3-fold, and 5-fold rotational axes of the 
sample to verify its identity as an i-QC. The observed peaks were indexed following Cahn’s 
method and the PXRD pattern was simulated to calculate the quasilattice parameter.46 All high-
energy precession images of the quasicrystalline samples were constructed and analyzed using 
the software FIT2D v. 2004 from the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility.47 
Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS). Selected crystals as well as their 
ground products from the sample loaded as 20.32% Ca: 60.46% Au: 19.21% Al (molar ratio: 
“Ca1.02(2)Au3.04(9)Al0.97(1)”; refined as CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 from single-crystal X-ray diffraction, see 
Table S1) and the sample loaded as 14.43% Ca: 63.30% Au: 22.27% Al (“CaAu4.4Al1.6”) were 
mounted onto a double-sided carbon tape stub and their spectra were measured on an FEI 
TENEO Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with an Oxford Instruments Aztec 
Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS). The SEM was operated under high vacuum using 20 
kV; and ~0.4 nA. The analytical working distance is 10 mm. Selected crystals were transferred 
to the carbon tape using vacuum grease whereas the ground samples were scattered over the 
carbon tape without grease. Powdered specimens were grounded using an agate mortar and 
pestle. The use of ground powder for analysis was to expose the sample beyond the surface 
that may have oxidized or have been covered by grease. From the EDS spectra, atomic 
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fractions were estimated (see Figures S1–S2 and Table S4 for examples of SEM images and 
their EDS estimated atomic percent composition breakdown).  
Resistivity measurements. Resistivity of selected specimens from the samples loaded 
as 20.32% Ca: 60.46% Au: 19.21% Al (“Ca1.00(3)Au2.975(5)Al0.95(4)”; refined as CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89) 
and the sample loaded as 20.04% Ca: 59.58% Au: 20.38% Al (“Ca1.00(3)Au2.974(6)Al1.02(4)”; 
refined as CaAu3Al) were measured with the standard 4-probe technique using the AC 
resistivity option of the Quantum Design PPMS instrument at 2–300 K. Measurements from 
the different sample types were necessary to compare resistivity of disordered 
(nonstoichiometric) with ordered (stoichiometric) crystallographic refinements. Results were 
plotted and the RRR values were calculated for selected data sets (see Figure S7). 
Electronic structures and site preferences. From the conjecture that CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 
≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) is a CA phase of the CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x i-QC, we hypothesize that atomic-site 
preference and electronic structure conclusions of the CA will give useful insight on the i-QC.  
To understand factors that lead to atomic site preferences between Au and Al in the 
CA, first principles electronic structure calculations using the projected augmented wave 
method of the Vienna ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP 4.6.34)48 were employed to 
compare the total energies of six models constructed in the observed space group Pa3̅ as well 
as subgroups Pbca and R3̅. The generalized gradient approximation with exchange and 
correlation potentials as constructed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)49 was used with 
an energy cutoff at 500 eV and a self-consistent convergence set to 0.01 meV. The orbital basis 
sets for all calculations were as follows: Ca (3s23p64s2), Au (5d106s1), and Al (3s23p1). Wyckoff 
site splitting from the Pa3̅ space group to the Pbca and R3̅ subgroup models was determined 
by the Wycksplit program on the Bilboa Crystallographic server.50 
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The electronic band structure, density of states (DOS), and crystal orbital Hamilton 
population (COHP) curves for interatomic interactions up to 3.5 Å were calculated for 
CaAu3Al using the Stuttgart tight-binding, linear muffin-tin orbital with the atomic sphere 
approximation (TB-LMTO-ASA) code51 without spin polarization (LDA only). Input 
parameters for CaAu3Al were those obtained by total energy minimization using all relaxation 
modes available in VASP.  For these calculations, the von Barth-Hedin local exchange-
correlation potential and scalar relativistic effects were used.52 A maximum sphere overlap of 
20% (volume overlap of ≤ 9.0%) was enforced so that additional empty spheres were not 
necessary to achieve 100% volume filling of the unit cell in the ASA. The convergence limit 
was set at 0.01 meV and the following atomic sphere radii with their associated atomic orbital 
basis sets were employed: Ca: 3.744 Å utilizing Ca(4s,3d) functions with Ca(4p,4f) functions 
downfolded; Au: 2.925 Å utilizing Au(6s,6p,5d) functions with Au(5f) functions downfolded; 
and Al: 2.844 Å utilizing Al(3s,3p) functions with Al(3d) functions downfolded.53 The 
irreducible wedge from the first Brillouin Zone utilized 3001 (20 × 20 × 20) k-points for 
plotting DOS and COHP54 curves. 
Results and Discussion 
In the Ca-poor (20 atomic percent) region of the Ca–Au–Al system, the cubic 1/0 CA 
CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) phase (a = 9.0766(5)–9.1261(8) Å; Pa3̅ (#205); Pearson symbol 
cP40) was discovered for the VEC range 1.50–1.60 e/atom (1.88–2.00 e/electronegative 
metal) following synthesis with a 5-day annealing period at 700 oC. In the 1/0 CA, each of the 
eight [Au3–xAl1+x] tetrahedra in the unit cell is surrounded by four Ca atoms forming 
{Ca4/4[Au3–xAl1+x]} tetrahedral star substructures, which are condensed via vertex-sharing at 
the Ca sites. Over multiple single-crystal specimens, Al atoms occupy a single (8c) site of the  
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cubic unit cell, an outcome that optimizes the total energy according to first principles 
calculations by optimizing the frequency of heteroatomic (Au–Al) nearest neighbor contacts 
over homoatomic (Au–Au or Al–Al) ones. Without annealing, i.e., by quenching alone, 
decreasing the Ca content to 14 atomic percent, giving a VEC range 1.60–1.70 e/atom (1.87–
1.98 e/electronegative metal), leads to the primitive i-QC CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)) 
phase (CaAu4.4Al1.6: aQC = 5.383(4) Å; Pm3̅5̅). 
Phase width analysis. Figure 1 and Table 1 show, respectively, the X-ray powder 
diffraction patterns and analyses of five different loadings that yielded the cubic CaAu3+xAl1–x 
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) phase as both major and minor products (Table S1 summarizes the data 
according to VEC and atomic percent breakdown). For the sample loaded as 20.32% Ca: 
60.46% Au: 19.21% Al (“Ca1.02(2)Au3.04(9)Al0.97(1)”), EDS analysis of grounded polycrystalline 
products indicate an estimated percent composition corresponding to Ca1.0(1)Au3.1(2)Al0.9(1), 
which closely agrees with the averaged refined composition from single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction, CaAu3.11(4)Al0.90 (see Figures S1–S2 and Table S4 for EDS results). Table S2 also 
summarizes the crystallographic results of specimens selected from three CaAu3+xAl1–x 
samples (x = 0, 0.11(4), and 0.21(1)), and Table S3 gives their atomic coordinates and thermal 
parameters.  The observed phase width is similar to that reported for the isotypic phase 
CaAu3+yGa1–y (0 ≤ y ≤ 0.13),27a although synthetic procedures differ to obtain the respective 
stoichiometric end members CaAu3Al and CaAu3Ga.  CaAu3Al was obtained by stoichiometric 
loadings of “Ca1.0(2)Au3.0(8)Al1.0(2)” whereby the Ca:Al ratio is equivalent, whereas CaAu3Ga 
could only by obtained from Ga loadings richer than Ca, for example, from “1 Ca: 2.75 Au: 
1.25 Ga,” to “1 Ca: 2.0 Au: 2.0 Ga”.27a 
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Table 1. Phase width analysis of CaAu3+xAl1x CA and CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x i-QC samples.  Included are loaded molar ratios 
Ca:Au:Al; average x values (x) in the formulas CaAu3+xAl1x and CaAu4.5xAl1.5+x; VEC values; phase identification from 
PXRD; and results from single-crystal XRD refinements. 
 Loading  Single-Crystal XRD Refinement 
Figure Ca: Au: Al mol. % x VEC PXRD Refined x VEC 
Not shown 19.80: 70.09: 10.11 0.52(4) 1.40 
Unknown major 
phase; possible minor 
CaAu3+xAl1–x 
No selected crystals indexed the lattice 
parameters from CaAu3+xAl1–x 
1(a) 20.16: 67.08: 12.76 0.35(4) 1.46 
CaAu3+xAl1–x +  
unknown 
CaAu3.314(8)Al0.686 0.314(8) 1.48 
1(b) 20.04: 64.90: 15.06 0.25(4) 1.50 CaAu3+xAl1–x only  CaAu3.31(1)Al0.69 0.31(1) 1.48 
1(c) 19.65: 62.40: 17.95 0.15(4) 1.56 CaAu3+xAl1–x only  CaAu3.206(9)Al0.794 0.206(9) 1.52 
S3 20.32: 60.46: 19.21 –0.03(4) 1.59 CaAu3+xAl1–x only  CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 0.11(4) 1.55 
1(d) 20.04: 59.58: 20.38 –0.03(4) 1.61 CaAu3+xAl1–x only  CaAu3.00Al1.00 0 1.60 
1(e) 19.79: 57.07: 23.14 –0.15(4) 1.66 Minor CaAu3+xAl1–x 
No selected crystals indexed the lattice 
parameters from CaAu3+xAl1–x 
2(α) 14.43: 63.30: 22.27 0.11(6) 1.60 CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x only  
2(β) 14.38: 59.78: 25.85 0.34(6) 1.66 CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x only  
2(γ) 14.14: 58.08: 27.79 0.40(6) 1.70 CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x only  
2(δ) 14.31: 55.32: 30.37 0.63(5) 1.75 
CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x + 
minor 2/1 CA  
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For comparison with the cubic CA phase, Figure 1 also shows the powder diffraction 
patterns for loadings corresponding to the i-QC phase, CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)). 
Beyond the upper limit, the sample loaded as Ca1.00(4)Au3.866(7)Al2.12(5), corresponding to VEC 
1.75 e–/atom (2.04 e–/electronegative metal) and x = 0.63(3), yielded the powder diffraction 
pattern corresponding to a 2/1 CA, which is still under investigation. The shoulder peak at 2θ 
~ 42o becomes more pronounced in a phase-pure 2/1 CA phase.  EDS analysis of both grounded 
polycrystalline products and selected “single crystals” from the sample loaded as 14.43% Ca: 
63.30% Au: 22.27% Al (“CaAu4.4Al1.6”) indicate an estimated percent composition, 
“Ca1.0(1)Au4.5(2)Al1.4(1)”, which closely matches the loading composition (see Figures S1–S2 
and Table S4 for EDS results).  From the PXRD patterns and systematic loadings within the 
VEC range 1.60–1.70 e–/atom (1.87–1.98 e–/electronegative metal), the phase width of the i-
QC is estimated to be CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)). 
Structure of CaAu3+xAl1–x. Figure S3 juxtaposes the measured powder X-ray 
diffraction pattern from the sample loaded as 20.32% Ca: 60.46% Au: 19.21% Al 
 
Figure 1. Left: PXRD collected for five products loaded as CaAu3+xAl1–x (0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.35(4)): (a) x 
= 0.35(4); (b) x = 0.25(4); (c) x = 0.15(4); (d) x = 0.03(4); and (e) x = 0.15(4).  Right: PXRD patterns 
for four products loaded as CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)): (α) x = 0.11(6); (β) x = 0.34(6); (γ) x 
= 0.40(6) (δ) x = 0.63(6). See Tables S1 and 1. 
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Table 2. Refined crystallographic data for CaAu3Al 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 
θ range data collection 3.9o–30.0o 
absorp. coeff./ μ (mm-1)/ correction 119.21/empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ para. 14462/369/319/17 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 0.027/0.060/0.145/1.14 
space group/ Pearson symbol Pa3̅ (#205)/ cP40 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 1.88, –1.60 
dimension a (Å)/ volume (Å3)/ Z 9.0656(8)/745.1(2)/8 
Au (24d)   
 x  
 y 
 z 
Uiso/Ueq 
0.08090(5)  
0.26068(5)  
0.35236(5) 
0.0191 (2) 
Ca (8c)   
 x 
 y 
 z 
 Uiso/Ueq 
0.3951(3) 
0.3951(3) 
0.3951(3) 
0.0153(8) 
Al (8c)   
Al:Au (8c) occupancy 1:0 
 x  
 y 
 z 
 Uiso/Ueq 
0.0915(4) 
0.0915(4) 
0.0915(4) 
0.013 (1) 
 
“Ca1.02(2)Au3.04(9)Al0.97(1)” against a simulated powder pattern from single-crystal diffraction 
refined as CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89. The match between the observed bulk polycrystalline sample and 
refined single-crystal data indicates that the majority of the product possesses the crystal 
structure described herein. 
The structure of cubic CaAu3+xAl1–x is isotypic and nearly isoelectronic to that of 
NaAu3Ge/Si
53 and CaAu3+yGa1–y (0 ≤ y ≤ 0.13)27a.  Table 2 lists significant crystallographic 
results as well as atomic positions, occupancies, and isotropic displacement parameters for the  
asymmetric unit of the stoichiometric end-member CaAu3Al (see Tables S2S3 for results of 
other samples). There are three inequivalent sites in the asymmetric unit: Ca atoms at 8c, C3 
point symmetry, surrounded by a 16-vertex Frank Kasper polyhedron; Au atoms at 24d, C1  
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point symmetry, surrounded by a distorted icosahedron; and Al/Au atoms at 8c, C3 point 
symmetry, surrounded by a capped trigonal prism (see Figure 3).  Nonstoichiometric (Au-rich) 
loadings of CaAu3+xAl1–x led to Al/Au mixed occupancies at a single 8c site; this result agrees 
with the report of Ga/Au mixing in CaAu3+yGa1–y
27a. On the other hand, only stoichiometric 
NaAu3Ge/Si have been reported without any phase width analysis.
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The unit cell of the 1/0 CA contains eight equivalent [Au3–xAl1+x] tetrahedra with C3 
point symmetry and each surrounded by four Ca atoms over each face to form tetrahedral stars 
leading to the structural formulation {Ca4/4[Au3–xAl1+x]}. In addition, six Au atoms (24d sites) 
from adjacent tetrahedral stars cap each edge of the [Au3–xAl1+x] tetrahedra to form a distorted 
octahedron and create a distorted 14-atom {[Au3–xAl1+x]Ca4Au6} kernel of the typical 26-atom 
clusters found in Hume-Rothery type γ-brasses.56 Figure 3 illustrates this perspective of the 
structure of CaAu3+xAl1–x along the [010] direction.  
The various interatomic distances observed in stoichiometric CaAu3Al are comparable 
to interatomic distances of isotypic CaAu3Ga and NaAu3Ge/Si. In general, the Au–X (X = 
Si/Ge/Al/Ga) distances in the tetrahedral star are the shortest of all followed by either the Au–  
Figure 2. Local environments of independent sites in CaAu3+xAl1x: (left, red) Ca, 16-vertex 
[(Au9Al3)(CaAu3)] Frank-Kasper polyhedron; (middle, yellow) Au, distorted [Ca4Au6Al2] 
icosahedron; and (right, blue) Al/Au site, [Au6Al](Ca3) monocapped trigonal prism with three 
additional capping Ca sites. 
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Au distances or the shortest of the 3 cationic (Na/Ca)–Au distances. Furthermore, among 
AuX contacts, the Au–Al (2.817(5) Å (3×)) distance is longest, followed in decreasing order 
by Au–Ga (2.747(2) Å (3×)), Au–Ge (2.612(9) Å (3×)) and Au–Si Å (2.612(9) Å (3×)). In 
general, Au–X, (Na/Ca)–X, and Au–Au distances all lengthened on going from Na to Ca. All 
(Na/Ca)–Au and (Na/Ca)–(Na/Ca) interactions are comparable within the tetrahedral star (see 
Table S5). Beyond the tetrahedral star, the nearest NaNa interactions (3.00(1) Å for NaAu3Ge 
and 3.00(3) Å for NaAu3Si) are also generally shorter than those of CaCa (3.334(4) Å for 
CaAu3Ga and 3.294(4)–3.397(5) Å for CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)). These formally cationic 
interactions are discussed at length in both reports of isotypic CaAu3Ga and, more recently, 
Figure 3. CaAu3+xAl1x drawn across 4 unit cells along the [010] direction depicting different aspects 
of tetrahedra packing. Left top and bottom respectively: front and back shaded [Au3–xAl1+x] tetrahedra. 
Right top: front and back tetrahedral star. Right bottom: 3 innermost shells of the γ-brass cluster. The 
tetrahedral star and inner shells of the γ-brass cluster are magnified and isolated from the unit cells 
for visualization. 
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AgPd3Se,
57 because they form the edges of rhombohedral units that can be related to 
icosahedral geometry. The structure of AgPd3Se was reported using powder X-ray diffraction 
and without phase width for mixed-site occupancy comparisons. From the single reported 
AgPd3Se compound, the AgAg contacts (2.729(2) Å) are significantly shorter than all other 
cationic isotypic interactions discussed herein.57  
Although the structure of CaAu3+xAl1x is densely packed with Ca in the voids amongst 
the network of [Au3–xAl1+x] tetrahedra, the largest isotropic thermal displacement factors occur 
at the Au (24d) and Al/Au (8c) sites, according to all crystallographic refinements using Shelxtl 
and Jana2006 software. That UAu(24d) exceeds UCa in all cases is somewhat surprising given 
the difference in atomic numbers between Au (79) and Ca (20).  Therefore, we have analyzed 
the refinement outcomes of the 24d site in more detail. Refining the 24d site as mixed Au/Al 
yields no reasonable solution but assigning it as a possibly split Au/Au site produces viable 
alternative outcomes to the results presented in Tables 2 and S2–3. Three different refinement 
strategies for the 24d sites were examined and statistically analyzed: (1) as fully occupied by 
Au; (2) as two freely occupied split positions without constraints on the individual thermal 
parameters; and (3) as two equally split sites without constraints on its individual thermal 
parameters (see Table S3A for a summary of these results).  In strategy (2), the two split 24d 
sites add up to a total occupancy of 0.95(4)–1.09(3) Au with distances between the split 
positions varying from 0.030(1) to 0.27(4) Å as the composition changes from CaAu2.9(1)Al to 
CaAu3.60(9)Al0.66. The local environment of each Au atom shows no unique differences from 
that of strategy (1) (i.e., Figure 2 middle). Moreover, UCa remains lower than UAu on these split 
24d sites, as seen in strategy (1).  A statistical analysis using the Hamilton test58 suggests that 
rejection of the refinement as fully occupied by Au (strategy 1) is significant at the 0.05%– 
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50% levels.  On the other hand, for some refinements using strategy (3), one of the two equally 
occupied split 24d (Au) sites has UAu less than UCa, although the other UAu value is significantly 
larger (2–3× in comparison) than that of the other atomic positions. Furthermore, the distances 
between the two equally split sites range from 0.007(5) to 0.24(3) Å, which also do not yield 
unique local environments for these Au atoms.  A Hamilton test58 comparing strategies (2) and 
(3) suggests that strategy (3) can be rejected up to the 0.05% significance level.  In summary, 
for all 3 refinement strategies, UCa remains systematically lower than at least one of the split 
24d (Au) sites. Increasing the number of refined crystallographic parameters does not suggest 
that rejection of strategy (1), in which the 24d site is not split and occupied solely by Au atoms 
yields a statistically significant difference. Therefore, we contend that the structural model for 
Figure 4. Structure of CaAu3+xAl1x as related to (a) the FeS2-type structure; and (b) the ABX3 
perovskite-type structure. Ca atoms (red); Au atoms (yellow); (Al1xAux) sites (blue).  
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CaAu3+xAl1x described in Tables 2 and S2–3 and Figures 2–4 is reasonable for further analysis 
and bonding interpretation. 
Relationship to common structure types. In addition to identification of atomic 
coordination environments, comparison with isotypic/isoelectronic species, and classification 
as a polar intermetallic system, the 1/0 CA can be also correlated to more common structure 
types, two of which are (1) the pyrite-type structure, which possesses the same space group 
Pa3̅ as CaAu3+xAl1–x; and (2) the ABX3 perovskite-type structure, with has the 1:3:1 
composition also found in CaAu3+xAl1–x. The structure of CaAu3+xAl1–x is related to that of 
pyrite because the [Al/Au–Al/Au] (8c8c) “dimer” units take up the positions of Fe and Ca 
atoms take up the positions of S in FeS2, generating a network of “Ca(Al1xAux).” The 
remaining Au atoms form distorted octahedra that interpenetrate the faces of [Ca6] octahedra 
(see Figure 4a). Thus, the CaAu3+xAl1–x structure can be described as vertex-sharing [Ca6] 
octahedra surrounding [Al/Au–Al/Au] “dimer” units with Au atoms on the faces of the [Ca6] 
octahedra.  The relationship to perovskite emerges by considering the CaAu3+xAl1–x structure 
as a network of vertex-sharing [Au6/2] units, shaped like “chair cyclohexane,” and [Au6/2] 
distorted octahedral units (see Figure 4b). The [Au6/2] octahedra surround [Al/Au–Al/Au] 
“dimers” and the [Au6/2] “chair cyclohexane” units bisect [CaCa] groups. The network of 
vertex-sharing [Au6/2] units is reminiscent of the X-framework in ABX3 perovskite-type 
structures, but the cuboctahedral voids that are filled by A atoms are empty in CaAu3+xAl1–x. 
The [Al/Au–Al/Au] “dimers” and [CaCa] units occupy the average positions of the single B 
atoms. Additionally, the equivalent vertex-sharing octahedra [X6/2] in perovskite are distorted 
into alternating [Au6/2] octahedra and “chair cyclohexanes.” 
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Table 3. Site preference calculations. Six models and their 
relative Etot to elucidate Al/Au site preference based on frequency 
of Au–Al, Au–Au, and Al–Al contacts and their distances. 
Label α β γ δ ε ρ 
Space group Pa3̅ R3̅ R3̅ R3̅ Pbca R3̅ 
Total # Au–Al   72 72 60 48 72 36 
2.551(2) Å 
2.817(6) Å 
2.828(6) Å 
2.883(6) Å 
3.067(6) Å 
3.079(1) Å 
3.423(3) Å 
24 
24 
0 
0 
0 
0 
24 
12 
12 
12 
0 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
0 
0 
12 
12 
12 
12 
0 
12 
0 
0 
12 
12 
8 
8 
16 
0 
16 
16 
8 
0 
12 
12 
0 
12 
0 
0 
Total # Au–Au  72 77 81 87 76 93 
2.551(2) Å 
2.817(6) Å 
2.828(6) Å 
2.883(6) Å 
3.067(6) Å 
3.079(1) Å 
3.423(3) Å 
0 
0 
24 
0 
24 
24 
0 
12 
12 
12 
3 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
18 
3 
12 
12 
12 
12 
18 
12 
3 
18 
12 
12 
16 
16 
8 
4 
8 
8 
16 
18 
12 
12 
3 
12 
18 
18 
Total # Al–Al  4 1 7 13 0 19 
2.551(2) Å 
2.817(6) Å 
2.828(6) Å 
2.883(6) Å 
3.067(6) Å 
3.079(1) Å 
3.423(3) Å 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
1 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
1 
0 
6 
6 
ΔEtot/f.u.(eV) 0 +0.93 +1.05 +1.11 +1.24 +1.48 
  
Atomic site preferences. Among the three sites of the asymmetric unit of CaAu3+xAl1–
x, the 24d site is solely occupied by Au whereas, for nonstoichiometric loadings, an 8c site is 
occupied by a mixture of Au and Al, although mostly Al. For CaAu3Al in particular, there are 
seven possible interatomic distances less than 3.5 Å between any two Au atoms, two Al atoms, 
or an Au atom and an Al atom: 2.551(2) Å (8c–24d interactions; 33), 2.817(6) Å (8c–24d; 
29), 2.828(6) Å (24d–24d; 24), 2.883(6) Å (8c–8c, 7)  3.067(6) Å (24d–24d; 24), 3.079(1) 
Å (24d–24d; 24), and 3.423(3) Å (8c–24d; 30). To understand the site preferences for Au 
and Al atoms in CaAu3Al, five additional models were constructed by using the maximal non-
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isomorphic subgroups of Pa3̅, namely Pbca and R3̅.  In Pbca, the 24d sites become split into 
three inequivalent 8-fold sites; in R3̅, the 24d sites are split into four inequivalent 6-fold 
positions, whereas each 8c site splits into a 2-fold and a 6-fold site.  Au and Al atoms were 
then distributed among the various sites keeping the overall composition CaAu3Al. See Table 
S6 for a summary of the atomic coordinates of all 6 models for CaAu3Al. 
Table 3 summarizes the relative total energies evaluated using VASP of these six 
models, indicated by the labels α, β, γ, δ, ε, and ρ according to increasing energy, and showing 
the numbers of specific Au–Al, Au–Au, and Al–Al contacts for distances less than 3.5 Å. 
According to these results, the observed arrangement (model α, space group Pa3̅) is most 
energetically favorable with 72 Au–Al, 72 Au–Au and 4 Al–Al contacts. Although the next 
most favorable model β has the same number of overall Au–Al contacts to model α, there are 
fewer nearest neighbor (2.551(2) Å) Au–Al contacts in model β. Therefore, Au and Al atoms 
prefer optimal nearest-neighbor heteroatomic Au–Al contacts over homoatomic and longer 
(3.423(3) Å) heteroatomic contacts. This result agrees with previous investigations of various 
NaZn13-type AMxAl13–x (A = Sr, Ba, La, Ce, Eu; M = Cu, Pd, Ag, Au) phases, in which the 
atomic distribution shows preference for heteroatomic M–Al contacts over homoatomic Al–
Al and M–M bonds.4b, 59 
Electronic structures & chemical bonding of CaAu3+xAl1–x. From the conjecture and 
classification that CaAu3+xAl1–x is a 1/0 CA of the CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x i-QC, atomic site preference 
and electronic structure conclusions obtained for the 1/0 CA may give insight about the i-QC 
as well.  Therefore, although this chemical bonding discussion is specific for CaAu3Al, some 
generalizations may also be applied to the CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) CA phase region and 
the CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x i-QC. However, having additional electronic structures and analysis of 
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other, higher-order CAs will enhance the correlation between all CAs and the i-QC. At present, 
therefore, we show results for the lowest order 1/0 CA only and an investigation on higher 
order CAs is still under way. 
The calculated electronic structure and bonding analyses using COHP curves for 
CaAu3Al were carried out on the structure optimized using VASP.  This exercise led to a 5.0% 
expansion of the room temperature, experimental unit cell volume, i.e., from 745.1(1) Å3; a = 
9.0656(8) Å to 783.23 Å3; a = 9.21784 Å (see Table S7) with no significant changes in atomic 
positions and which is 0.08(2) eV/formula unit lower in energy than the experimental structure.  
The corresponding electronic DOS and selected COHP curves are illustrated in Figure 5. 
According to the polar intermetallic description of CaAu3Al, the electronegative metals 
Au and Al (Pearson ENAu = 5.77 eV, ENAl = 3.23 eV)
60 form [Au3Al] tetrahedral clusters that 
surround the formally electropositive Ca atoms (ENCa = 2.2 eV)
60 by 16-atom Frank-Kasper 
polyhedra.  These Ca atoms formally donate their two 4s valence electrons to the [Au3Al] 
clusters and utilized virtual (“empty”) 3d orbitals for electronic “back donation” from the same 
[Au3Al] clusters via Au 5d and Al 3p orbitals. The DOS and COHP curves (Figures 5, S5, and 
S6) support this concept of polar intermetallic bonding in CaAu3Al by showing Ca 3d orbital 
contributions below the Fermi level (EF), engaging in bonding interactions mainly with Au 
atoms, e.g., via 3d–5d interactions, as well as increasing contributions just above EF. The broad 
band in the DOS that is ~2.5 to ~6.5 eV below EF arises primarily from the 5d orbitals of the 
Au atoms. The Au–Au COHP curves indicate that this large band corresponds to Au–Au 
bonding interactions at lower energies of the bands and Au–Au antibonding interactions at the 
higher energies of the bands, although the antibonding overlap is mediated by 6s,6p–6s,6p 
 
 
8
0
 
 
 
Figure 5. DOS and Au–Au, Au–Al, and Al–Al COHP curves for CaAu3Al after VASP optimization. DOS curves include partial 
atomic orbital contributions. For all COHP curves, (–) indicates antibonding and (+) indicates bonding and are each plotted for a 
single interaction. Au–Au COHP curves are for distances: 2.879 Å (blue), 3.123 Å (red) and 3.145 Å (green). Au–Al COHP curves 
are for distances: 2.590 Å (black) and 2.797 Å (green). Al–Al COHP curve is for distance 3.197 Å (black). The dashed line 
indicates the experimentally refined CaAu3.31(1)Al0.69 (x = 0.31(1)) composition with maximal Au substitution at the Al/Au 8c site.  
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interactions to give net AuAu bonding. In addition, Au–Al and Ca–Au interactions are 
bonding throughout this 4-eV wide Au 5d band. 
The DOS curve around the calculated Fermi level (0 eV in Figure 5) of CaAu3Al shows 
numerous peaks and valleys (pseudogaps) but no distinctive gaps, as would be anticipated for 
Zintl-type valence structures.  In fact, EF falls just below a ~0.4 eV wide peak and just above 
a ~0.5 eV wide valley (pseudogap) in the DOS.  Other Au-rich compounds, for instance in the 
Sr–Au–Al system, also feature EF just below or above a pseudogap.7 In isotypic AgPd3Se, for 
which no corresponding QC has been reported, the EF is in a pseudogap.
57 However, in isotypic 
and isoelectronic CaAu3Ga, for which a corresponding i-QC has been identified, the EF falls 
in between a pseudogap and a peak in the DOS.27a Similarly herein, an i-QC has been identified 
near to the composition of CaAu3Al. The peak just above EF corresponds to a band crossing at 
the Γ point arising primarily from the Ca 3d orbitals (see Figure S4 for band structure details). 
Further information can be extracted by examining the various COHP curves for 
CaAu3Al. Figure 5 includes those for significant AuAu, AuAl, and AlAl contacts; those 
for CaAu, CaAl, and CaCa contacts are found in Figure S6. As mentioned above, all 
AuAu COHP curves show bonding/antibonding interactions within mostly the 5d region of 
the DOS. Near EF, however, these AuAu interactions are essentially nonbonding. The AuAl 
interactions are weakly bonding around EF, eventually becoming antibonding ~2.5 eV above 
EF. The AlAl contact reveals orbital interactions that oscillate between bonding and 
antibonding, falling within an antibonding level at the Fermi level. Lastly, all orbital 
interactions with Ca atoms are weakly bonding throughout the occupied states, with the 
strongest interactions being CaAu.  Indeed, total integrated COHP (ICOHP) values show that, 
for interactions up to 3.5 Å, 44.8% of all interactions are attributed to Au–Al bonding, followed 
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by Ca–Au (25.4%), Au–Au (22.3%), Ca–Al (5.1%), Al–Al (2.0%), and Ca–Ca (0.4%). These 
general percentages further support representing CaAu3Al as a structure that maximizes the 
number of heteroatomic Au–Al contacts. 
The observed phase width of CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) can also be rationalized 
from some of the subtle features of the Au–Au and Al–Al COHP curves.  On increasing the 
Au content from stoichiometric CaAu3Al, the number of valence electrons would decrease by 
replacing 3-valent Al atoms with monovalent Au atoms.  Lowering the valence electron count, 
however, would reduce the number of bonding electrons for many interactions, viz., Au–Al, 
Ca–Au, and Ca–Al contacts.  However, antibonding AlAl states would be depleted.  In the 
AlAl COHP curve, there is a sharp transition between antibonding and bonding states at ~0.5 
eV below EF, which corresponds to a valence electron count of 37.5 e/formula unit, or 
“CaAu3.25Al0.75”, corresponding to an estimated maximum x of 0.25.  This estimate agrees with 
the experimental data in which loadings for both x = 0.35(4) and 0.25(4) yielded single crystals 
with x ≤ 0.31(1) although “phase-pure” CaAu3+xAl1–x can only be obtained from loading of x 
up to 0.25(4). On the other hand, increasing the valence electron count could conceivably occur 
until Au–Au antibonding interactions occur, which are seen at ~0.75 eV above EF, or a valence 
electron count of 38.75 e/formula unit, or “CaAu2.62Al1.38”.  However, this would entail 
occupying AlAl antibonding states.  Loadings of negative x beyond –0.3(4), for instance x = 
–0.15(4) (VEC = 1.40 e–/atom) however, yielded a different unknown phase so that CaAu3Al 
is the end-member of the CaAu3+xAl1–x phase.  Therefore, the structural stability of the 
CaAu3+xAl1–x phase utilizes heteroatomic AuAl and CaAu interactions, but the phase width 
can be attributed to subtle bonding effects involving the homoatomic AuAu and AlAl 
interactions. 
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Although no electronic structure calculations were carried out for the CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x 
i-QC, we speculate that maximizing the number of Au–Al contacts will also be an important 
bonding feature of this phase. 
CaAu3+xAl1–x as an i-QC “crystalline approximant”. Recent reports of isotypic 
CaAu3+yGa1–y (0 ≤ y ≤ 0.13)27a and AgPd3Se57 discuss at length the rhombohedra formed by 
the Ag and Ca atoms, respectively, and these features are also present in CaAu3+xAl1–x. 
Regarding potential relationships to icosahedral quasicrystals, the golden rhombohedron, 
which has geometric features involving the golden mean τ ≈ 1.618, are important building 
blocks that can fill space without rational translational symmetry, while possessing 
crystallographically incompatible local 5-fold symmetry. Similarly, i-QCs possess long-range 
structural order—as demonstrated by observable sharp diffraction peaks—but lack the 
translational symmetry found in crystals because of its icosahedral symmetry.61 
Rhombohedral features in the 1/0 CA are observed along the body diagonals of the 
cubic unit cell. Figure 6a shows a [Au12(Al/Au)8] prolate rhombohedron, which is comprised 
of 8 Al/Au atoms at the vertices and 12 Au atoms bisecting the edges, and that interpenetrates 
a [Ca8] oblate rhombohedron. Each [Au12(Al/Au)8] prolate rhombohedron shares its faces with 
six other oblate [Au12(Al/Au)8] rhombohedra that cross into adjacent unit cells.  Likewise, each 
[Ca8] oblate rhombohedron shares faces with six [Ca8] prolate rhombohedra from adjacent unit 
cells.  Figure 6c shows the two sets of [Au12Al8] and [Ca8] rhombohedra that, when juxtaposed, 
form the unit cell of interpenetrating rhombohedra (seen in Figure 6a). 
Between two adjacent [Au12(Al/Au)8] rhombohedra and bisecting their edges is a 
distorted [Ca4Au6Al2] icosahedron, which is the local icosahedral environment around the 24d 
Au site (Figure 2, middle image; also Figure 6b). For every pair of one oblate plus one prolate  
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rhombohedra, there are six distorted [Ca4Au6Al2] icosahedra packed by sharing [CaAuAl] 
triangular faces. Distorted icosahedra are an important component of CAs to i-QCs because 
they offer a group-subgroup relationship to the m3̅5 ̅ (or Ih) icosahedral symmetry that is 
incompatible with crystallinity and possessed by i-QCs. In CaAu3Al, the geometric distortion 
and atomic decorations allow the {[Ca4Au6Al2]@Au} icosahedron to possess C1 point 
symmetry. Also, due to the distortion, subunits of [Ca4Au6Al2] icosahedra pack the unit cell 
(Figure 6b) by sharing [CaAuAl] triangular faces and [CaAu] edges while leaving [CaAu2Al] 
tetrahedra as voids. 
Space-filling rhombohedra in CaAu3+xAl1–x exhibit many geometric similarities to the 
“golden rhombohedra” of the Ammann 3D packing model62 that fill space in the absence of 
translational symmetry and exhibit local 5-fold symmetry.  Each [Au12Al8] prolate rhombus 
has internal angles of 62.77(5)° and 117.23(6)° (Figure 6a) and a ratio of its rhombic diagonals 
(9.251(4) Å/5.644(4) Å = 1.639(4)) that is similar to τ ≈ 1.618.  In the “golden rhombohedra”,  
Figure 6. (a) Rhombohedral geometric features as related to the golden rhombohedron. (b) Oblate 
and prolate rhombi form the skeleton for icosahedra packing (c) Space-filling rhombohedra of Au 
and Al (blue; bottom) and Ca (red; above) that, when juxtaposed, gives rise to the interpenetrating 
rhombohedra in (a).  
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the ratio between two diagonals of a rhombic face is the golden mean, so that these faces have 
internal angles of 63.435∙∙∙o (= 2arctan (
1
𝜏
)) and 116.565∙∙∙o (= 2arctan (𝜏)). In the 1/0 CA, 
rhombohedra fill space compatibly with rational translational symmetry, i.e., the rhombohedra 
are not “golden rhombohedra,” and the icosahedral geometry is distorted significantly due to 
atomic decorations and interatomic distances, hence making CaAu3+xAl1–x an “approximant” 
of an “icosahedral phase”. 
The classification of CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) as the 1/0 crystalline approximant 
phase of an i-QC extends beyond packing of rhombohedra and icosahedra. From the lattice 
parameters and structural motifs of previously reported 1/1 and 2/1 CAs and their associated 
i-QCs, the low order 1/0 CA would have an approximate cubic lattice parameter of 8–10 Å.  
Using the relationship between the quasilattice constant aQC and the lattice constant of the 1/0 
CA phases, a1/0 = 9.0766(5)–9.1261(8) Å for CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)), aQC is estimated 
to be in the range 5.336(2)–5.354(2) Å (Table S8).  The experimentally determined quasilattice 
parameter of the sample loaded as 14.43% Ca: 63.30% Au: 22.27% Al “CaAu4.4Al1.6” i-QC 
Figure 7. “Single-crystal X-ray diffraction patterns of “CaAu4.4Al1.6” collected from: (a) conventional 
single-crystal XRD and (b) high-energy XRD at the APS. 
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(sample α in Figure 1) is 5.384(4) Å (see “i-QC Characterization” section), which differs by 
0.60–0.90% from the estimated quasilattice range. 
However, not all compounds possessing the structure adopted by CaAu3+xAl1–x are 
classified as 1/0 CAs. For instance, AgPd3Se and NaAu3Ge/Si are not yet considered CAs 
because a corresponding i-QC has not been shown to exist in the Ag–Pd–Se and Na–Au–Ge/Si 
systems to date.55, 57 
i-QC characterization. The initial conjecture for the discovery of an i-QC came from 
single-crystal diffraction data (e.g., see Figures 7a and S8) that could not be indexed following 
conventional strategies for periodic structures (Figure S8). Then, a reanalysis of the PXRD 
patterns (Figure 1), which show marking resemblances to previously reported i-QCs (e.g., see 
refs 9 or 24), provided further indication to classify the loaded compositions CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x 
(0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)) as an i-QC phase. Further characterization was performed using high-
energy X-ray diffraction. 
Figure 7b is the zero-level, high-energy precession pattern of an i-QC along the 5-fold 
direction extracted from the loaded composition 14.43% Ca: 63.30% Au: 22.27% Al 
(“CaAu4.4Al1.6”) (sample α in Figure 1 and sample 9C in EDS spectra Figure S2, Table S4) 
and collected on station 6-ID-D at the Advanced Photon Source in Argonne National 
Laboratory. In addition to peaks on the zero-level, faint peaks from one level above and one 
level below are also observed. Self-similarity, a fundamental characteristic of QCs, is 
illustrated by inflation of the 5-fold rotational symmetry expanding outward from the center of 
the diffraction pattern. 
Diffuse scattering in the pattern where the spots appear “smeared” suggests the 
presence of phason strain, which in this case can arise from “mistakes” in the tiling.63 The 
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result is a broadening of Bragg peaks, as evident in the PXRD patterns of the i-QC phase 
observed herein (Figure 1). Phason strain is common, suggesting atomic structural 
rearrangement, and has been reported in other polar intermetallic quasicrystals such as the Na–
Au–Ga i-QC.9 
Within the same sample batch loaded as 14.43% Ca: 63.30% Au: 22.27% Al 
(“CaAu4.4Al1.6”) (sample α in Figure 1 and sample 9C in EDS spectra Figure S2, Table S4), 
other randomly selected “crystals” yielded diffraction patterns with even more diffuse 
scattering and some additional peaks along the 3-fold direction of the 2-fold image. These 
additional peaks suggest that these crystals may be “higher-order” CAs. Hence, the 
CaAu4.4Al1.6 sample may contain both a higher-order CA as well as the i-QC, even though 
conventional PXRD shows what appears to be a single phase i-QC with broadened peaks 
(Figure 1). The diffraction images included here (Figures 7b and 8) have less phason strain and 
more pronounced peaks than the samples suspected as “higher-order” CAs and these peaks can 
be accounted for by icosahedral symmetry, which verifies the sample as an i-QC. 
After confirming the identity of the sample as an i-QC, to determine if the underlying 
quasilattice is primitive, body-centered, or face-centered requires examination of the sequence 
of diffraction spots in the 2-fold image, along the 3-fold and the 5-fold directions (Figure 8). 
Along the 5-fold direction of the 2-fold image, the ratio of distances between two sets of 
adjacent peaks follows a τ3-scaling (i.e., 60.85 mm/140.55 mm = 4.29 ≈ τ3), which is indicative 
of a primitive quasilattice (a face-centered quasilattice would feature τ-scaling of diffraction 
spots). A primitive quasilattice is common in many i-QCs with 2/1 and 1/1 Tsai-type CAs 
including the binary Yb–Cd and ternary Yb–Au–Al i-QCs.14, 23 From this P-centering, it 
follows that the symmetry of the CaAu4.4Al1.6 i-QC can be designated as Pm3̅5̅. 
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Also along the 2-fold image, the quasilattice constant, aQC, can be evaluated to compare 
against the estimated value obtained from the relationship to the 1/0 CA phases. Following 
Cahn’s indexing method46 and after simulating the PXRD pattern from the 2-fold image, the 
quasilattice constant is determined to be aQC = 5.383(4) Å. The quasilattice constant physically 
represents the edge length of the rhombohedron that repeats in 3D space in an orderly but 
aperiodic fashion.  For comparison, the edge lengths of the cubic CaAu3Al rhombohedra are 
5.418(4) Å (+0.64(7)% difference from the aQC ) and 5.244(3) Å (–2.61(8)% difference from 
the aQC), respectively, for the [Au12Al8] and [Ca8] rhombohedra (Figure 6).  Additionally, the 
estimated aQC using the cubic lattice of CaAu3Al is 5.3354(1) Å, which is 0.88(7)% lower that 
the measured value (Table S8). Since the calculated range of quasilattice parameters from the 
cubic CA phase CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) closely agrees with the experimentally 
Figure 8. “CaAu4.4Al1.6” i-QC observed down the 2-fold direction. Left: 2-fold, 3-fold, and 5-fold 
rotational axes. Right: the ratio of adjacent peaks along any 5-fold provides the underlying quasilattice 
centering. 
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determined quasilattice parameter from direct measurement, the relationship between the cubic 
and the i-QC phase further verifies the structure of the cubic phase as a 1/0 crystalline 
approximant of the i-QC. 
Summary 
The 1/0 cubic crystalline approximant phase CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)); a = 
9.0766(5)–9.1261(8) Å; Pa3̅ (#205); Pearson symbol cP40) along with its primitive 
icosahedral quasicrystalline parent CaAu4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)); for CaAu4.4Al1.6 aQC 
= 5.383(4);  Pm3̅5̅) were synthesized in the Ca-poor region of the Ca–Au–Al system using 
high temperature methods and characterized using powder and single-crystal X-ray diffraction. 
Based on total energy calculations of CaAu3Al, the site preferences for Au and Al atoms are 
influenced by creating more Au–Al nearest neighbor atomic interactions over Al–Al or Au–
Au interactions. As a CA to an i-QC, similar atomic site preferences and arrangements 
determined for CaAu3Al may also be found in the i-QC parent, although atomic site preference 
and electronic structure of additional, higher-order CAs will be necessary to draw stronger 
correlations. The cubic phase falls under the broader classification of a polar intermetallic 
compound, in which the electropositive Ca atoms engage in polar covalent bonding with the 
more electronegative Au and Al atoms, which fill the unit cell as a network of [Au3–xAl1+x] 
tetrahedra forming Frank-Kasper polyhedra around each Ca atom. Based on precession high-
energy single-crystal X-ray diffraction data of the i-QC, the quasilattice parameter is 
determined to be aQC = 5.383(4) Å, which is in close agreement to the edge lengths of the 
[Au12Al8] and [Ca8] rhombohedra in cubic CaAu3+xAl1–x and closely agrees with the predicted 
values (aQC = 5.336(2)–5.354(2)) calculated from the lattice parameters (9.0766(5)–9.1261(8) 
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Å) of the 1/0 CA. From the ratios between peaks in the precession diffraction data, the 
quasicrystal is determined to adopt a primitive quasilattice and possess the symmetry Pm3̅5̅. 
Supporting Information in APPENDIX B 
Tables and figures of (1) loading and refined compositions for the 1/0 CA phase; (2) 
crystallographic refinement data of selected CaAu3+xAl1–x specimens; (3) Fractional atomic 
coordinates and displacement (anisotropic and isotropic) parameters of selected CaAu3+xAl1–x 
crystals and Hamilton test of the split versus full crystallographic models; (4) Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 and “CaAu4.4Al1.6”; (5) SEM-EDS 
spectra to determine elemental composition; (6) atomic percent breakdown estimates to 
confirm compositional results: Ca1.0(1)Au3.1(2)Al0.9(1) and Ca1.0(1)Au4.5(2)Au1.4(1); (7) juxtaposed 
observed and simulated Powder X-ray Diffraction patterns demonstrating phase purity; (8) 
tetrahedral star distances comparison with isotypic compounds; (9) six models examining total 
energies, frequency and distances of hetero- versus homoatomic interactions to understand Au 
and Al site preference; (10) structural relaxation parameters after optimization using VASP; 
(11) band structure of CaAu3Al showing band crossings at EF at Γ; (12) PDOS breakdown 
according to elemental orbital contribution of Ca, Au, and Al; (13) COHP curves involving Ca 
showing overall weakly bonding character; (14) comparison of observed and calculated 
quasilattice calculated from the lattice parameters of the 1/0 CA phase; (15) resistivity 
measurements on selected crystals from CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 and CaAu3Al samples indicating a 
poor metal; (16) quasicrystalline and crystalline raw “single-crystal” diffraction images 
demonstrating quasiperiodic peak arrangement that cannot be indexed using 3D 
crystallography in the quasicrystalline sample and periodic peak arrangement in the crystalline 
approximant sample. 
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Abstract 
The irreversible transformation from an icosahedral quasicrystal (i-QC) CaAu4.39Al1.61 
to its cubic 2/1 crystalline approximant (CA) Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 (CaAu4.37(1)Al1.63, Pa3̅ (No. 
205); Pearson symbol: cP728; a = 23.8918(2)), starting at ~570 C and complete by ~650 C, 
is discovered from in-situ, high-energy, variable-temperature powder X-ray diffraction 
(PXRD), thereby providing direct experimental evidence for the relationship between QCs and 
their associated CAs. The new cubic phase crystallizes in a Tsai-type approximant structure 
under the broader classification of polar intermetallic compounds, in which atoms of different 
electronegativities, viz., electronegative Au + Al vs. electropositive Ca, are arranged in 
concentric shells.  From a structural chemical perspective, the outermost shell of this cubic 
approximant may be described as interpenetrating and edge-sharing icosahedra, a perspective 
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that is obtained by splitting the traditional structural description of this shell as a 92-atom 
rhombic triacontahedron into an 80-vertex cage of primarily Au [Au59.94(2)Al17.07 3.00] and an 
icosahedral shell of only Al [Al10.5 1.5], in which  represents the structural voids. Following 
the proposal that the cubic 2/1 CA approximates the structure of the i-QC and based on the 
observed transformation, an atomic site analysis of the 2/1 CA, which shows a preference to 
maximize the number of heteroatomic Au–Al nearest neighbor contacts over homoatomic Al–
Al contacts, implies a similar outcome for the i-QC structure. Analysis of the most intense 
reflections in the diffraction pattern of the cubic 2/1 CA that changed during the phase 
transformation shows correlations with icosahedral symmetry and the stability of this cubic 
phase is assessed using valence electron counts. According to electronic structure calculations, 
a cubic 1/1 CA, “Ca24Au88Al64” (CaAu3.67Al2.67) is proposed. 
Introduction 
From the conventional classification of solids using symmetry and atomic 
arrangements in real space, quasicrystals (QCs) occur between disordered amorphous materials 
and ordered, periodic crystalline solids because they are well-ordered but aperiodic, arising 
from their short-range, “crystallographically incompatible” five-, seven-, eight-, or higher-
order rotational symmetry.1 The periodicity of crystalline solids is exploited for diffraction 
analyses and structural determinations, whereas analogous 3-dimensional (3D) 
crystallographic analysis is unable to achieve a similar level of characterization for most QCs. 
Of the known QC classes, icosahedral QCs (i-QCs) form one of the most complex ones because 
icosahedral symmetry results in quasiperiodicity in 3D space unlike, for instance, decagonal 
QCs, which are quasiperiodic only in 2D and have been structurally described as stackings of 
quasiperiodic layers or quasiperiodic packings of overlapping columnar clusters.2 The 
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predominance of i-QCs over the other QC classes seemingly correlates with the predominance 
of the 12-atom pseudo-icosahedral local environments within many complex intermetallic 
compounds, and the complexity of i-QCs, especially among multinary systems, suggests the 
need for more structural research.3  Crystalline phases that are nearby in composition to 
corresponding QCs are coined “crystalline approximants” (CAs) because they are proposed to 
approximate the structures of related i-QCs, and are good starting points for study.4 
There are three primary cubic CA classifications that are typically represented as 
clusters of concentric shells5: Mackay-,6 Bergman-,7 and Tsai-types,8 with the two latter types 
more commonly observed. The Mackay-type features three shells with icosahedra as the inner 
and outermost shells and a 30-atom icosidodecahedron as the second, middle shell. The 
Bergman-type is similar to the Mackay-type but has a dodecahedron as the second shell and a 
60-atom Buckminsterfullerene-type truncated icosahedron as an additional fourth shell. The 
Tsai-type mostly resembles the Bergman-type, but contains disordered tetrahedral clusters as 
the innermost shell and an icosidodecahedral fourth shell of atoms. Recent literature represents 
the fifth outermost shell of Tsai-type CAs as a 92-atom rhombic triacontahedron with 
rhombohedra between these triacontahedral clusters.2b, 4c, 9 
A given CA is close in chemical composition to a related QC and is proposed to 
approximate the local atomic structure of the QC, a conjecture that has become universally 
accepted since the discovery of the first Mn–Al i-QC and its associated CAs.4a, 4b Even results 
from electronic structure calculations, valence electron concentrations (VECs), and metallic 
radius ratios are used to establish relationships among various CAs and identify some features 
important for bonding and stability of related QCs.10 As part of the conjecture that CA phases 
are “approximate phases” of QCs, CAs are classified by a rational order “L/S,” which is a ratio 
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of two consecutive numbers in the Fibonacci sequence. The L/S CA lattice constant (aL/S) 
relates to the quasilattice constant (aQC) of the QC and the golden mean (τ = (
1+√5
2
)= 1.618…) 
following Equation (1),4a so that the higher the CA L/S order, the closer is its relationship to 
the QC. 
𝑎𝑄𝐶 =
𝑎𝐿
𝑆⁄
(2 + 𝜏)
1
2⁄
2(𝑆 + 𝐿𝜏)
                             (1) 
In general, Bergman- and Tsai-type approximants are more commonly observed and 
their cubic 2/1 CAs are the highest order cases thus far reported with structural details. The 
majority of cubic CA structural reports are for the order 1/1. Additionally, Tsai-type CAs 
usually occur for i-QCs with primitive quasilattices, instead of body (I)- or face(F)-centered 
quasilattices, as in the Yb–Au–Al,9b (Yb/Ca)–Cd,8, 11 and Yb–Ag–In12 systems. 
One means of classifying QCs and CAs from a chemical perspective utilizes VEC, 
which is also expressed as an e/a ratio and counts only the total number of valence s and p 
electrons in a chemical formula divided by the number of atoms. In this prescription, valence 
d and f electrons are ignored because either they contribute very little toward chemical bonding 
and cohesion, or their respective bands are filled.  Many QCs are found with e/a values ranging 
from ~1.75 to ~2.00 electrons/atom. Among crystalline intermetallic compounds, these e/a 
values fall near the upper end of Hume-Rothery phases, which occur for 1.00 ≤ e/a ≤ 2.00, 
and just below polar intermetallic compounds, which occur for 2.00 < e/a < 4.00.13 Hume-
Rothery phases are densely packed structures with atoms of similar sizes and 
electronegativities from among the late- and post-transition metals. One example is the class 
of γ-brasses (e/a = ~1.60–~1.75), which are body-centered cubic packings of 26-atom clusters 
involving four fused icosahedra.14 Polar intermetallics, on the other hand, involve 
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combinations of electropositive alkali, alkaline-earth, or rare earth metals with the more 
electronegative late and/or post-transition metals. The polar-covalent interactions between 
these different elements lead to complex networks of electronegative metals encapsulating 
electropositive metals with high coordination numbers, both of which are features of many i-
QCs and their CAs.  
The proposed relationships between QCs and CAs are widely accepted, given the 
structural and electron counting schemes mentioned above. Studies using variable temperature 
and/or pressure to induce transformations between QCs and their CAs can further corroborate 
their relationships, although not all transformations have led strictly to the expected CA. For 
the temperature-induced in-situ transformation of hexagonal MgYZn3 to the i-QC Mg3YZn6 
(e/a = 2.10), electron microscopy provided insights about atomic clustering in the i-QC during 
nucleation of the hexagonal crystal in a Mg matrix that led to i-QCs at Mg3YZn6/Mg interfaces. 
However, the starting MgYZn3 crystal in the study was not strictly a CA of the corresponding 
i-QC because the hypothetical 2/1 CA would have a composition Mg18Y9Zn58 (= 
Mg2YZn6.44).15 Formation and transformation studies of an Al–Cu–Fe i-QC using mechanical 
milling16 and variable temperature,17 pressure,18 or both19 have shown that, whereas increasing 
temperature reversibly transforms the i-QC to rhombohedral, orthorhombic, and pentagonal17b  
“CA” phases, of which the resulting structures are not one of the three typical CA types, 
increasing pressure or both pressure and temperature inhibits the formation of any known CA 
phases. Increasing temperature on the i-QC Al60.3Cu30Fe9.7 leading to “CA” phases that are not 
one of the primary CA types is intriguing, given the generally accepted relationships between 
the known CA structure types and i-QCs.17b This variety of outcomes showing both 
relationships between CAs and QCs as well as crystalline phases not classified as approximants 
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suggests that the view for what constitutes a CA of a QC may be too narrow. Formation of a 
Mg–Al–Zn QC and CA by mechanical alloying with thermal data analyses shows correlations 
between known CAs and QCs, although in the same study there was no structural information 
about the resulting CA phase.20 Subsequently, the structure of the 1/1 CA Mg2–y(ZnxAl1–x)3+y 
was elucidated using a combination of single-crystal and powder neutron XRD, EDS, densities, 
and theoretical modeling.21 Thus, in addition to discrete, sharp diffraction peaks indicating QCs 
to be more closely related to periodic solids than amorphous structures, reports of 
transformations between crystalline and quasicrystalline phases provide additional evidence 
for their relationships. However, identifying the features of crystalline structures that give rise 
to a QC or vice versa remains speculative, since not all QCs transform to their related or known 
CA structure type. 
In an attempt to better probe this transformation, we examine and report the discovery 
of a crystalline structure in close composition to the i-QC in the Ca–Au–Al system, namely, a 
cubic 2/1 CA. Herein, we report an in-situ transformation of the i-QC CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x phase, 
specifically <x> = 0.32(6) and 0.40(6), to its cubic 2/1 CA Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 ( 
CaAu4.37(1)Al1.63) from direct observation of the changes in synchrotron PXRD patterns, and 
identify the crystallographic solution of the 2/1 CA as an overall packing of interpenetrating 
and edge-sharing icosahedra. Additionally, we examine the most intense PXRD reflections in 
the resulting 2/1 CA that arise during the transformation to identify clear correlations between 
the i-QC and the CA. Lastly, using electronic structure theory and data on the 1/022 and 2/1 
CAs of the Ca–Au–Al system, we propose a hypothetical 1/1 CA and rationalize the chemical 
stability of the i-QC from its valence electron count based on a Hume-Rothery mechanism. 
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Experimental Section 
Synthesis. Ca1.00(4)Au4.50–xAl1.50+x (0.11(6) ≤ x ≤ 0.63(6)) samples were synthesized 
from elemental Ca chunks (99.99%, Sigma Aldrich), Au spheres (99.99% Ames Laboratory), 
and Al ingots (99.999%, Alfa-Aesar) with compositions loaded corresponding to targeted e/a 
values of 1.60–1.75.  Elemental mixtures were sealed in tantalum tubes under argon, then 
enclosed in secondary silica jackets under vacuum, and then heated to 900 C at 180 C/h in a 
programmable tube furnace. The samples characterized as quasicrystalline were quenched 
from 900 C after heating for one day by rapid submersion of the reaction vessels into room 
temperature water; the 2/1 CA samples were also quenched to room temperature from 900 C 
after heating for one day, but they were subsequently heated to 650 C for a 1-week annealing 
period, after which they were quenched or naturally cooled to room temperature by turning off 
the furnace. At the targeted e/a values of 1.75, which is above the nominal loading phase width 
that resulted in the 2/1 CA, annealing led to multiple phases, which may include the 2/1 CA or 
i-QC as a minor component, whereas quenching led to the i-QC with traces of the 2/1 CA. 
Single crystal X-ray diffraction. Single-crystal XRD data of the 2/1 CA were 
collected using the program SMART23 at ~25 C on the Bruker APEX3 with a high-focused 
beam (Mo Kα1; λ = 0.71073 Å) from irregular, block-shaped specimens with longest cross-
sectional length of 80–100 μm that were mounted onto the tips of glass fibers and held fixed 
by grease. Only those specimens that gave data sets containing greater than 95% of the total 
number of reflections indexing as cubic with a lattice parameter ~23.5–24.0 Å via a preliminary 
scan were examined in more detail.  On average, at least ten crystal specimens from each 
sample loading were tested.  Empirical absorption corrections were performed using the 
program SADABS24 of the APEX3 suite; the Pa3̅ space group was determined using the 
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program XPREP; and the crystal structure was solved using direct methods with subsequent 
refinements using the SHELXTL suite.25  
High-energy XRD data using the X-ray precession technique at the Advanced Photon 
Source (APS; Beamline 6ID-D) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL; λ = 0.183520 Å) were 
collected at room temperature to compare the single-grained diffraction patterns of the 2/1 CA 
and associated i-QC along the ([1 0 0]) 2-fold, ([1 1 1]) 3̅-fold, and ([3 0 5] pseudo)-5̅-fold 
axes.26 Precession diffraction images were processed using the FIT2D program, v. 2004 from 
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility.27  
Thermal analysis. Thermal analysis of the powdered i-QC sample loaded as 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.158(8)Al1.80(6) (x = 0.32(6) in Ca1.00(4)Au4.50–xAl1.50+x) was performed on a Netzsch 
STA 449 F3 Jupiter instrument using an alumina crucible and under a flow of nitrogen at 20 
ml/min. A calibration run of the empty alumina was performed first prior to the run with the i-
QC sample. The temperature profile, with all ramp rates at 10 C/min, was (1) heating from 27 
C to 900 C for 10 min; (2) cooling to 400 C for 30 min; (3) heating back to 900 C; and (4) 
cooling down to ~90 C. 
Powder X-ray diffraction. PXRD data for phase analysis at ~25 C were collected on 
a STOE STADI P diffractometer (Cu Kα1; λ = 1.54060 Å) with a step size of 0.03 in 2θ for a 
1-hour scan. Ground polycrystalline samples were dispersed onto and sandwiched between 
two transparent films with the use of vacuum grease. Diffraction images were processed using 
the FullProf suite28 and the software WinXPOW.29 Rietveld refinements30 of lattice parameters 
and atomic positions were carried out on the observed PXRD patterns using Jana2006.31 
To study the transformation from i-QC–to–2/1 CA, ground products (~30–50 mg) were loaded 
into a 1-mm diameter silica capillary and sealed under helium to avoid oxidation during 
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heating. An IR furnace was used for in-situ heating of the powdered products at various heating 
rates up to ~750 C. The specific heating profile for the sample x = 0.32(6) in Ca1.00(4)Au4.50–
xAl1.50+x, discussed in the main text, is as follows:  from room temperature to ~400 C the 
sample was heated at 40 C/min, and from 400 C to ~750 C, the sample was heated at 10 
C/min. From ~750 C to room temperature, the sample was cooled at a rate of 100 C/min. 
(See SI for in-situ PXRD of additional heating profiles with isothermal holds and various 
heating and cooling rates and for PXRD data of the sample x = 0.40(6) in Ca1.00(4)Au4.50–
xAl1.50+x.) To monitor the temperature of the IR furnace, one end of a thermocouple was placed 
underneath and touching the silica capillary tube to achieve closest contact to the ground 
polycrystalline sample and the other end was connected to the temperature controller. 
 In-situ, high-energy, variable-temperature PXRD data were collected at the Advanced 
Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (λ = 0.17712 Å; Beamline-1D) with a 
data acquisition time of 11 s/scan including 5 seconds of exposure and ~6 seconds for data 
processing. All collected temperature data were calibrated against a sample of Al90Sm10 (at %) 
metallic glass of known melting temperature. Peak-fitting from 23–32 nm–1 using a Lorentzian 
function, in which the area of each peak is calculated as a product of the full-width at half-
maximum and the peak height, was evaluated as a function of temperature to analyze peak 
splitting throughout the transformation. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Samples of the i-QC and 2/1 CA were 
prepared for TEM using a Thermo Fischer Scientific (FEI) Helios NanoLab G3 UC with 
EasyLift micromanipulator and MultiChem Gas Injection System, and employing standard in-
situ lift-out techniques.32 Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of the i-QC and 
2/1 CA samples were taken using the FEI Tecnai (G2-F20) TEM equipped with a field 
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emission gun (FEG), under an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Each sample was mounted on 
an FEI double-tilt holder, which enabled precise sample tilting along the main axes and its 
perpendicular direction (~±30). The sample was then tilted to the 2-, 3̅-, and (pseudo) 5̅-fold 
zone axes while the Kikuchi pattern was monitored. The high (atomic)-resolution high-angle 
annular dark field (HAADF) images were collected using a Titan Themis 300 probe-corrected 
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM).  
Electronic structure calculations. The electronic density of states and band structure 
of a hypothetical cubic 1/1 CA “Ca24Au88Al64” were calculated using the projected augmented 
wave method of the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP 4.6.34)33 in the space group 
I23 (No. 197), based on data from the 1/1 CA Ca3Au12.07Ga6.93 (space group: Im3̅, No. 204).10c 
Following the Tsai-type structural prescription of the experimentally determined cubic 2/1 CA 
Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20, the innermost shell of the hypothetical model was simplified to a single, 
fully-occupied Al4 tetrahedron from the 12 partially occupied positions that generally averaged 
as 3 tetrahedra, and was then shifted to the center of the concentric shells. The hypothetical 
cubic lattice (a1/1 = 14.8181 Å) was calculated following Equation (1) and using the quasilattice 
constant aQC determined from a single quasicrystal.  The model contains 11 atoms in the 
asymmetric unit for a total of 176 atoms in the unit cell. All calculations used the generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) for exchange and correlation potentials as constructed by 
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) with a 500 eV energy cutoff, a 0.01 meV self-consistent 
convergence criterion, and an orbital basis set as follows: Ca (3s23p64s2), Au (5d106s1), and Al 
(3s23p1).34 
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Table 1.  Ca1.00(4)Au4.5–xAl1.5+x (0.11(6) ≤ <x> ≤0.44(6))  i-QC and 2/1 CA phases, compositions, and lattice parameters  
 
actual loading 
target  
<VEC> 
<x> identified phases  
a (Å)  
powder XRD 
specimen  
composition 
a (Å) single-
crystal XRD 
an
n
ea
le
d
 
Ca13.0(5)Au59.4(1)Al18.5(7) 1.55 –0.05(6) 
unknowna + 
possible 2/1 CA traces 
   
Ca13.0(5)Au57.1(1)Al20.9(8) 1.60 0.11(6) 
2/1 CA major phase 
23.8917(7) no selected crystals  
Ca13.1(5)Au55.0(1)Al23.5(7) 1.65 0.30(6) 23.8915(6) no selected crystals  
Ca13.0(5)Au52.8(1)Al25.3(7) 1.70 0.44(6) 23.893(1) 
Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20b 
Ca13Au57.02(6)Al20.99b 
Ca13Au57.04(6)Al20.96b 
23.8918(2) 
23.914(1) 
23.8950(6) 
Ca13.0(5)Au50.4(1)Al27.4(7) 1.75 0.62(6) 
unknowna + 
possible 2/1 CA or i-QC traces 
   
q
u
en
ch
ed
 Ca13.0(5)Au57.3(1)Al20.1(8) 1.60 0.11(6) 
i-QC major phase 
aQC =  
5.393(6) 
Ca1.0(1)Au4.5(2)Al1.4(1)c 
aQC = 
5.383(4) 
Ca13.2(5)Au55.0(1)Al23.8(7) 1.65 0.32(6) aQC = 5.387(7)   
Ca12.8(5)Au52.6(1)Al25.2(7) 1.70 0.40(6) aQC = 5.378(6)   
Ca13.0(5)Au50.38(9)Al27.7(7) 1.75 0.63(6) i-QC + possible 2/1 CA traces    
a Not 1/1 CA. See Figure 1.  b Single-crystal XRD. See Tables S3–S6.  c EDS. See Reference 22. 
 
 
Table 2. Selected refined crystallographic data of 2/1 CA Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 
loaded (VEC) Ca13.0(5)Au52.8(1)Al25.3(7)  (1.70 e/a) 
crystal color / appearance / size (μm) gray / irreg. blocks / 40–50 × 60–80 × 20–30  
refined composition (VEC) Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20  (1.61 e/a) 
refined nominal composition CaAu4.37(1)Al1.63 
instrument Bruker APEX III  
radiation; λ (Å) / temp.(K) Mo Kα1; 0.71073 / 298 
θ range data collection 2.4°–27.5° 
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1) / correction 122.87 / empirical 
meas. / indpnt. / obs. [I > 2σ(I)] / param. / rest. 124424 / 5216 / 3252/ 331 / 1 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)] / wR(F2) / Rint / GOF 0.069 / 0.170 / 0.185 / 1.03 
space group / Pearson symbol 𝑃𝑎3̅ (#205) / cP728 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 8.43, –2.99 
a (Å) 23.8918(2) 
aReitveld (Å) (Table S2) 23.893(1) 
volume (Å3) / Z 13637.9(2) / 8 
index ranges −31 ≤ h ≤ 31; −30 ≤ k ≤ 30; −31 ≤ l ≤ 30 
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Results and Discussion 
 
 
Phase analysis. At 14.3(1) atomic percent Ca, nine Ca–Au–Al samples were loaded 
with e/a values ranging from 1.55 to 1.75 and heated to 900 C.  Of these, five were then 
annealed for one week at 650 C and four were quenched to room temperature. The results of 
these synthetic procedures are summarized in Table 1, in which <x> was calculated by first 
dividing the reported composition by 13 to obtain the nominal composition per Ca, and by 
subsequently summing the electronegative Au + Al elements so that <x> show their 
Figure 1. PXRD patterns at ~25 oC from loadings of CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x i-QC (targeted e/a 
= 1.60–1.75; top), and cubic 2/1 CA (targeted e/a = 1.55–1.75; bottom), with theoretical 
pattern from single-crystal XRD refinement, Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 (CaAu4.37(1)Al1.63).  
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compositional relationship.  According to PXRD (see Figure 1), only loadings with e/a values 
1.60–1.70 yielded as major phases either an i-QC or the 2/1 CA depending upon whether the 
sample was quenched or annealed, respectively. Targeted compositions with e/a values of 1.55 
and 1.75, which represent the upper and lower bounds of sample loadings, yielded either a 
different phase or the 2/1 CA as a minor phase after annealing (Figure 1).  On the other hand, 
the i-QC CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x was only observed upon quenching after heating for 1 day at 900 
C for compositions corresponding to e/a values of 1.60–1.70 (i.e., 0.11(6) ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6)). For 
the quenched sample loaded with e/a = 1.75, the observed PXRD pattern shows resemblances 
to the 2/1 CA. Rietveld refinements of lattice constants for the 2/1 CA from three PXRD 
patterns of the annealed samples (e/a = 1.60–1.70) remain essentially equal within standard 
deviation (a2/1 = 23.8917(7)–23.893(1) Å) and suggest that the actual phase width of the 2/1 
CA may, in fact, be smaller than the variation in loading compositions (Table S1 and Figure 
S1).   From these refined lattice constants and using Equation (1), the quasilattice parameter of 
the corresponding i-QC is estimated to be aQCcalc. = 5.3640–5.3643 Å, which is close, but 
slightly smaller than quasilattice parameters refined from PXRD patterns (5.378(6)–5.393(6) 
Å) or from single-crystal XRD patterns (aQC = 5.383(4) Å) (Table S2). The quasilattice 
parameters were evaluated from the PXRD patterns following Cahn’s indexing method 35 from 
the 12 most intense peaks in 10–50 nm–1.   
As part of the conjecture that a CA approximates the structure of a QC, some diffraction 
features found for the CA are also likely present in the QC in corresponding geometrical 
relationships. High-energy, single-crystal precession XRD data of the cubic 2/1 CA 
Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 (CaAu4.37(1)Al1.63) and the i-QC “CaAu4.39Al1.61” show resemblances along 
the ([1 0 0]) 2-fold and ([1 1 1]) 3̅-fold axes, but display stark differences along the 5̅-fold 
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Figure 2. CaAu4.50–xAl1.50–x precession diffraction images and TEM SAED patterns of the 2/1 CA, x = 0.44(6) (a–c; d–f), and the i-QC, x = 0.11(6) 
(α–γ (Ref. 22); ε–φ), along the 2-fold [1 0 0] (top), 3̅-fold [1 1 1] (middle), and (pseudo)-5̅-fold [3 0 5] (bottom) directions. 
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direction of the i-QC (Figure 2γ), which only displays mirror symmetry along the analogous 
direction ([3 0 5]) of the cubic 2/1 CA (Figure 2c). Additionally, icosahedral symmetry of the 
QC and lack thereof in the 2/1 CA is verified from TEM SAED patterns (Figure 2d–f, δ–φ), 
which exhibit good correlations to the XRD patterns. The partial rings in the SAED patterns 
are from surface oxidation due to sample thinning preparation for atomic-resolution imaging 
(see Figure S2), with results which show atomic cluster arrangements suggesting phason strain 
within the structure, as also seen in the i-QC. 22 
Crystal structure of the 2/1 CA. Crystals selected from the sample loaded as 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.062(8)Al1.95(6) (x = 0.44(6); e/a = 1.70) met the criteria for further examination by 
single-crystal diffraction methods.  Three crystalline specimens were measured, all of which 
gave lattice parameters 23.8918(2)–23.914(1) Å and an average refined composition of 
Ca13Au56.95(10)Al21.05 = CaAu4.38(1)Al1.62 (x = 0.12; e/a = 1.61). The structure of this cubic 2/1 
CA can be described by six concentric atomic shells following the Tsai-type prescription, but 
with features that have not been previously mentioned (Figure 3).  The centers of the shells lie 
at the 8c sites (0.152, 0.152, 0.152) of the cubic cell in space group Pa3̅, so that there are 8 
total sets of concentric atomic shells (Z = 8). Therefore, the refined composition, 
Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20, can be multiplied by 8 to obtain the full unit cell contents, or be divided 
Figure 3. Concentric shells of the 2/1 CA Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20. Au/Al mixed sites are in green, Au atoms 
are in dark yellow, Al atoms in blue, Ca atoms are in red, and voids are in . 
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by 13 to obtain the nominal composition per Ca (CaAu4.37(1)Al1.63). A summary of the 
crystallographic refinement for the sample refining as Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20, with all atoms in 
the asymmetric unit labeled for the various shells, is listed in Tables 2–3 (see Tables S3–S6 
for the results of the other two crystals). 
These distinct atomic shells are (see Figure 3):  
(I) Spatially disordered “tetrahedron” [Au1.8(6)Al2.2 8.00]. The innermost shell is 
comprised of four mixed Au/Al independent sites that take up 12 partially occupied positions 
arranged in a distorted icosahedron, but with occupancies that may geometrically suggest 
disordered and distorted tetrahedra, so that the overall composition is [Au1.8(6)Al2.2 8.00], and 
in which  represents the structural voids. From the center to the 12 Au/Al sites, the distances 
range from 1.37(2)–1.55(3) Å, which means that having all 12 positions fully occupied is 
unrealistic.  A structural refinement omitting electron densities from this shell provides an 
incomplete model because the observed electron densities can account for 12 positions fully 
occupied by Al atoms, a result that is not possible due to the distances noted above. Hence, the 
inner shell is refined as four mixed Au/Al sites (24d Au/Al25–28 in Table 3) each 1/3 occupied.  
The equivalent isotropic thermal parameters associated with these sites are the largest of all 
the positions in the asymmetric unit by a factor of ~2–3. For the prototypic Tsai-type cubic 2/1 
CA (Yb/Ca)13Cd64, which shows somewhat longer distances of 1.734(6)–1.98(1) Å from the 
center to the 12 partially occupied Cd sites at ambient conditions, a refinement outcome of 
spatially disordered, distorted tetrahedra is one of the hallmarks of the Tsai-type CA.8b In this 
case, to obtain tetrahedra from the 12 positions in the shell, the atoms would be unrealistically 
close to one another (≤ 2.00(4) Å) and therefore, although this shell may be geometrically seen 
as 4 spatially disordered tetrahedra, from XRD, the only chemical conclusion is that there are  
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Table 3A. Selected structural parameters of Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 
shell atom Wyck. sym. x y z frac. occ. Uiso/Ueq 
(I) 
Au/ 
Al25 
24d 1 
0.1231 
(3) 
0.1528 
(3) 
0.2061 
(3) 
0.226(8)/ 
0.107 
0.047 
(3) 
Au/ 
Al26 
24d 1 
0.1463 
(7) 
0.2126 
(6) 
0.1707 
(8) 
0.20(1)/ 
0.14 
0.17 
(1) 
Au/ 
Al27 
24d 1 
0.1007 
(8) 
0.1264 
(9) 
0.1502 
(7) 
0.11(2)/ 
0.23 
0.06 
(1) 
Au/ 
Al28 
24d 1 
0.0908 
(9) 
0.159 
(2) 
0.131 
(1) 
0.05(2)/ 
0.28 
0.06 
(1) 
(II) 
Au1 24d 1 
0.15384 
(5) 
0.21407 
(5) 
0.30212 
(5) 
 0.0301 
(3) 
Au2 24d 1 
0.00314 
(5) 
0.15588 
(5) 
0.21045 
(5) 
 0.0298 
(3) 
Au3 8c .3. 
0.06226 
(5) 
0.06226 
(5) 
0.06226 
(5) 
 0.0297 
(5) 
Au/ 
Al4 
24d 1 
0.0633 
(2) 
0.2514 
(2) 
0.2387 
(2) 
0.278(7)/ 
0.722 
0.052 
(2) 
Au5 24d 1 
0.05599 
(9) 
0.24381 
(8) 
0.06618 
(8) 
0.734 
(6) 0.0382 
(7) 
Al5 24d 1 
0.024 
(2) 
0.276 
(2) 
0.054 
(2) 
0.266 
(6) 
Au6 24d 1 
0.1678 
(4) 
0.4123 
(4) 
0.4988 
(4) 
0.186 
(8) 0.030 
(3) 
Al6 24d 1 
0.0144 
(7) 
0.1555 
(7) 
0.1003 
(7) 
0.814 
(8) 
Au7 24d 1 
0.0903 
(1) 
0.3022 
(1) 
0.1579 
(1) 
0.651 
(6) 0.0415 
(9) 
Al7 24d 1 
0.062 
(2) 
0.337 
(2) 
0.153 
(1) 
0.349 
(6) 
Al1 24d 1 
0.2355 
(5) 
0.2355 
(5) 
0.2355 
(5) 
 0.040 
(5) 
(III) 
Ca1 24d 1 
0.1542 
(3) 
0.3437 
(3) 
0.2702 
(3) 
 0.027 
(1) 
Ca2 24d 1 
0.2700 
(3) 
0.3443 
(3) 
0.4614 
(3) 
 0.027 
(1) 
Ca3 24d 1 
0.0366 
(2) 
0.3446 
(3) 
0.4659 
(3) 
 0.025 
(1) 
Ca4 24d 1 
0.0383 
(3) 
0.1514 
(3) 
0.3426 
(3) 
 0.026 
(1) 
 
4 Au/Al sites split among 12 positions. Another hallmark of the Tsai-type structure is the 
pentagonal dodecahedral shell that encapsulates this tetrahedron.  
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(II) Disordered, distorted dodecahedron [Au12.55(2)Al7.45] with split-sites. The 
disordered, distorted pentagonal dodecahedron[Au12.55(2)Al7.45] consists of eight independent 
sites: three are fully occupied Au sites; one is a fully occupied Al site;  three are split 24d Au 
or Al sites constrained to a total occupancy of 100%; and one is a mixed but not split Au/Al 
site. The distances from the center of the dodecahedron to the atoms range from 3.46(1) Å to 
4.91(3) Å so that the interatomic edge lengths range from 2.33(1) Å to 3.72(3) Å.  Refinement 
of the three split positions relies on observed electron densities near the respective sites. The 
resulting distances between each of the split sites are: 0.56(2) Å; 1.07(3) Å; and 1.11(4) Å, for 
which the sites split by the two longer distances contain predominantly Au (0.651(6)/0.349 
Au7/Al7 and 0.734(6)/0.266 Au5/Al5, respectively) and the one separated by the shortest 
distance is predominantly Al (0.186(8)/0.814 Au6/Al6). 
(III) Distorted icosahedron [Ca12]. The [Ca12] icosahedral shell is comprised of four 
independent Ca 24d sites with a center-to-atom distance range of 5.232(6)–5.381(7) Å, and 
caps the distorted pentagonal faces of the dodecahedral shell within. The triangular faces 
related by the 3-fold axis also bisect the Au/Al split-sites of the dodecahedral [Au12.55(2)Al7.45] 
shell. 
(IV) Icosidodecahedron [Au27.51(2)Al2.49]. The [Au27.51(2)Al2.49] icosidodecahedral shell 
is comprised of 10 independent 24d sites, of which six are Au, three are mixed Au/Al, and one 
is a mixed and split position (0.433(3)Au/0.17Al + 0.410(4) Au) with a refinement restraint 
that forces 100% total occupation by Au and Al atoms because the split sites are just 0.931(6) 
Å apart. The center-to-atom distances range from 5.878(2)–6.121(2) Å, so that the edge lengths 
of the icosidodecahedron fall between 2.966(2) and 4.405(2) Å.  
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Table 3B. Selected structural parameters for shells IV–VI  
shell atom Wyck. sym. x y z frac. occ. Uiso/Ueq 
(IV)  
(V) 
Au9 24d 1 
0.24399 
(5) 
0.28291 
(5) 
0.34450 
(6) 
 0.0310 
(3) 
Au10 24d 1 
0.06149 
(5) 
0.28293 
(5) 
0.34882 
(6) 
 0.0313 
(3) 
Au11 24d 1 
0.21349 
(5) 
0.45980 
(5) 
0.24362 
(5) 
 0.0305 
(3) 
Au12 24d 1 
0.08754 
(6) 
0.46472 
(5) 
0.44312 
(5) 
 0.0302 
(3) 
Au13 24d 1 
0.15181 
(6) 
0.36313 
(6) 
0.40349 
(6) 
 0.0356 
(3) 
Au14 24d 1 
0.14572 
(7) 
0.40813 
(6) 
0.15382 
(6) 
 0.0403 
(4) 
(IV) 
Au/ 
Al15 
24d 1 
0.02592 
(9) 
0.3476 
(1) 
0.24052 
(9) 
0.640(7)/ 
0.360 
0.0448 
(8) 
(IV)  
(V) 
Au/ 
Al16 
24d 1 
0.06706 
(6) 
0.21611 
(6) 
0.45349 
(7) 
0.981(7)/ 
0.019 
0.0406 
(6) 
(IV) 
Au/ 
Al17 
24d 1 
0.2233 
(1) 
0.46635 
(9) 
0.44842 
(9) 
0.699(7)/ 
0.301 
0.0530 
(9) 
Au/ 
Al18 
24d 1 
0.0224 
(1) 
0.3476 
(2) 
0.0602 
(2) 
0.433(3)/ 
0.157 0.0421 
(8) 
Au19 24d 1 
0.0356 
(2) 
0.3673 
(2) 
0.0911 
(2) 
0.410 
(4) 
(V) 
Al2 4a .–3. 0 0 0  
0.025 
(5) 
Al3 24d 1 
0.1565 
(5) 
0.2556 
(5) 
0.4012 
(4) 
 0.039 
(3) 
Au20 24d 1 
0.24856 
(5) 
0.40520 
(5) 
0.34474 
(5) 
 0.0273 
(3) 
Au21 24d 1 
0.05482 
(5) 
0.40266 
(5) 
0.34346 
(5) 
 0.0291 
(3) 
Au22 24d 1 
0.08942 
(5) 
0.45975 
(5) 
0.24608 
(6) 
 0.0306 
(3) 
Au23 24d 1 
0.34363 
(6) 
0.44329 
(6) 
0.40394 
(6) 
 0.0356 
(3) 
Au24 24d 1 
0.05716 
(6) 
0.09442 
(6) 
0.46367 
(6) 
 0.0421 
(4) 
(V)  
(VI) 
Al8 24d 1 
0.1527 
(4) 
0.4618 
(4) 
0.3434 
(4) 
 0.027 
(2) 
Al9 8c .3. 
0.3432 
(4) 
0.3432 
(4) 
0.3432 
(4) 
 0.020 
(3) 
Al10 24d 1 
0.0386 
(7) 
0.461 
(1) 
0.1525 
(9) 
0.50 
0.036 
(5) 
voids  
(VII) 
Ca5 8c .3. 
0.4594 
(3) 
0.4594 
(3) 
0.4594 
(3) 
 0.032 
(3) 
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(V) C80-like [Au59.94(2)Al17.07 3.00] polyhedral cluster. The typical description of the 
fifth shell of a Tsai-type CA is a rhombic triacontahedron with 32 atoms at each of the vertices 
and 60 atoms sitting midway along each edge as reported for the 2/1 CAs 
Sc11.18(9)Mg2.5(1)Zn73.6(2),
36 (Yb/Ca)13Cd76,
8b and 1/1 CAs Yb14Au51Al35,
9b and RE–Au–SM (RE 
= Yb, Gd and SM = Si, Ge).9a However, to assign atoms at the vertices only, as consistently 
portrayed in all inner shells, the 92-atom rhombic triacontahedron can be split into an 80-vertex 
atom cage and a 12-vertex icosahedral shell. Therefore, in Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20, the fifth shell 
is a defect-80-atom cage [Au59.94(2)Al17.07 3.00], consisting  of 12 pentagonal and 30 hexagonal 
faces, as found for C80 clusters such as (Gd3N)@C80.
37 There are no split sites in this 80-vertex 
cage and one independent Au-rich mixed Au/Al site (0.981(7)/0.019 Au/Al) that comprises 3 
atoms of the cage. The interatomic distances making up the C80-like polyhedral edges range 
from 2.54(2) Å to 2.977(2) Å, of which Au–Au distances are 2.776(2) Å or longer and Au–Al 
(or Au/Al–Al) distances are 2.77(1) Å or shorter, so that within standard deviation, the 2.77(1) 
Å edges feature 3 Au–Al distances and 3 Au–Au distances within this shell. 
(VI) Distorted icosahedron [Al10.5 1.5]. The last shell is a partially occupied 
icosahedron [Al10.5 1.5] that caps the pentagonal faces of the 80-vertex [Au59.94(2)Al17.07 3.00] 
fifth shell and aligns with the innermost distorted tetrahedron and the third shell of the distorted 
icosahedron [Ca12].  Each [Al10.5 1.5] icosahedron interpenetrates seven other [Al10.5 1.5] 
icosahedra and shares edges with six additional [Al10.5 1.5] icosahedra in which the voids of 
a resulting 3-edge sharing icosahedral set are filled by distorted Ca-centered [Al6.5 1.5] 
tetrahedral stars (Figure 4). The center-to-atom distances of this last shell range from 8.58(1) 
to 8.70(1) Å, so that the 30 AlAl edge lengths vary from 9.01(2) Å to 9.19(2) Å. 
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By splitting the 92-atom triacontahedron into two shells (V) and (VI), the 80-vertex 
shell is now comprised of predominantly Au whereas the icosahedron shell is only Al. In the 
structural description of both Sc11.18(9)Mg2.5(1)Zn73.6(2)
36 and (Yb/Ca)13Cd76,
8b the 
triacontahedral shell is comprised of only Zn and Cd, respectively, and as such, dividing the 
shells into an 80-atom vertex cage and an icosahedron as shown here is not as chemically 
relevant. However, in Yb1.083Au4.477Ge1.304, the Au/Ge 12e forms its own [Au0.10Ge11.90] 
icosahedron, separate from the Au-rich 80-vertex [Au62.84Ge11.90 5.26] shell. Many other Tsai-
type structures, such as Yb14Au51Al35,
9b Gd1.008Au4.723Ge1.301,
9a and Gd1Au4.922Si1.123,
9a may 
benefit from a structural chemical representation that separates the typical triacontahedral shell 
into an 80-vertex Au-rich cage and a 12-vertex icosahedral shell with elements of only or 
predominantly the p-block. 
 
Figure 4. Packing of icosahedra in the 2/1 CA Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20. Left: Eight total interpenetrating 
[Al10.5 1.5] icosahedra fill the unit cell. Along the [111] direction (middle): for any single icosahedron 
(pink), there are 7 other interpenetrating icosahedra (gray) and 6 edge-sharing icosahedra (blue). Right: 
Each set of 3-edge sharing icosahedra forms a Ca-centered [Al6.5 1.5] tetrahedral star (top right).  
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Table 4. Coordination spheres of split-sites according to distances 
shell site  total coordination < 2.70 Å 2.70–3.00 Å ≤ 3.41 Å 
(II) Al7 CaAu5.146(7)Al2.005 Au3.134(7)Al0.517 CaAu0.278(7)Al0.988 Au1.734(6)Al0.5 
Au7 Ca3Au4.92(1)Al2.10 Au0.89(1)Al1.21 Au3.600(8)Al0.467 Ca3Au0.433(6)Al0.423 
Al5 CaAu5.094(7)Al2.140(8) Au3.257(7)Al0.477 CaAu0.186(6)Al0.349(6) Au1.651(6)Al1.313(8) 
Au5 Ca3Au4.95(2)Al2.66 Au0.67(2)Al1.52 Au3.67(2)Al0.66 Ca3Au0.61(1)Al0.49(1) 
Al6 Ca3Au5.89(2)Al1.31 Au3.19(2)Al0.74 Au2.699(7)Al0.301 Ca3Al0.266(6) 
Au6 Ca2Au5.70(2)Al2.12 Au3.48(2)Al1.40 AuAl0.226(6) Ca2Au1.22(2)Al0.46 
(IV) Au/Al18 Ca3Au6.776(7)Al1.134 Au1.144(6)Al0.615(6) Au2Al0.5 Ca3Au3.632(7)Al0.019 
Au19 Ca3Au6.818(6)Al1.272(6) Au1.084(6)Al1.272(6) Au2 Ca3Au3.734(6) 
 
In total, there are four split positions involving Au and Al in the structure of the 2/1 CA 
refined as Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 (the other two crystals yielded similar refinements with slightly 
different parameters; see Tables S3–S6 for details.) Three (Au/Al7, Au/Al5, Au/Al6) of these 
are in the second dodecahedral shell (II) and one [(Au/Al18)/Au19] occupies the fourth 
icosidodecahedral shell (IV). A summary of the coordination environments of these sites up to 
a radius of 3.41 Å, which is the longest distance expected between any two heteroatomic atoms 
based on their metallic radii (RCa = 1.97 Å, RAu = 1.44 Å, RAl = 1.43 Å)
38, is given in Table 4.  
In the closest coordination sphere designated as distances less than 2.70 Å, which is slightly 
longer than the predicted Au–Al distance (2.665 Å) when taking into account metallic valence, 
bond number, and electronegativity corrections as performed by Pauling,39 the split sites of the 
cubic 2/1 CA occupied by Al generally prefer more Au contacts. For instance, Al7 and Al5 of 
the dodecahedral shell (II) and Al(/Au)18 of the icosidodecahedral shell (IV) all have more Au 
than Al nearest neighbors. Analogously, those split sites occupied by Au generally exhibit 
more shorter distances to Al than to Au as shown by the environments of the Au7, Au5, and 
Au19 sites. This general trend follows the site preference energy calculations for Au and Al 
atoms in the cubic 1/0 CA CaAu3Al, which show that the structure maximizes the number of 
heteroatomic Au–Al nearest neighbor contacts over homoatomic Au–Au or Al–Al contacts.22 
An anomaly to this behavior occurs for the Au/Al6 split site in the 2/1 CA, a site which shows 
Al6 closer (< 2.70 Å) to more Au than Al atoms, but Au6 is closer to more Au than Al atoms. 
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Additionally, the total compositions at each of the refined split sites in the 2/1 CA 
feature more heteroatomic than homoatomic contacts. For instance, surrounding Al7, Al5, and 
Al6, there are more combined (Ca + Au) atoms than Al atoms in the following ratios, 
respectively: 6.146(7)/2.005, 6.094(7)/2.140(8), and 8.89(2)/1.31(2) (Ca + Au)/Al.  Although 
detailed structural information remains unknown for the corresponding Ca–Au–Al i-QC, these 
features of the 2/1 CA suggest that general avoidance of homoatomic nearest neighbor 
interactions of the minor components Al and Ca may also occur within the structure of the i-
QC. 
Transformation of the i-QC into 2/1 CA. That the i-QC CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x can only 
be synthesized from quenching suggests that it is metastable. Therefore, given the close 
chemical compositions and similar room-temperature PXRD patterns for the i-QC and 2/1 CA 
CaAu4.50xAl1.50+x phases (Figure 1), in-situ high-energy, variable-temperature PXRD was 
carried out on the i-QC samples loaded as Ca13.2(5)Au55.0(1)Al23.8(7) and Ca12.8(5)Au52.6(1)Al25.2(7) 
(x = 0.32(6) and 0.40(6) in CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x)  to examine a possible structural evolution of the 
i-QC as a function of temperature. The PXRD patterns of the i-QC sample x = 0.32(6) (Figure 
5) begins to transform at ~570 C with the peak at ~29.25 nm–1 first broadening and increasing 
in intensity before splitting at ~640 C.  Also, the peak at 25.8 nm–1 first increases in intensity 
before splitting at ~650 C. (See Figures S3–S7 for additional PXRD patterns of i-QC sample 
x = 0.40(6)). 
 The intensities and positions of the main peaks that split during the i-QC–to–2/1 CA 
transformation (Q = 25.4–26 nm–1 and 28.2–29.6 nm–1) have been evaluated as a function of 
temperature (Figure S8). In both regions, the sum of the intensities of the individual peaks 
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appearing after the transformation equals that of the peak immediately prior to the splitting, 
which suggests a direct transformation in the temperature range ~570–~650 C. After the 
transformation, increasing temperature results in decreasing Q-values of all peak positions and 
thus validates thermal expansion of the crystal. 
 Analysis of the positions in reciprocal space of the diffraction peaks observed in this 
Q-range further confirm the close structural relationship between the i-QC and the 2/1 CA (see 
Figure 6).  The peaks indexed as (2 1 1 1 1 1) and (3 1 1 1 1 1) for the i-QC remain single 
peaks in the PXRD pattern of the 2/1 CA and are indexed respectively as {5 0 8} and {6 0 10}, 
both of which have 12-fold multiplicities in Pa3̅ arranged as distorted icosahedra.  The peak 
Figure 5. Variable-temperature PXRD patterns of the CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x i-QC (x = 0.32(6)) showing 
transformation from the i-QC to its 2/1 CA for increasing temperature starting ~570 oC and complete 
by ~650 oC. 
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at 25.8 nm–1 of the i-QC, indexed as (2 2 1 0 0 1) splits into 24-fold {5 6 8} and 6-fold (0 0 
10).  These 30 positions in reciprocal space form a slightly distorted icosidodecahedron.  
Figure 6. Indexed PXRD patterns of CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x i-QC (x = 0.11(6); top) and cubic 2/1 CA (x = 
0.30(6); bottom) with simulated pattern from single-crystal XRD refinement, Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20. The 
most intense reflection indices and multiplicities of the cubic phase are drawn and show correlations to 
icosahedral symmetry.  
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Lastly, the (2 2 2 1 0 0) peak of the i-QC at 29.25 nm–1 separates into 24-fold {5 6 8} + 12-
fold {0 2 11} + 24-fold {2 5 10} peaks for the 2/1 CA, and form an irregular truncated 
dodecahedron in reciprocal space.  Thus, all of the most intense peaks observed in the PXRD 
pattern of the 2/1 CA can be mapped into 3D reciprocal space to form a polyhedral arrangement 
that is slightly distorted from a polyhedron that can adopt icosahedral symmetry.  
 For one of the prototypic Tsai-type examples in the Ca–Cd system, transformation of 
the cubic 2/1 CA Ca13Cd76 to the corresponding i-QC “Ca15Cd85” 8a would merge the most 
intense peak in the 2/1 CA PXRD pattern ({3 8 5}; 24.55 nm–1) with the {0 0 10} peaks (24.80 
nm–1) based on comparisons of the i-QC and CA PXRD patterns.  For the CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x i-
QC, however, the most intense peak {5 0 8} of the PXRD does not split during the phase 
transformation. Additionally, the i-QC CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x exhibits two sets of doublet peaks at 
~23–27 nm–1 and ~28–32 nm–1, whereas the analogous region (~27–29 nm–1) for the 
“Ca15Cd85” i-QC possesses three peaks as also seen for its 2/1 CA.  In fact, the PXRD pattern 
of the CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x i-QC bears more resemblance to that of the i-QC “Yb16Cd84” and its 
corresponding 2/1 CA Yb13Cd76.
8a  
 This transition from the i-QC to the 2/1 CA CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x, however, is not 
reversible on cooling because the PXRD pattern of the 2/1 CA does not revert back into the i-
QC pattern. From thermal analysis of the i-QC sample loaded as Ca1.00(4)Au4.158(8)Al1.80(6) (e/a 
= 1.66) (Figure 1: i-QC sample x = 0.32(6)), there is a small endothermic event at ~575 C in 
the first heating cycle (Figure S9: enlarged inset) but is absent in the second heating cycle, a 
result which is indicative of an irreversible transformation and supports the in-situ, high-
energy, variable-temperature PXRD data. In addition, heating the 2/1 CA sample from room 
temperature (~25 C) to 725 C, close to its melting temperature of 755 C, and cooling down 
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to room temperature do not reveal any observable structural transition (Figures S10–S11), 
which implies that the cubic 2/1 CA phase is more stable than its i-QC counterpart.   
Valence electron count evaluation. After the discovery of stable i-QCs, e.g., in the 
(Ca/Yb)–Ag–In and (Ca/Yb)–Cd systems among others, Tsai proposed applying Hume-
Rothery-type rules, which consider atomic size, electronegativities, and valence electron 
concentrations, to identify compositions of stable QCs.40 Based on the nearly free-electron 
model according to Mott and Jones, the structure of a Hume-Rothery phase is influenced by 
the number of valence electrons that fill the electronic density of states (DOS).41 Within the 
free electron model, the number of valence electrons per unit cell (e/a value) sets the Fermi 
wavevector kf.  If kf lies close to Brillouin-zone boundaries, i.e., if kf ~ |Khkl|/2, then interactions 
between states at the Fermi surface can open a pseudogap in the DOS, so-called Brillouin-
zone, Fermi surface (BZ-FS) interactions.41 In general, the largest structure factors (hkl) in a 
PXRD pattern identify the Brillouin-zone boundaries Khkl/2 leading to the most significant BZ-
FS interactions.  A survey of some reported CAs, e.g., Mg27Al10.7Zn47.3,
42 Sc11.18Mg2.5Zn73.6,
36 
Ca3Au12.07Ga6.93,
10c and (Yb/Ca)13Cd76),
8b shows that, when considering peaks above 20% 
relative to the maximum intensity with d-spacings < 3.0 Å, the average VEC is 1.967 e/a (Table 
S7). For the cubic 2/1 CA Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20, the most intense PXRD peaks fall in the region 
24.81–30.67 nm–1 and lead to VEC values spanning 1.208 to 2.108 e/a, averaging 1.814 e/a, 
which corresponds to a composition Ca13Au47.46Al30.54 (Table S7). These VEC values fall at 
the border between Hume-Rothery and polar intermetallic classifications13 even though not all 
the compounds evaluated contain elements that may participate in polar-covalent interactions 
as typically found for polar intermetallics.  
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The i-QC and its cubic 2/1 CA CaAu4.50–x Al1.50+x also exhibit general chemical features 
similar to previously reported systems. Many Tsai-type CAs and i-QCs have the condensed 
formulation AB5.3–6.0 where “A” represents an active, electropositive metal and “B” is either a 
group 12 element or a combination of late d-block and early p-block elements as seen in polar 
intermetallics. In many cases, “A” is a divalent or trivalent metal and “B” is Cd or a 
combination of a group 11 element with a group 13/14 element. For example, (Ca/Yb)13Cd76
8b 
(VEC = 2.00 e/a) and Sc16Cu46Al38 i-QC (VEC = 2.08 e/a)
43 can be formulated, respectively, 
as (Ca/Yb)Cd5.846 and Sc(Cu0.548Al0.452)5.25. For a few examples of Bergman-type CAs with a 
monovalent active metal, the condensed formulation is AB2.0–2.4. For instance, the i-QCs 
Li3CuAl6
44 (VEC = 2.20 e/a) and Na13Au12Ga15
45 (VEC = 1.75 e/a) can be reformulated, 
respectively, as Li(Cu0.143Al0.857)2.33 and Na(Au0.444Ga0.556)2.08. Many of these Bergman- and 
Tsai-type CAs and i-QCs fall under the larger umbrella of polar intermetallic compounds based 
on their chemical compositions, even though they may span both the Hume-Rothery and polar 
intermetallics classifications based on VEC alone (Table S8). Thus, Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20, 
reformulated as Ca(Au0.73Al0.27)6, also follows the “polar intermetallics” classification, in 
which (Au + Al) atoms are the more electronegative species that generally share the same 
shells and Ca atoms form their own shell as previously described (Figure 3). 
Prediction of a 1/1 Ca–Au–Al CA using Electronic Structure Theory. From the 
experimentally determined quasilattice (aQC = 5.383(4) Å) and using Equation (1), a 
hypothetical Ca–Au–Al 1/1 CA would have a cubic lattice of a1/1 = ~14.818 Å. Using the 
sequence of atomic clusters in the Tsai-type 2/1 CA, in which the innermost shell is simplified 
to a single, fully occupied tetrahedron, and the atomic coordinates of the 1/1 CA 
Ca3Au12.07Ga6.93 (space group Im3̅, No. 204),10c a 1/1 CA “Ca24Au88Al64” (VEC = 1.86 e/a) 
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hypothetical model was derived in the subgroup I23 (No. 197) (Table S9).  Although the 
calculated total DOS of “Ca24Au88Al64” shows no obvious gaps or pseudogaps (Figure S12), 
the band structure near the zone center shows gaps for energy ranges corresponding to valence 
electron counts of 1.966–1.993 e/a, i.e., “Ca24Au79.00–xAl73.00+x” (0 ≤ x ≤ 2.375), 1.847–1.864 
e/a, i.e., “Ca24Au89.50–xAl62.50+x” (0 ≤ x ≤ 1.50),  and 1.759–1.774 e/a, i.e.,  “Ca24Au97.25–
xAl54.75+x” (0 ≤ x ≤ 1.375). Therefore, theoretically, these predicted compositions are a good 
starting target for synthesizing the 1/1 CA.  
Summary 
For the targeted compositions Ca1.00(4)Au4.50–xAl1.50(6)+x (0.11(6) ≤ x ≤ 0.44) (VEC = 
1.60–1.70 e/a), a primitive i-QC was produced from quenching, and its cubic 2/1 CA was 
discovered from annealing. The cubic 2/1 CA Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 (CaAu4.37(1)Al1.63; Pa3̅ (No. 
205); Pearson symbol: cP728; a = 23.8918(2) Å) crystallizes in a series of concentric shells 
following the Tsai-type prescription, but with its outermost shell described as interpenetrating 
and edge-sharing icosahedra.  Furthermore, the minor components Ca and Al generally prefer 
to avoid nearest neighbor homoatomic CaCa and AlAl contacts based on analysis of site 
occupancies and their various coordination environments. This i-QC and its cubic 2/1 CA 
belong to the general category of polar intermetallics in which the electronegative metals (Au 
+ Al) share atomic shells and the formally electropositive Ca atoms form their own intervening 
shells to create significant polar-covalent Ca(Au+Al) interactions for structural cohesion. 
Single-crystal XRD data obtained by the precession technique at the synchrotron APS show 
correlations between the primitive i-QC and its cubic 2/1 CA along the ([1 0 0]) 2- and ([1 1 
1]) 3̅-fold rotational axes but the 5̅-fold rotational axis of the i-QC is no longer observed along 
the analogous direction ([3 0 5])of the 2/1 CA. TEM SAED patterns of the three zone axes 
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provide further confirmation for the icosahedral symmetry in the i-QC and the lack thereof in 
the 2/1 CA. In-situ, variable-temperature PXRD data collected at the APS demonstrate that the 
i-QC irreversibly transforms into its cubic 2/1 CA starting at ~570 C and completing at ~650 
C, based on peak splitting analysis in the regions of scattering lengths ~25–26 nm–1 and ~28–
30 nm–1. The stability of the cubic 2/1 CA Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 can be rationalized via a Hume-
Rothery mechanism using VEC evaluated from the most intense peaks in the PXRD patterns, 
so that the hypothetical average composition that may lead to a pseudogap in the DOS is 
Ca104.01Au379.70Al244.29 (VEC = 1.814 e/a).  Using electronic structure calculations, a 
hypothetical cubic 1/1 CA was examined and the composition “Ca24Au88Al64” is proposed as 
a good starting point to prepare a 1/1 CA of the i-QC. 
Supporting Information in APPENDIX C 
 Supporting Information (SI) with the following is available: Rietveld refinements of 
the atomic coordinates and lattice parameters of the observed PXRD patterns; Calculated and 
experimentally determined quasilattices and lattices of all known CAs in Ca–Au–Al; Refined 
crystallographic data of the 2/1 CA for all atoms in the asymmetric unit; High-(atomic) 
resolution images of the 2/1 CA along the 3̅-fold axis; In-situ, high-energy, variable-
temperature PXRD patterns of the i-QC–to–2/1 CA transformation; Fitting of the PXRD peak 
intensity, position, and area in the regions that showed the i-QC–to–2/1 CA transformation; 
Thermal analysis of an i-QC sample; In-situ, variable-temperature PXRD of the 2/1 CA; 
Survey of CAs and their e/a and i-QCs with condensed compositions; and Crystallographic 
information, DOS, and band structure for a hypothetical 1/1 CA “Ca24Au88Al64”. 
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Abstract 
Using density functional theory, the crystal structure variation of AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, 
and Ti) from orthorhombic Co2Si-type to distorted hexagonal Fe2P- and then Ni2In-structure 
types is shown to correlate with their electronic structures and valence electron counts, sizes 
of the active metals A, and site preferences for Au and Al atoms, which are arranged to 
maximize AuAl nearest neighbor contacts. An evaluation of chemical pressure imposed by 
the varying A metals using total energy vs. volume calculations indicates that larger unit cell 
volumes favor the orthorhombic structure whereas smaller volumes favor the hexagonal 
structures. The electronic origin of the Mg2Ga-type crystal structure of ScAuAl, refined as a 
distorted Fe2P-type supercell doubled along the c-axis, indicates a Peierls-type distortion 
mechanism of the Au-chains along the c-axis. 
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Introduction 
 Polar intermetallic compounds containing Au exhibit diverse structures ranging from 
large clusters and networks of complex polyhedra and even quasicrystals,1 to smaller atomic 
coordination spheres and 2-dimensional building blocks.2 A defining characteristic of this class 
is the occurrence of polar-covalent interactions between the formally electropositive metals 
from groups 1–4 including rare-earth elements, and the more electronegative elements from 
the late transition metals and early p-block. The more electronegative metals form complex 
clusters or networks with large voids that are filled by the electropositive metals for structural 
cohesion.3 To date, there lacks a holistic set of fundamental algorithms to predict and 
rationalize the diverse structures observed for polar intermetallic compounds, such as those 
like the octet rule, valence electron-to-atom (e/a) values, or metallic radius ratios proposed for 
Zintl-Klemm or Hume-Rothery phases.4  
A widely used “rule of thumb” to categorize polar intermetallic structures involves 
using valence electron concentrations (VECs), which are evaluated as the sum of the total 
number of valence (s+p+d) electrons per formula unit (e/fu). For the simplest ternary 
stoichiometry 1:1:1, there are already more than 2000 polar intermetallic compounds reported 
with many containing Au because it is the most electronegative metal according to Mulliken 
and Pauling electronegative values.5  Some of the commonly observed structures and their 
corresponding VEC values for 1:1:1 compounds are as follows:5-6 (1) orthorhombic TiNiSi 
(Co2Si-derivative)-type with 15–18e/fu, and is considered one of the most ubiquitous structure 
types discussed herein; (2) hexagonal Fe2P-type with 15–19e/fu but observed mostly for 
compositions with 18e/fu; and (3) hexagonal CaIn2- and Ni2In-type structures, which are 
observed for compounds with 13–18e/fu. For the 1:1:1 compositions containing Au in the 
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Inorganic Chemistry Structural Database (ICSD), there are 15 compounds in the Fe2P-type 
structure, and all except for LuAuAl (17e/fu) and MgAuGa (16e/fu) are reported with In. If 
Al replaces In in these compounds, the TiNiSi-type structure is observed instead, and of these 
21 compounds with Au, 15 contain both Au and Al, in which all except for CaAuAl (16e/fu) 
contains 17e/fu. In total, there are 62 compounds containing Au in the CaIn2- or Ni2In-type 
structure, in which only TiAuAl (Ni2In-type; 18e/fu) contains both Au and Al so that 50 of 
the 62 compounds all contain 18e/fu. From these VEC trends, it seems that most 1:1:1 polar 
intermetallic compounds containing both Au and In would crystallize in the Fe2P-type 
structure, but that those with both Au and Al would more likely crystallize in the TiNiSi-type, 
although the Ni2In-type is plausible as well. However, VEC does not solely distinguish any of 
these common structure types (Co2Si/TiNiSi, Fe2P, and Ni2In or CaIn2), so that other factors 
contributing to the structural variation may be size effects, an understanding of which may be 
fruitful for investigations using variable pressure to induce structural transitions.  
In addition to relationships between VECs and the structure-types discussed above, 
variations of atomic coordinates in the structure types due to distortions or atomic 
arrangements (“coloring”)7 on going from binary to ternary phases lead to additional structural 
derivatives. For instance, the Mg2Ga-type (hP18) structure is a subtly distorted supercell of the 
Fe2P-type with a doubled c-axis, so that ZrNiAl and HfRhSn are ternary derivatives of Fe2P 
and Mg2Ga, respectively.
8 The question remains about the factors influencing the occurrence 
of Mg2Ga-type over its more popular Fe2P-type subcell. Similarly, within the CaIn2 family, the 
isopointal NdPtSb and LiGaGe structures differ in their interlayer interactions along the c-axis 
so that even though both possess hexagonal chair conformations ([Pt3Sb3] and [Ga3Ge3], 
respectively) within the puckered honeycomb net of electronegative metal/metalloid atoms, 
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the former exhibits 2-dimensional characteristics whereas the latter features a 3-dimensional 
tetrahedral network. Again, what factors give rise to these two isopoints within the CaIn2 
structure type?  
To contribute to an understanding of the diverse structures among such 1:1:1 polar 
intermetallics, herein we examine the ScAuAl structure (distorted Fe2P-type; 17e/fu), which 
was recently reported to adopt the HfRhSn structure-type (Mg2Ga ternary derivative).
9 We 
discuss its bonding features, electronic structure and stability, atomic size effects and site 
preferences, and compare its energetics with competing structure types to rationalize the 
existence of ScAuAl in the Fe2P-type and its distortion to the Mg2Ga supercell as opposed to 
the TiNiSi- , Ni2In-, and Ca2In-type structures. Moreover, we perform analogous studies on its 
neighbors TiNiSi-type CaAuAl (16e/fu) and Ni2In-type TiAuAl (18e/fu). 
Experimental Section 
Synthesis. ScAuAl was initially found as a product in the search for quasicrystals and 
their crystalline approximants within the Sc–Au–Al system. A stoichiometric loading confirms 
its formation using an annealing heating scheme in contrast to the report of its existence from 
an arc melting synthesis.  
Sc chunks (99.9%, APL-Aldrich), Au spheres (99.99%, Ames Laboratory), and Al 
ingots (99.999% Alfa-Aesar) were weighed for molar ratios 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al and 1Sc: 1Au: 1Al, 
with sample sizes totaling 300.0(1) mg. Reaction mixtures were loaded into tantalum ampoules 
in a glovebox under argon atmosphere, with moisture levels at ≤ 0.1 ppm. The tantalum 
reaction vessels were then arc-welded shut and subsequently sealed under vacuum in a 
secondary silica jacket to avoid oxidation of the tantalum during heating to reaction 
temperatures. All reactions were heated in a tube furnace to 1050 ºC for 30 hours, slowly 
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cooled at 10 ºC/h to 700 ºC and held at this temperature for 15 days, after which they were 
quenched by rapid submersion into room temperature water. 
Powder X-ray diffraction. Phase analysis was carried out using powder X-ray 
diffraction (PXRD) data collected on the Stoe Stadi P diffractometer equipped with a position-
sensitive image-plate detector and a Cu Kα1 radiation source (λ = 1.54060 Å). Ground samples 
were dispersed onto and sandwiched between two transparent acetate films with the aid of 
vacuum grease. To ensure instrument alignment, a Si powder standard (to compare against 
sample ICSD # 53783) was mixed with each preliminary scan of the specimen.10 Data were 
acquired over a 1-hr exposure period with step sizes of 0.03º in 2θ, and were analyzed by 
juxtaposing the observed PXRD patterns against theoretical PXRD patterns calculated from 
single-crystal XRD refined models and those of reported binary compounds containing the 
constituent elements.  
Single crystal X-ray diffraction. Diffraction data for selected crystals were collected 
on a Bruker SMART11 APEX II CCD diffractometer with graphite-monochromatized Mo Kα1 
radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) at ambient conditions between one hemisphere to a full sphere in 
reciprocal space in ω at 20–30 s exposure time per frame.  
For the sample chosen from the 1:2:5 loading included in the main text, 2160 frames 
were collected over an 18 h exposure period and these frames were integrated using the Bruker 
SAINT software package, which yielded 7792 total peaks in the hexagonal unit cell for θmax of 
31.27º (0.68 Å resolution).  The final unit cell parameters were based upon refinements of XYZ-
centroids of the 2268 reflections with intensities exceeding 20σ(I) and scattering angles 2θ 
between 11.26º and 62.05º. Data were corrected empirically for absorption using the multi-
scan method in the program SADABS,12 from which the ratio of maximum transparent 
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transmission was 0.446.13 Analogously, for the sample chosen from the 1:1:1 loading in the 
main text, 1800 frames were collected with a total exposure time of 15 h that yielded 4550 
total peaks in the hexagonal unit cell for θmax of 28.87o (0.74 Å resolution). The unit cell 
parameters were calculated from refinements of XYZ-centroids of the 1329 reflections in 
scattering angles 2θ between 11.25º and 56.62º with a ratio of 0.438 maximum transmission. 
Using the program XPREP,14 determination of the space group P6̅2𝑚 emerged for 
ScAuAl crystals selected for samples loaded as 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al, so that doubling the c-axis to 
achieve the space group P6̅2𝑐 was performed manually. Using the same software, the space 
group P6̅2𝑐 was selected for crystals from sample loadings 1Sc: 1Au: 1Al. All structural 
models were solved in the SHELXTL 6.14 program suite15 using direct methods and refined 
from the full-matrix least-squares fitting of observed structure factors with final refinements 
that included anisotropic displacements and secondary extinction parameters. The absolute 
structural parameters were refined to account for the non-centrosymmetric characteristics of 
P6̅2𝑚 and P6̅2𝑐.16 Structure Tidy of the WinGX-Platon program suite was used to standardize 
the crystallographic sites and to invert and realign the origin of the raw/observed hkl data. 
Atomic site preference, Bader charge analysis, formation energy, and electronic 
structure. To rationalize the ScAuAl atomic arrangement (“coloring”), first principles 
electronic structure calculations using VASP 5.2 was carried out on its subcell (Fe2P-type).
17 
The projected augmented wave GGA-PBE method (generalized gradient approximation with 
exchange correlation potentials as constructed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof)18 was 
employed for six different isocompositional coloring models and their total energies were 
calculated and compared. For all calculations, the energy cutoff was 500 eV, the self-consistent 
convergence criterion was 0.01 meV, and the orbital basis set included Sc(3p64s23d1), 
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Au(5d106s1), and Al(3s23p1). For each model, the numbers of various interatomic interactions 
(i.e., Sc–Au/Al, Sc–Sc, and Al/Au–Al/Au,) were assessed to rationalize the atomic site 
preference of the experimental ScAuAl subcell. Analogous site-preference studies were also 
performed on the CaAuAl and TiAuAl neighbors with additional orbital bases Ca(3s23p64s2) 
and Ti(3p64s23d1).19 To further assess the ordering of Au and Al atoms in ScAuAl, a Bader 
charge analysis from the results of VASP structural optimizations was carried out on the 
experimental model of ScAuAl and on “ScCd2,” in which the atomic sites with the greatest 
charge were assigned to the more electronegative metal Au.20 
The AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, Ti) formation energies (∆Ereaction) were calculated from the 
respective elements and reported binary structures Au2Al, AuAl2, AAu2, Au2A (A = Sc only), 
AAl2, and A2Al (A = Sc only) after VASP optimization.
21 Additionally, structural 
optimizations and total energy calculations were carried out for the competing structures: 
TiNiSi (Co2Si-derived); NdPtSb, LiGaGe and ScAuSi (all CaIn2-derived); Ni2In; and Cu2Sb.
22 
For all models, the numbers of interatomic interactions (A–Au/Al, A–A, and Al/Au–Al/Au) 
per formula unit were evaluated to rationalize the observed AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, Ti) structural 
trend. Additionally, chemical pressure effects were investigated using calculated total energies 
as a function of unit cell volume for the competing structures CaAuAl (RCa = 1.97 Å; TiNiSi-
type), ScAuAl (RSc = 1.64 Å; Fe2P substructure), and TiAuAl (RTi = 1.47 Å; Ni2In-type). Data 
were fitted using the Murnaghan potential to extract the volumes with lowest energies and their 
associated bulk moduli.  
The electronic band structures, densities of states (DOS), and crystal orbital Hamilton 
population (COHP)23 curves for pair-wise interactions less than 3.5 Å apart were calculated 
for AAuAl and their various competing structure types using the Stuttgart Tight-Binding 
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Linear Muffin-Tin Orbital Atomic Sphere Approximation (TB-LMTO-ASA) code, with scalar 
relativistic effects and the von Barth-Hedin local exchange-correlation potential,24 but without 
spin-polarization or spin-orbit coupling. Input structural parameters for the TB-LMTO-ASA 
calculations of ScAuAl used the VASP optimized model of the experimental subcell (Fe2P-
type), whereas those of CaAuAl, TiAuAl, and the other competing structural models were 
taken from the experimentally reported structures directly.19 The self-consistent calculation 
convergence limit was 0.01 meV, the maximum overlap before empty spheres were introduced 
was 18.7%, and the atomic orbital basis sets contained: Ca(4s, 3d) and Ca(4p, 4f) downfolded; 
Sc(4s,3d) and Sc(4p) downfolded; Ti(4s, 4p, 3d); Au(6s,6p,5d), and Au(5f) downfolded, 
Al(3s,3p) and Al(3d) downfolded. The irreducible wedges of the first Brillouin zones used for 
plotting the DOS and subsequent COHP curves contained 3001 or 5001 k-points. See Table 
S13 for respective atomic Wigner-Seitz radii of each model.25  
Results and Discussion 
During the search for polar intermetallic quasicrystals and their crystalline 
approximants in the Ca–Au–Al system1b and as part of a broader investigation on the effects 
of atomic sizes (chemical pressure) and valence electron counts in such compounds, the Sc-
poor region of the Sc–Au–Al system was examined. The loaded molar ratio 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al led 
to ScAuAl as the major phase with probable traces of at most two of Sc2Al, ScAl, and ScAl2 
(unequivocal determination of the precise trace phase(s) cannot be made by X-ray powder 
diffraction). ScAuAl sits at the center of the Sc–Au–Al existence triangle (Figure 1), as well 
as a hexagon formed by tetragonal MoSi2-type ScAu2
21a
 and Au2Al;
26 cubic MgCu2-type 
ScAl2
21b
 and CaF2-type AuAl2;
27 hexagonal Ni2In-type Sc2Al;
28 and orthorhombic Co2Si-type 
Sc2Au.
29 The only other Sc–Au–Al compound reported in the ICSD is the Heusler (AlCu2Mn)- 
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type ScAu2Al, which bisects the CsCl-type ScAu and AuAl along the 50% Au-content line.
30 
In the PXRD pattern from products of the 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al synthesis, the minor phases were 
assigned as follows: the two peaks at 2θ values ~26–27º  were identified as belonging to 
Sc2Al
28 and ScAl,31 respectively, and those around 39º and 41º can be indexed for Sc2Al and 
ScAl2,
21b respectively. However, no single binary or ternary compound from the Sc–Au–Al 
system could be conclusively assigned to all peaks, a result which calls for analysis using 
single-crystal XRD for possible new phase(s).  
Three crystals were randomly selected from the product of the 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al loading 
and all crystallographic solutions refined initially to the composition ScAuAl, so that 
subsequent synthesis of this refined composition and single-crystal XRD analysis of randomly 
selected specimens from the sample confirmed its formation. However, preliminary structural  
Figure 1. ScAuAl existence triangle showing ScAuAl sitting at the center of the MoSi2-type ScAu2, 
cubic MgCu2-type ScAl2, Ni2In-type Sc2Al, MoSi2-type Au2Al, Co2Si-type Sc2Au and CaF2-type 
AuAl2 hexagon. 
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Figure 2. Observed and simulated PXRD patterns from refined single-crystal XRD data for both 
supercell (Mg2Ga-type) and subcell (Fe2P-type) in Sc–Au–Al. 
 
solutions of crystals selected from the 1Sc: 1Au: 1Al loading differ from the 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al 
synthesis by a doubling of the unit cell along the c-axis in the pure phase sample (see Figure 2 
for PXRD patterns). In the PXRD pattern of the doubled c-axis structure, the less intense peaks 
at 2θ values ~19, 31, 40, 48, 54, 66, 72, and 77 are not clearly visible in the 
corresponding pattern for the product of the 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al loading.  Therefore, subsequent 
investigations were aimed at assessing the origin of this structural variation by crystallographic 
refinements and electronic structural studies.   
Crystallographic refinement and structure. During preliminary stages of this 
investigation, the structure of ScAuAl was reported to crystallize in the HfRhSn-type structure,  
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Table 1. ScAuAl selected crystallographic refinement parameters.  
refined composition ScAu1.017(3)Al0.983  ScAuAl 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 
space group/ Pearson symbol P6̅2𝑐/ hP18 
loading 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al 1Sc: 1Au: 1Al 
θ range data collection/ param. 3.3o–31.3o/ 23 3.3o–29.0o/ 19 
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1)/ 
correction 
71.83/ empirical 
69.90/ empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/  7249/ 383/ 229 4550/ 307/ 291 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ 
GOF 
0.015/ 0.039/ 0.035/ 1.05 0.018/ 0.036/ 0.035/ 1.15 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 1.13, −0.96 1.35, −1.33 
dimensions (Å) a = 7.2074(6); c = 7.2443(6) a = 7.2362(10); c = 7.2448(10) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 325.90(6)/ 6 328.53(10)/ 6 
index ranges −10 ≤ h, k ≤ 10; −5 ≤ l ≤ 5 −9 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 9 
absolute structure parameter 0.00(3) 0.03(3) 
2b, x, y, z, Uiso Au1 0, 0, 1/4 0.0092(2) Au1 0, 0, 1/4 0.0077(2) 
4f, x, y, z, Uiso Au2 (0.54(2)) 1/3, 2/3, 0.0195(9) 0.0100(5) Au2 1/3, 2/3, 0.02100(6) 0.0079(2) 
 Au3 (0.42(2)) 2/3, 1/3, 0.0214(9) 0.0100(5) -- -- -- 
6g, x, y, z, Uiso Al/0.016(3)Au 0.2645(5), 0, 0 0.012(1) Al 0.2628(6), 0, 0 0.0080(7) 
6h, x, y, z, Uiso Sc 0.4019(7), 0.4024(7), 1/4 0.0137(4) Sc 0.4096(4), 0.3947(4), 1/4 0.0075(5) 
2b–2b (c-axis), 2b–6g, 2b–6h  3.6221(3) 2.629(1) 2.899(6) 3.6224(5) 2.626(2) 2.912(3) 
4f–4f (c-axis), 4f–6g, 4f–6h 3.312(9),  
3.905(9) 
2.689(2) 2.753(5), 
2.942(6) 
3.3181(8), 
3.9267(8) 
2.708(2) 2.831(2), 
2.887(2) 
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which is a derivative of the Mg2Ga-type and is a slightly distorted superstructure of the Fe2P-
type with a doubled c-axis caused by alternating long-short Au–Au chains along the c-
direction.8b, 9 ScAuAl specimens from the sample loaded as 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al yielded structures 
that can be refined in the Fe2P-type with acceptable statistical assessment values (R = 0.016 
for F2 > 2s(F2); wR(F2) = 0.040; Rint = 0.032; and GOF = 1.21; see Table S1). For this solution, 
there are four sites in the asymmetric unit: Au1(1a), Au2(2d), Al(3f, x = 0.2642(5)), and Sc(3g, 
x = 0.5979(3)), in which Au2(2d) and Al(3f) lie in the same plane, the 2d–2d Au2–Au2 
distances along the c-axis are 3.6217(3) Å, and the 2d–3f Au2–Al distances in the ab-plane are 
2.687(4) Å, but the Ueq value for the Au2(2d) sites is substantially larger by factors of 1.9–2.3 
over those for the Au1(1a) and Al(3f) sites. Manually doubling the unit cell, revising the space 
group to P6̅2c, and assigning the Au2 sites to two 4f sites, each partially occupied but 
constrained to a total of 4 atoms, led to a refinement with the corresponding z-coordinates of 
the Au2(4f) sites shifted 0.141(7) Å and 0.155(7) Å in opposite directions out of the Au-Al 
planes along c and resulting in Au–Au distances of 3.312(9) and 3.905(9) Å. Moreover, the 
occupancy factor of the Al(6h) site was refined, resulting in 98.4(3)% Al/1.6% Au, and the Ueq 
of all sites were mutually similar in magnitudes. A statistical Hamilton test based on the 
number of parameters and weighted R-refinement values of the two models show that 
refinement of the subcell can be rejected at the 75% confidence level.32 Thus, this optimal 
refinement yields ScAu1.017(3)Al0.983 in a disordered Mg2Ga-type structure.  
On the other hand, three specimens selected from the 1Sc: 1Au: 1Al loading can be 
refined directly in the Mg2Ga-type superstructure with the Au2 (4f) and Al (6g) in the same 
plane, 4f–4f Au2–Au2 distances alternating at 3.3325(8) and 3.9162(8) Å (average: 3.6244(8) 
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Å) along c, and 4f–6g Au2–Al distances of 2.705(2) Å in the ab-plane. See Tables S2 and S4 
for a crystallographic refinement summary. 
According to the ICSD, ScAuAl is the only polar intermetallic compound with both Au 
and Al that crystallizes in the Mg2Ga-type superstructure and LuAuAl is the only other polar 
intermetallic with Au and Al adopting the Fe2P-type substructure. All other members of the 
LnAuAl series (Ln = Y, Ce to Yb) crystallize in the orthorhombic TiNiSi-type instead, which 
is also the structure reported for CaAuAl, to be discussed later.33 The metallic radius of Lu 
(RLu = 1.73 Å) is smaller than that of the other lanthanides (Ln = Y, CeYb), which vary from 
1.75–2.04 Å (RTm = 1.75 Å, REu = 2.04 Å), so that atomic size seems to play an important factor 
in the structural variation of AIIIAuAl (AIII = trivalent electropositive metal), which favors the 
formation of the TiNiSi-type structure for larger electropositive metals, the Fe2P-type for 
slightly smaller ones, and the Mg2Ga-type for the smallest trivalent electropositive atom Sc 
(RSc = 1.64 Å). Therefore, the unit cell volume of the ScAuAl subcell is smaller (162.90(2) Å
3) 
than that of Fe2P-type LuAuAl (177.36Å
3), a result arising mainly from a shortening of the c-
axis, whereas the a- and b-axes lengthen (from 7.1033(4) Å to 7.2067(6) Å). Additionally, all 
interatomic contacts shorten on going from LuAuAl to ScAuAl, except the Al–Al interactions, 
which extend from 3.0758(2) Å to 3.2966(3) Å, and form the triangles of the [Al3(Au1)2] 
trigonal bipyramids in their structures.33 To highlight the interactions between Au and Al 
atoms, which are more electronegative than Sc, there are also [Al3(Au2)2+Al1] “half-chair 
conformers” within the ScAuAl Fe2P-substructure, features which are related to the [Au3Ge3] 
“chair conformers” in 18e/fu ScAuGe (LiGaGe-type.)22e On the other hand, for 16e/fu 
CaAuAl, the orthorhombic TiNiSi-type structure occurs, as seen for LnAuAl (Ln = Y, CeYb), 
whereas 18e/fu TiAuAl adopts the hexagonal Ni2In-type structure.
19 Therefore, the structural  
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Table 2. ScAuAl Bader charge analysis 
 site ScAuAl “ScCd2” atom 
F
e 2
P
 
3g 1.65 1.93 Sc 
1a 13.94 12.50 Au1 
2d 13.26 12.76 Au2 
3f 1.86 12.40 Al 
M
g
2
G
a 
6h 1.64 1.91 Sc 
2b 13.82 12.44 Au1 
4f 13.30 12.77 Au2 
6g 1.88 12.43 Al 
 
variation from CaAuAl to ScAuAl to TiAuAl follows along TiNiSi-type to Mg2Ga-type (Fe2P-
superstructure) to Ni2In-type, which changes directly with decreasing metallic radius in the 
electropositive element (RCa = 1.97 Å, RSc = 1.64 Å, RTi = 1.47 Å).  
Atomic site preference. Since the crystallographic refinements of ScAuAl yield 
structures that are subtle distortions from the hexagonal Fe2P-type, the site preferences for 
different elements were analyzed using the smaller subcell (the calculated total energy of the 
experimental structure is just 6 meV lower than that of the Fe2P model). Evaluating atomic 
colorings of a structural network involves evaluating factors contributing to the site energy and  
bond energy terms of the total band energy.7 The site energy term can be qualitatively assessed 
using a Bader charge analysis on models that use the same atomic potentials for the sites being 
examined for differentiation.  For ScAuAl, a Bader charge analyses of ScAuAl and 
hypothetical “ScCd2” in both the Fe2P- and Mg2Ga-type structures corroborate the 
experimental coloring (see Table 2). For all models, the charges on the 1a (2b) and 2d (4f) sites 
are greater than those on the 3f (6g) sites and indicate their respective preferences for Au and 
Al based on their relative electronegativities. 
 To examine the bond energy term in ScAuAl, interatomic distances less than 3.4 Å, 
which is 0.12 Å greater than the Sc–Sc distances in hcp Sc, were taken into account in the 
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Table 3. ScAuAl atomic site preference from isocompositional coloring models.  
(Å) Experiment α β γ δ ε 
< 2.7 Au–Al (12×) Au–Al (12×) Sc–Au (12×) Sc–Au (12×) Sc–Al (12×) Sc–Al (12×) 
< 2.9 Sc–Au (15×) Sc–Al (15×) Au–Al (15×) Sc–Al (15×) Au–Al (15×) Sc–Au (15×) 
< 3.2  Sc–Al (18×) Sc–Au (18×) Sc–Al (16×) Au–Al (16×) Sc–Au (18×) Au–Al (18×) 
< 3.4 Al–Al (3×) Au–Au (3×) Sc–Sc (3×) Au–Au (3×) Sc–Sc (3×) Al–Al (3×) 
eV/f.u. 0 +0.347 +0.960 +1.480 +1.759 +2.112 
 
Fe2P-type model. Thus, there are seven different interatomic contacts (2.638(5), 2.681(1), 
2.848(5), 2.893(5), 3.005(6), 3.125(3), and 3.331(2) Å) to account for in ScAuAl, and, for 
space group 𝑃6̅2𝑚 (no. 189), there are six different atomic arrangements that can be generated 
by switching elements among the various crystallographic sites to maintain the overall 
composition ScAuAl. According to the results of VASP total energy calculations for each 
coloring, listed in Table 2 (and Table S5), the lowest energy occurs for the experimental model, 
which maximizes the number of shortest Au–Al interactions, followed by the next shortest 
distances of Sc–Au interactions so that Sc–Al and Al–Al distances are respectively longer. The 
next most energetically competitive model in this set (coloring α in Table 2) also has shortest 
Au–Al interactions, but the next shortest distances are Sc–Al contacts rather than Sc–Au. 
Therefore, ScAuAl prefers shorter Sc–Au over Sc–Al contacts, which can be influenced by the 
greater polar character of ScAu over ScAl interactions, as well as stabilizing ScAu 
interactions between nearly empty 3d atomic orbitals of Sc with formally filled 5d AOs of Au. 
Model β has overall more total Au–Al interactions (15×) at distances less than 3.4 Å than both 
the experimental and α model, but these interactions are not amongst the shortest distances, 
which suggests that ScAuAl prefers to maximize the number of shortest Au–Al interactions 
over a greater frequency of Au–Al interactions at longer averaged distances, in general, and 
that the next shortest distances favor Sc–Au over Sc–Al contacts. This atomic site preference 
analysis based on interatomic interactions also supports a structure that can be broken up into  
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Figure 3. ScAuAl electronic structures in the Fe2P-type subcell (top) and Mg2Ga-type supercell 
(bottom) with Au–Au pseudo Peierl’s distortion. For all COHP curves, (–) and (+) indicate 
antibonding and bonding, respectively, for contacts < 3.5 Å.   
 
“planes” of [(Au2)2Al3] and [Sc3(Au1)] stacked alternately along the c-axis as mentioned in 
the atomic structure discussion.  
Like ScAuAl, TiNiSi-type CaAuAl also exhibits shortest Au–Al distances followed by 
Ca–Au, with longer Ca–Al distances.19a In TiAuAl, Au–Al distances are also the shortest, 
whereas Ti–Ti and Ti–Au/Al are comparable,19b which implies enhanced AA (TiTi) 
bonding than in the other AAuAl structures (A = Ca or Sc).  In the structures of many ternary 
polar intermetallic compounds, such as these AAuAl examples with two different 
electronegative metallic components, maximizing the number of shortest distances between 
the more electronegative elements, i.e., Au and Al, while manifesting a large number of 
stabilizing polar-covalent A–(Au+Al) interactions subject to the size constraints of A reflects 
one of the hallmarks of this compound class.1b, 4a 
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Table 4. AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, Ti) formation energies (eV/f.u.) 
Sc + Au + Al  ScAuAl –2.308  
1
2
 ScAu2 + 
1
2
 ScAl2  ScAuAl –0.348 
1
2
 Sc2Al + 
1
2
 Au2Al  ScAuAl –1.313 
1
2
 Sc2Au + 
1
2
 AuAl2  ScAuAl –0.663 
Ca + Au + Al  CaAuAl –2.142 
1
2
 CaAu2 + 
1
2
 CaAl2  CaAuAl –0.569 
Ti + Au + Al  TiAuAl –1.522 
1
2
 TiAu2 + 
1
2
 TiAl2  TiAuAl –0.226 
 
Electronic origins of the distortion from Fe2P-type to Mg2Ga-type in ScAuAl. As 
indicated by our crystallographic refinements and a previous investigation, 9 ScAuAl is slightly 
distorted from the Fe2P-type structure. The calculated electronic DOS curve, band structure, 
and Au–Au COHP curves (see Figure 3) for Fe2P-type ScAuAl reveal distinct similarities to a 
Peierls-like distortion, because at the Fermi level the band structure shows a degeneracy via 
band crossing near the midpoint wavevector between the Γ(0,0,0) and A(0,0,c*/2) and the 
Au2–Au2 COHP curve crosses from bonding states below to antibonding states above the 
Fermi level.  Upon distortion of the structure to create alternating AuAu distances along the 
c-axis, the degeneracy is broken in the band structure, the Fermi level falls within the gap for 
these states at k  (0, 0, c*/4), and, as seen in the COHP curve (Figure 3), the shorter and longer 
AuAu distances give, respectively, occupied bonding and antibonding states at the Fermi 
level. 
Formation energies. The theoretical energy of formation provides information on the 
stability of a compound and the feasibility of assembling the structure from its constituent 
starting reagents. AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, Ti) formation energies calculated from the elements and 
their corresponding binaries ½ AAu2 + ½ AAl2 show that, in general, the formations of the 
ternaries are all energetically favorable (Table 4), and that computational studies and 
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Figure 4. AAuAl total energies as a function of volume in competing models: TiNiSi as observed for CaAuAl in red; Fe2P refined for ScAuAl in 
black, and Ni2In as observed for TiAuAl in blue. For each, the experimental model is shown as a larger data point.  
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Table 5. Calculated Murnaghan minimum energy E0 (eV/atom), volume V0 
(Å3/atom), and bulk modulus B0 (Mbar) 
  Compound 
  CaAuAl ScAuAl TiAuAl 
T
y
p
e TiNiSi –3.705; 21.850; 0.6744 –5.118; 18.773; 1.0506 –5.314; 17.322; 1.3159 
Fe2P –3.622; 21.920; 0.6411 –5.155; 18.508; 1.0496 –5.361; 17.019; 1.3038 
Ni2In –3.580; 21.137; 0.6599 –5.110; 18.138; 1.0105 –5.437; 16.474; 1.2757 
 
experimental structural reports of AAuAl corroborate one another. Additionally, whereas the 
formation of ScAuAl from the elements is most energetically favorable in comparison to that 
of (Ca/Ti)AuAl, formation of CaAuAl from CaAu2 and CaAl2 is more favorable than formation 
of (Sc/Ti)AuAl from their binaries. This type of calculation provides some insight into the 
potential use of binary precursors for the synthesis of a ternary compound.  
Competing structural models. Differences in AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, Ti) formation 
energies are much larger than differences in energies between related structures, so that, in 
general, the factors giving rise to a compound in a specific structure is an investigation that 
utilizes and analyzes calculated electronic structures, atomic site preferences, and relative 
atomic characteristics such as size and electronegativity.  
From CaAuAl to ScAuAl to TiAuAl, the overall decreasing unit cell volume (VCaAuAl 
= 21.324 Å3/atom; VScAuAl = 18.103 Å
3/atom; and VTiAuAl = 16.344 Å
3/atom) reflects the 
decreasing metallic radius of the formally electropositive element (RCa,Sc,Ti = 1.97, 1.64, 1.47 
Å). For the elements themselves, these decreasing metallic radii correspond to filling 
metalmetal bonding states of the 3d band, so we may anticipate similar features for the 
electronic structures of these ternary intermetallics.  The size effect from the electropositive 
metal is also demonstrated by LnAuAl (Ln = rare-earth metals) adopting the orthorhombic 
TiNiSi-type as opposed to hexagonal Mg2Ga- (doubled, distorted Fe2P-) type for ScAuAl. To 
examine this size effect of the A elements, total energy vs. volume, E(V), curves were 
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calculated for AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, Ti) in the three competing TiNiSi-, Fe2P-, and Ni2In-type 
models (Figure 4), all of which show smaller energy differences among the three structures 
than the calculated total energies of formation. For each AAuAl, the crystallographically 
determined structure type gives the lowest overall energy and the corresponding unit cell 
volume agrees with the experimental value.  A comparison of the three sets of E(V) curves 
indicates that the sizes of the electropositive A metals play a significant role for the structures 
of these 16–18e/fu AAuAl compounds: (a) at large volumes, the TiNiSi-type structure is 
favorable (it becomes energetically competitive for ScAuAl at ~10% above Vexp and for 
TiAuAl at ~11% above Vexp); and (b) at small volumes, the hexagonal Ni2In-type structure is 
favorable (it becomes competitive for ScAuAl at ~3% below Vexp and for CaAuAl at ~7% 
below Vexp).  These results imply that under pressure, ScAuAl may transform into a hexagonal 
Ni2In-type; CaAuAl is also susceptible to this transformation but the pressure would be much 
higher than for ScAuAl.  Furthermore, fitting all curves using a Murnaghan form (Table 5) 
shows that the bulk moduli for all TiNiSi-type curves are the largest.   
Besides atomic size effects, analysis of interatomic interactions arising from atomic 
site preferences in the observed and competing models provide effective rationale for the 
observed structural variations. These are obtained by calculated electronic DOS and COHP 
curves for nearest pairwise interactions for distances less than 3.5 Å.  Since the observed 
structures (TiNiSi-type for 16e/fu CaAuAl; distorted Fe2P-type for 17e/fu ScAuAl; and 
Ni2In-type for 18e/fu TiAuAl) all contain [AuAl] networks involving [Au3Al3] alternant 
hexagonal rings, three additional structure types based upon the hexagonal CaIn2-type were 
examined: (1) NdPtSb-type, observed for CeAuGe, but contains no AuGe interactions along 
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Table 6. AAuAl competing models, total energies, and 
integrated COHP < 3.5 Å 
ScAuAl (Fe2P-type) 
 TiNiSi Fe2P Ni2In NdPtSb LiGaGe ScAuSi 
∆E(eV/f.u.) +0.031 0.000 +0.081 +0.077 +0.079 +0.140 
a (Å) 
b (Å) 
c (Å) 
6.674 
4.378 
7.636 
7.287 
 
3.625 
4.467 
 
6.389 
4.459 
 
6.419 
4.459 
 
6.428 
4.427 
 
6.623 
V (Å3/f.u.) 55.779 55.563 55.191 55.257 55.333 56.213 
–
IC
O
H
P
 (
%
) 
Sc–Au 27.95 19.12 30.24 29.23 29.26 37.36 
Sc–Al 23.16 15.33 26.99 26.74 23.83 31.47 
Sc–Sc 4.59 -- -- -- 1.54 4.48 
Au–Al 38.73 64.39 42.77 44.03 45.38 22.52 
Al–Al -- 1.16 -- -- -- 2.36 
Au–
Au 
5.57 -- -- -- -- 1.80 
CaAuAl (TiNiSi-type) 
∆E(eV/f.u.) 0.000 +0.138 +0.216 +0.213 +0.217 +0.212 
a (Å) 
b (Å) 
c (Å) 
7.337 
4.552 
7.824 
7.255 
 
4.310 
4.548 
 
7.597 
4.563 
 
7.526 
4.564 
 
7.513 
4.536 
 
7.703 
V (Å3/f.u.) 65.319 65.485 68.043 67.836 67.752 68.642 
–
IC
O
H
P
 (
%
) 
Ca–
Au 
21.83 14.59 28.35 27.09 23.31 34.55 
Ca–Al 19.94 13.36 26.12 25.27 21.60 30.57 
Ca–Ca -- -- -- -- 1.03 2.89 
Au–Al 55.93 70.73 45.53 47.65 52.05 26.97 
Al–Al 2.31 1.32 -- -- -- 2.98 
Au–
Au 
-- -- -- -- -- 2.04 
TiAuAl (Ni2In-type) 
∆E(eV/f.u.) +0.234 +0.157 0.000 +0.020 +0.024 +0.121 
a (Å) 
b (Å) 
c (Å) 
6.516 
4.001 
7.747 
6.694 
 
3.977 
4.461 
 
5.740 
4.365 
 
6.150 
4.363 
 
6.161 
4.395 
 
6.025 
V (Å3/f.u.) 50.494 51.435 49.452 50.740 50.788 50.392 
–
IC
O
H
P
 (
%
) 
Ti–Au 33.83 24.72 34.01 39.69 35.05 40.21 
Ti–Al 27.78 21.33 27.62 32.19 28.66 34.51 
Ti–Ti 5.43 -- 6.65 -- 4.25 8.98 
Au–Al 28.50 52.98 31.72 28.12 32.04 13.97 
Al–Al -- 0.97 -- -- -- 1.26 
Au–
Au 
4.46 -- -- -- -- 1.06 
 
the c-direction yielding essentially separated puckered hexagonal [Au3Ge3] layers; (2) 
LiGaGe-type, which occurs for ScAuGe, and have a 3D tetrahedral framework with only 
AuGe contacts; and (3) ScAuSi features [Au3Si3] puckered hexagons stacked directly on top 
of one another with distances that suggest Au–Au and Si–Si interlayer interactions.22 
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Geometrically, the hexagonal layers of the electronegative metal/metalloid network in CaIn2-
type derivatives are puckered in a chair-conformation; those in Ni2In-type (TiAuAl) are planar; 
and those in the distorted Fe2P-type (ScAuAl) are half-chair conformers. 
Table 6 summarizes the total energies, relative to the lowest energy structure, 
calculated unit cell parameters, and percent integrated Hamilton populations (ICOHPs) 
evaluated for all interactions within 3.5 Å for AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, and Ti) in the various 
competing models (see Tables S6–S11 for more details).   Some general observations of the 
results in Table 6 include: (i) for all AAuAl, the total energies for hexagonal Ni2In- and CaIn2-
derivatives, except for the ScAuSi-type, fall within a few millivolts of each other; (ii) the 
lowest energy structures for CaAuAl and TiAuAl exhibit the smallest unit cell volumes per 
formula unit; and (iii) the Fe2P-structure type always shows the greatest polar-covalent 
bonding contributions coming from AuAl contacts for all AAuAl cases. 
Examination of the DOS and COHP curves for these cases can illuminate these 
outcomes.  Figure 5 shows these curves for 17e/fu ScAuAl in Fe2P-, TiNiSi-, and Ni2In-type 
arrangements.  The different structures significantly affect the shapes of the DOS curves.  For 
the Fe2P-type, there are no clear gaps in the DOS, although the Au 5d band is clearly seen at 5 
eV below the Fermi level and is about 1.5 eV wide.  At the Fermi level, there is a pseudogap 
arising from the general crossing of Sc 3d states with Au 6s and 6p orbitals (the rationale for 
the distortion of ScAuAl was given earlier). This pseudogap region also corresponds to 
essentially optimized AuAl interactions, but there remain ScAu and ScAl bonding states 
above EF as seen in their COHP curves in Figure 5.  By applying a rigid-band approximation 
to these curves, for 16e/fu, significant AuAl states would be depleted, whereas for 18e/fu, 
AuAl antibonding states would be populated. The DOS curves for ScAuAl in the TiNiSi- and  
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Figure 5. ScAuAl in the (a) experimental, (b) TiNiSi-type and (c) Ni2In-type as respectively seen 
for CaAuAl and TiAuAl. For all COHP curves, (–) and (+) indicate antibonding and bonding, 
respectively for contacts < 3.5 Å  
 
Ni2In-alternatives show distinct (pseudo)gaps for 12 electrons, which correspond to formally 
filling one s-band and the Au 5d band with electrons. The Fermi levels for 17 e/fu both lie 
close or on peaks in the DOS curve, and the Ni2In-type DOS shows considerable contributions 
from Sc wavefunctions among the occupied states. Therefore, the Fe2P-related structure 
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adopted by ScAuAl optimizes AuAl interactions while avoiding ScAu antibonding 
interactions, which are indicated for TiNiSi-type “ScAuAl” in its COHP curve.   
Analogous analyses are afforded for the (Ca/Ti)AuAl neighbors to rationalize features 
stabilizing their observed structures. In TiNiSi-type CaAuAl, the next most competitive model 
to the experimental one is the Fe2P-type structure; in both, Au–Al interactions contribute the 
most to the total ICOHP value, as in ScAuAl. (See Tables S8–S9 for summaries and Figures 
S3 for electronic structures of CaAuAl in competing structure types.)  Also like ScAuAl, there 
are overall bonding Ca–Au and Ca–Al interactions at the Fermi level, but unlike ScAuAl the 
AuAl interactions are not optimized. The small volume of the unit cell relative to the other 
structural models reflects that there may be significant stabilization arising from charge 
transfer from Ca to the electronegative Au and Al atoms in this structure. In Ni2In-type TiAuAl, 
the observed Ni2In- and CaIn2-type models are energetically close, which is somewhat 
surprising given that the [Au3Al3] hexagons in the CaIn2-type variants are puckered whereas 
those in the Ni2In-type are planar. For the observed structure of TiAuAl, the Au–Al distances 
are the shortest (2.5448(5) Å), followed by the Ti–Ti distances (2.9145(5) Å) (See Tables S10–
S11 for summaries of TiAuAl and its competing structure types and Figure S4 for electronic 
structures.) According to analysis of the ICOHPs (Table 6), the Ni2In-type structure yields a 
nearly even distribution in bonding contributions from Au–Al, Ti–Au, and Ti–Al interactions, 
while also providing some Ti–Ti bonding. The CaIn2-types show similar characteristics, but 
with some subtle redistribution in bonding contributions, results which rationalize the similar 
total energies to the Ni2In-type model. On the other hand, the relative destabilization of TiNiSi- 
and Fe2P-types occurs, respectively, by introducing either Au–Au interactions or reducing the 
contributions of Ti–Au and Ti–Al to the total bond energy term. 
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Conclusions 
AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, Ti) compounds with consecutively increasing valence electron 
concentration (16–18e/fu) and decreasing atomic radius crystallize in different structure types: 
orthorhombic TiNiSi-type CaAuAl; hexagonal Mg2Ga-type ScAuAl (a distorted 
superstructure of Fe2P-type); and hexagonal Ni2In-type TiAuAl. Density functional theory and 
atomic site preference investigations using total energy calculations show that this structural 
variation is related to both chemical pressure effects, results indicating larger unit cells 
favoring the orthorhombic TiNiSi structure and smaller unit cells favoring the hexagonal Fe2P- 
or Ni2In-type structure, as well as atomic arrangements that maximize the number of Au–Al 
nearest neighbor contacts. Electronic DOS and COHP plots highlight the polar covalent A–
(Au+Al) interactions, which are also necessary for structural cohesion. For the ScAuAl 
structure specifically, the electronic band structure and AuAu COHP curves indicate that the 
refined Mg2Ga-type structure arises from a Peierls-like distortion of the Au-chains along the 
c-axis, which gives rise to the doubled c-axis on going from the Fe2P to Mg2Ga-type structures.  
Supporting Information in APPENDIX D 
 The following are included in the SI: Selected crystallographic parameters of ScAuAl 
refined in the Fe2P-structure as selected from the 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al molar loading as well as the 
Mg2Ga-structure as selected from the 1Sc: 1Au: 1Al molar loading; Environment of each atom 
in the ScAuAl asymmetric unit of Fe2P structure; ScAuAl (Fe2P-structure), CaAuAl (TiNiSi-
structure), and TiAuAl (Ni2In-structure) relative total formation energies and energies of 
competing structures with numbers of selected interatomic distances; ScAuAl structural 
parameters after VASP optimization used for subsequent electronic calculations; Ca, Sc, Ti, 
Au, and Al Wigner Seitz radii; DOS and COHP curves of AAuAl in competing structure types. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
Y/Gd–Au–Al 1/1 CRYSTALLINE APPROXIMANTS, STRUCTURES WITH 
HEXAGONAL STARS AND  NONCENTROSYMMETRY 
 
All Y/Gd–Au–Al crystallographic structures tabulated here are from products 
synthesized by heating to 1050 oC for 24–40 hours, slowly (5–7 oC/hr) cooling to 700 oC and 
annealing there for 5 days, and then quenching by rapid submersion into room-temperature 
water.  
In previous chapters examining various electropositive active metals with Au and Al, 
divalent Ca (RCa = 1.97 Å) led to i-QCs in the synthetic compositional range 1:5.3–1.60 
Ca:(Au+Al), whereas trivalent Sc (RCa = 1.64 Å) did not. Preliminary crystallographic data 
with Y/Gd (RY,Gd = 1.80 Å) show Tsai-type 1/1 CAs (Y3Au14.08(2)Al4.49(1) and 
Gd3Au14.10(2)Al4.47), so that additional electronic tuning and synthesis without annealing may 
lead to i-QCs, as seen in the Ca–Au–Al system (see Section 7.1).  
The ~1:3:1 loading compositions of Y/Gd–Au–Al that led to the 1/0 CA phase 
CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) yielded (Y/Gd)Au2.929(4)Al0.659 with structures that can be 
described as layers of hexagonal stars following the GdAg3.6-structure type,
1 or three distinct 
space-filling Y/Gd-centered polyhedra following the polar intermetallics depiction that 
highlights Y/Gd–(Au+Al) polar-covalent interactions (see Section 7.2).  
In the Al-rich region of the Y/Gd–Au–Al phase-spaces, a noncentrosymmetric 
structure was discovered in (Gd/Y)4Au9.00(3)Al13 that shows two face-sharing Au2.98(2)Al6 
octahedral building blocks (see Section 7.3). Preliminary data of these new compounds and 
their structures further represent the diversity and complexity within the family of polar 
intermetallic compounds that can use more in-depth analysis and electronic structural studies 
as performed in previous chapters of this dissertation. 
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1/1 Crystalline Approximants Y3Au14.08(2)Al4.49(1) and Gd3Au14.10(2)Al4.47 
Table 1. Selected refined crystallographic data of 1/1 CA Y3Au14.08(2)Al4.49(1) 
loaded (VEC) 
Y1.00(2)Au4.94(1)Al1.97(7)  
(1.75 e–) 
Gd1.00(1)Au5.07(1)Al1.95(8)  
(1.75 e–) 
refined composition (VEC, e/a) Y3Au14.08(2)Al4.49(1) Gd3Au14.10(2)Al4.47 
refined empirical composition YAu4.49Al1.50 GdAu4.70Al1.49 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα1; 0.71073/ 298 
θ range data collection 2.0o–30.0o 
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1)/  
correction 
141.59/  
empirical 
141.28/ 
empirical  
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ 
para./ rest. 
50432/ 862/ 753/ 52/ 0 46082/865/683/53/0 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ 
GOF 
0.035/ 0.087/ 0.187/ 1.05 0.032/ 0.078/ 0.201/ 1.03 
space group/ Pearson symbol 𝐼𝑚3̅ (#204)/ cI192 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 4.11, –4.38 3.58, –4.51 
a (Å) 14.662(2) 14.7081(4) 
aPXRD (Å) 14.657(7) 14.717(7) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 3151.1(11)/ 8 3181.8(3) 
index ranges −20 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 20 
 
Table 2. Y3Au14.08(2)Al4.49(1) selected crystallographic parameters 
 Wyck. x y z Uiso Occ. (<1) 
Au1 24g 1/2 0.14793(4) 0.09515(4) 0.0096(2)  
Au2 48h 0.39510(3) 0.30182(3) 0.15879(3) 0.0100(2)  
Au3 16f 0.34970(3) 0.34970(3) 0.34970(3) 0.0134(2)  
Au4 
12d 0.4028(1) 0 0 0.0332(6) 
0.772(7) 
Al4 0.228(7) 
Y1 24g 0.3057(1) 0.1889(1) 0 0.0080(3)  
Au5 
24g 0.2425(2) 0 0.0778(1) 0.0281(6) 
0.452(5) 
Al5 0.548(5) 
Al2 12e 1/2 0 0.1928(5) 0.009(2)  
Al3 8c 1/4 1/4 1/4 0.013(2)  
Au6 24g 0.0625(9) 0 0.0779(7) 0.091(4) 0.189(5) 
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2.7 13.42Al6.58 12 28.69Al7.31 
Figure 1. Y3Au14.08(2)Al4.49(1) overall structure (top) with concentric shells (bottom) following 
the Tsai-type crystalline approximant. Y atoms are in pink; Au are dark yellow; Al are blue; 
and sites of Au/Al mixtures are green. 
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Figure 2. Y3Au14.08(2)Al4.49(1) 1/1 CA simulated PXRD pattern from single-crystal XRD 
refinement and from “Y1.00(2)Au4.94(1)Al1.97(7)” loading (top). PXRD of 1/1 crystalline 
approximants in Y/Gd/Tm–Au–Al with calculated cubic lattice parameters from Le Bail 
decomposition.  
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(Y/Gd)Au2.929(4)Al0.659 Hexagonal Stars in GdAg3.6-Type 
 
Table 3. YAu2.929(4)Al0.659Selected refined crystallographic data  
loading “YAu3Al” 
refined composition YAu2.929(4)Al0.659 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα1; 0.71073/ 298 
θ range data collection 1.9o–29.6o 
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1)/  
correction 
120.42/ 
empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ para./ rest. 27083/ 1244/ 1028/ 68/ 0 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 0.044/ 0.089/ 0.159/ 1.10  
space group; Pearson P6/m 2; 2; hP64 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 3.59, –2.78 
a (Å) 
c (Å) 
12.515(2) 
9.112(2) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 1236.0(5)/ 14 
index ranges –17 ≤ h, k ≤ 17; –12 ≤ l ≤ 12 
 
Table 4. YAu2.929(4)Al0.659 selected crystallographic parameters 
 Wyck. x y z Uiso Occ. (<1) 
Au1 12l 0.66734(6) 0.10725(6) 0.33621(6) 0.0167(2)  
Au/Al2 12l 0.73135(7) 0.92800(6) 0.23315(8) 0.0206(3) 0.871(5)/0.129 
Au/Al3 4h 2/3 1/3 0.3017(1) 0.0256(5) 0.818(7)/0.182 
Au/Al4 12l 0.50327(8) 0.88180(8) 0.14726(10) 0.0275(3) 0.762(4)/0.238 
Au/Al5 6k 0.8316(1) 0.0563(1) 1/2 0.0171(5) 0.524(6)/0.476 
Au/Al6 2c 2/3 1/3 0 0.026(1) 0.401(9)/0.599 
Au7 6j 0.8980(4) 0.0343(4) 0 0.043(1) 0.372(5) 
Y1 6k 0.4702(2) 0.1393(2) 1/2 0.0158(4)  
Y2 2e 0 0 0.2979(4) 0.0138(7)  
Y3 6j 0.7252(3) 0.1116(2) 0 0.0319(6)  
 
 
 
Figure 3. Simulated powder diffraction patterns of preliminary refined YAu2.929(4)Al0.659 
showing phase match (left) also observed for the “GdAu3Al” loading (left).  
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11.93Al2.07 10.58Al3.653.77 9.55Al2.561.89 
 
Figure 4. YAu2.929(4)Al0.659 drawn as layers of hexagonal stars (top), polyhedral coordination 
spheres of the three independent Y sites (middle), and polyhedral packing of the unit cell from 
the Y coodination spheres (bottom). 
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Noncentrosymmetric (Gd/Y)4Au9.00(3)Al13 
Table 5. Selected refined crystallographic data of Y4Au8.99(3)Al13 and Gd4Au8.98(2)Al13 
Loading “YAu2Al5” “GdAu2Al5” 
refined composition Y4Au8.99(3)Al13 Gd4Au8.98(2)Al13 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα1; 0.71073/ 298 
θ range data collection 2.0o–30.1o 
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1)/  
correction 
36.76/  
empirical 
37.26/ 
empirical  
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ 
para./ rest. 
14473/ 609/ 596/ 38/ 0 11136/609/593/38/0 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ 
GOF 
0.018/ 0.033/ 0.072/ 1.03 0.025/ 0.059/ 0.105/ 1.06 
space group/ Pearson symbol 𝑃6̅𝑚2 (#167)/ hP26 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 1.35, –1.41 1.97, –2.54 
Absolute structure parameter 0.00(2) 0.02(3) 
a (Å) 11.6463(9) 11.6314(5) 
c (Å) 4.0970(3) 4.1330(2) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 481.25(8)/ 1 484.24(5)/ 1 
index ranges 
−16 ≤ h, k ≤ 16 
−5 ≤ l ≤ 5 
 
Table 6. Gd4Au8.98(2)Al13 selected crystallographic parameters 
 Wyck. x y z Uiso Occ. (<1) 
Au1 3j 0.21261(5) 0.4252(1) 0 0.0070(3)  
Au2 3k 0.9114(1) 0.45569(6) 1/2 0.0075(3)  
Gd1 1d 1/3 2/3 1/2 0.0066(5)  
Gd2 3j 0.79552(7) 0.20448(7) 0 0.0076(4)  
Au5 3k 0.91376(5) 0.08624(5) 1/2 0.0077(3) 0.992 (6) 
Al1 6m  0.0493(6) 0.7056(6) 1/2 0.008(1)  
Al2 3j 0.0849(4) 0.1699(9) 0 0.007(2)  
Al3 1f 2/3 1/3 1/2 0.015(4)  
Al4 3j 0.4679(4) 0.5321(4) 0 0.009(2)  
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Gd 6Al12 Gd3 3Al 2.98(2)Al6 
Figure 5. Gd4Au8.98(2)Al13 drawn as three different polyhedra with two face-sharing octahedra of 
Au2.98(2)Al6 as building units. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
To contribute to a “localized”, electronic, perspective of metals and main-group 
intermetallics, this dissertation primarily researched polar intermetallic compounds by 
focusing on two main questions: (1) Where are the atoms, based on observed electron densities 
via diffraction? (2) What gives rise to the observed structures, based on chemical bonding and 
electronic structure theory? 
From investigations of the Ca–Au–Al system using X-ray diffraction, we learn that 
with variation in temperature, metastable polar intermetallic i-QCs can irreversibly transform 
into their 2/1 CAs, which thus provided experimental corroboration for the proposal that a CA 
“approximates” the local structure of a QC. In the study of multinary phases, as seen in the 
structures herein, to answer question (1) of this dissertation, there is an additional subset of 
problems to address “which atom is where?”, such as the investigation of site distributions 
between Au and Al within the same structural framework. 
 To elucidate the structure of an i-QC beyond approximations via CAs, decreasing the 
number of parameters in a system from a ternary phase space to binary may be important so 
that atomic mixed occupancies and site preferences may be minimized. Tsai- and Bergman-
type CAs are structurally similar, with the greatest difference being the central tetrahedra in 
the former and the lack thereof in the latter. Whereas Tsai-type CAs and i-QCs have the 
condensed composition AB5.3–6.0 with “A” as the active metal and “B” as either a group 12 
element or a combination of elements to achieve a polar-intermetallic compound, many 
Bergman-type compounds have the condensed composition AB2.0–3.0. The “A” for most Tsai-
type phases are either divalent or trivalent, as also seen in this dissertation with the Ca/Y/Gd–
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Au–Al systems, which all produced Tsai-type CA structures, whereas monovalent “A” of 
Bergman-type phases have been reported. Both the Tsai- and Bergman-type CAs have reported 
using a combination of groups 11 and 13/14 elements for “B” so that polar-intermetallic Tsai- 
and Bergman-types have both been produced. Whereas the Tsai-type binaries report using Cd 
for “B”, there is no report on the investigation of Bergman-type binaries using Cd for “B”. 
Also, whereas the Bergman-type utilizes Na for “A”, there is no report on the investigation of 
monovalent Na in the Tsai-type for “A”, which begs the question on whether valence electron 
tuning to target compositions of the Na–Cd system may lead to i-QCs and CAs that would 
minimize atomic mixed occupancies and disorders. This proposed direction would examine 
Zintl-Klemm-like i-QCs and CAs, which, if exist, may not help elucidate chemical bonding 
features of polar intermetallic compounds, but may contribute to answering question (1) of the 
dissertation: where are the atoms, specifically, in i-QCs?  
From general bonding features and atomic site preference analysis of the polar 
intermetallic systems in this dissertation, we learn that (AE/RE/TMIII–IV)–(Au+Al) polar-
covalent interactions contribute to structural cohesion, which is also influenced by maximizing 
nearest neighbor orbital interactions between Au and Al. Maximizing Au–Al nearest contacts 
may be at the expense of Au–Au contacts, which may lead to structural distortions, as shown 
in the cubic- to tetragonal- to monoclinic- NaZn13 derivatives of SrAuxAl13–x, and also in the 
electronic pseudo-Peierls distortion of ScAuAl that resulted in alternating long-short Au–Au 
chains with overall longer averaged Au–Au distances than in the “undistorted” structure.  
Electronically, the progression from AE to RE and TMIII–IV active metals generally 
correlates with the increased contribution of d valence electrons overall. Ca ([Ar]4s2) and Sr 
([Kr]5s2) have virtual 3d and 4d orbitals, respectively. Moving from Ca to Sc ([Ar]3d14s2) and 
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from Sr to Y ([Kr]4d15s2), the effects of one additional d electron were examined, and finally 
to Ti ([Ar]3d24s2), with now two 3d valence electrons. With Gd ([Xe]4f75d16s2), pseudo-core 
4f electrons were introduced, which generally do not engage in sufficient interatomic orbital 
overlap, but more importantly the effects of 5d–5d orbital interactions between Gd and Au are 
to be examined. Structurally, chemical pressure side effects by changing the active metal with 
differing radii were examined (RSr,Ca = 2.15, 1.97 Å; RY,Sc = 1.80, 1.64 Å; RTi = 1.47 Å; RGd = 
1.80 Å).  
Generally, variation of the active metal showed that increasing d orbital contribution in 
polar intermetallics seems to correlate with a progression from Hume-Rothery features to more 
Zintl-Klemm structural subtleties within the comparative systems. In Ca/Sr–Au–Al, large 
polyhedra comprised of discrete (Au+Al) atoms, and intervening (Ca/Sr) atoms with also large 
coordination spheres, are ubiquitous. In these systems, valence electronic tuning, to target 
compositions for experimental synthesis, utilized the Hume-Rothery valence-electron counting 
mechanism to observe subtle phase changes. Moving to Sc/Ti–Au–Al with additional 3d 
electrons in the active metal, rather than large atomic coordination spheres and polyhedra, 
which are structural hallmarks of H-R phases, we instead observe 2-dimensional networks 
formed by Au and Al atoms. For a more standardized compositional comparison, this general 
trend is more relevant in the study of AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, and Ti). In moving from Ca to Sc 
and Ti, the structures of the respective compounds go from mostly 3-dimensional in CaAuAl 
of the TiNiSi-type with [Au3Al3] “chair” conformations, to completely 2-dimensional in 
TiAuAl of the Ni2In-type (AlB2-like) with now planar hexagons of [Au3Al3] and intervening 
layers of Ti. This d-orbital contribution generality can be further studied by observing effects 
of the d electrons in p-block elements of polar intermetallic compounds, for instance by 
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replacing Ga–Tl for Al, in which case: What are the atomic and electronic structural effects of 
d “core” electrons in p-block elements of polar intermetallic compounds? 
Finally, the Y/Gd–Au–Al systems show significant structural similarities in the 
compounds discussed in this dissertation, specifically the 1/1 CAs Y3Au14.08(2)Al4.49(1) and 
Gd3Au14.10(2)Al4.47; and the hexagonal (Y/Gd)Au2.929(4)Al0.659 and (Gd/Y)4Au9.00(3)Al13. 
Electronically, Gd and Y differ in that Gd possesses unpaired electrons in the pseudo-core f-
orbitals, whereas Y has virtual f orbitals, but they both contain 1 electron in their respective 5d 
and 4d orbitals. Presumably, whereas Ca/Y–Au–Al i-QCs are non-magnetic, Gd–Au–Al i-QCs 
would be magnetic. How, then, do unpaired electronic spins contribute to the observed 
structures of polar intermetallic compounds? 
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Table S1. Summary of crystallographic refinements for Ca(AuxAl1–x)12.10–12.21(4) 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα1; 0.71073/ 298 
loading composition Ca1.00(6)Au5.99(1)Al5.86(8) Ca1.04(6)Au6.69(1)Al6.27(8) Ca1.01(6)Au6.01(1)Al7.04(8) 
refined composition CaAu6.09(2)Al6.01(1) CaAu6.14(4)Al6.05(3) CaAu6.16(2)Al6.05(2) 
θ range data collection 1.6–27.8o  1.7–33.3o 1.6–29.3o 
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1)/ 
correction 
96.46/ empirical 
96.91/ empirical 
96.67/ empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 
2σ(I)]/ para. 
22258/ 2192/ 1513/ 138 
24745/ 3516/ 2435/ 
138 
26135/ 2600/ 1985/ 
138 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ 
Rint/ GOF 
0.038/ 0.077/ 0.111/1.00 
0.056/ 0.121/ 0.131/ 
1.09 
0.075/ 0.116/ 0.112/ 
1.27 
space group/ Pearson 
symbol 
P𝑏𝑐𝑚 (no. 57)/ oP108 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 2.82, –2.77 5.22, –4.57 4.25, –4.18 
dimensions (Å) 
a = 12.4481(4) 
b = 12.2776(4) 
c = 12.2096(5) 
a = 12.2321(8) 
b = 12.4512(8) 
c = 12.2898(7) 
a = 12.481(2) 
b = 12.299(2) 
c = 12.256(2) 
dimensions (Å) (PXRD; 
Cu Kα1) 
a = 12.4484(4) 
b = 12.2792(6) 
c = 12.2145(7) 
a = 12.052(4) 
b = 12.273(5) 
c = 12.142(5) 
a = 12.451(4) 
b = 12.286(4) 
c = 12.223(4) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 1866.03(1)/ 8 1871.8(2) 1881.4(6) 
index ranges 
−15 ≤ h, k ≤ 15 
−15 ≤ l ≤ 12 
−18 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 18 −17 ≤ h ≤ 17 
−16 ≤ k, l ≤ 16 
Al7 (4d): stuffed 
icosahedron occ. 
0.20(3) 
0.37(5) 
0.40(7) 
Figure S1. Thermal analysis from loadings “CaAu6Al6” and “CaAu6Al7” that guides the quenching 
synthesis due to a small peak ~625oC on cooling for both.   
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Table S2. Crystallographic parameters from specimens in Table S1 
   CaAu6.07Al6.05 CaAu6.04Al6.06 CaAu6.09Al6.01 
atom wyck sym x y z Uiso/Ueq occ. (<1) x y z Uiso/Ueq occ. (<1) x y z Uiso/Ueq occ. (<1) 
Au1 4d ..m 
0.38680 
(6) 
0.31861 
(6) 
1/4 
0.0188 
(2) 
 
0.38665 
(3) 
0.31840 
(3) 
1/4 
0.01155 
(7) 
 
0.38714 
(9) 
0.31904 
(8) 
1/4 
0.0238 
(3) 
 
Au2 4d ..m 
0.63413 
(6) 
0.15682 
(6) 
1/4 
0.0191 
(2) 
 
0.63386 
(3) 
0.15665 
(3) 
1/4 
0.01151 
(8) 
 
0.63411 
(9) 
0.15693 
(8) 
1/4 
0.0242 
(3) 
 
Au3 8e 1 
0.06756 
(4) 
0.52039 
(5) 
0.11328 
(5) 
0.0210 
(2) 
 
0.06744 
(2) 
0.52056 
(3) 
0.11337 
(3) 
0.01366 
(6) 
 
0.06748 
(6) 
0.52029 
(6) 
0.11325 
(7) 
0.0258 
(2) 
 
Au4 4d ..m 
0.08700 
(7) 
0.13722 
(7) 
1/4 
0.0221 
(2) 
 
0.08752 
(4) 
0.13722 
(4) 
1/4 
0.01416 
(8) 
 
0.08657 
(9) 
0.13729 
(9) 
1/4 
0.0282 
(3) 
 
Au5 4d ..m 
0.05672 
(6) 
0.87008 
(7) 
1/4 
0.0219 
(2) 
 
0.05679 
(4) 
0.87006 
(4) 
1/4 
0.01473 
(8) 
 
0.05657 
(9) 
0.86991 
(9) 
1/4 
0.0268 
(3) 
 
Au6 8e 1 
0.37633 
(5) 
0.00262 
(4) 
0.08001 
(5) 
0.0207 
(2) 
 
0.37619 
(3) 
0.00308 
(2) 
0.08044 
(3) 
0.01284 
(6) 
 
0.37633 
(6) 
0.00206 
(6) 
0.07987 
(7) 
0.0259 
(2) 
 
Au7 8e 1 
0.75428 
(4) 
0.31429 
(5) 
0.12327 
(5) 
0.0200 
(2) 
 
0.75420 
(2) 
0.31425 
(2) 
0.12326 
(3) 
0.01259 
(6) 
 
0.75467 
(6) 
0.31418 
(6) 
0.12341 
(7) 
0.0246 
(2) 
 
Au8 8e 1 
0.24517 
(4) 
0.38076 
(5) 
0.06873 
(5) 
0.0196 
(2) 
 
0.24513 
(2) 
0.38081 
(2) 
0.06885 
(2) 
0.01216 
(6) 
 
0.24541 
(6) 
0.38078 
(6) 
0.06861 
(7) 
0.0245 
(2) 
 
Au/ 
Al9 
4d ..m 
0.4305 
(4) 
0.1149 
(4) 
1/4 
0.016 
(2) 
0.045(5)/ 
0.955 
0.4315 
(2) 
0.1152 
(2) 
1/4 
0.0112 
(9) 
0.034(3)/ 
0.966 
0.4300 
(4) 
0.1144 
(4) 
1/4 
0.022 
(2) 
0.072(5)/  
0.928 
Au/ 
Al10 
8e 1 
0.2556 
(3) 
0.1828 
(3) 
0.1335 
(3) 
0.018 
(1) 
0.043(4)/ 
0.957 
0.2553 
(2) 
0.1830 
(2) 
0.1333 
(2) 
0.0101  
(7) 
0.026(3)/ 
0.974 
0.2547 
(3) 
0.1818 
(3) 
0.1351 
(4) 
0.021 
(1) 
0.055(3)/  
0.945 
Ca1 4c 2.. 
0.0042 
(3) 
1/4 0 
0.0230 
(9) 
 
0.0043 
(2) 
1/4 0 
0.0169 
(4) 
 
0.0041 
(4) 
1/4 0 
0.028 
(1) 
 
Ca2 4c 2.. 
0.5068 
(4) 
1/4 0 
0.0266 
(9) 
 
0.5068 
(2) 
1/4 0 
0.0194 
(5) 
 
0.5055 
(5) 
1/4 0 
0.031 
(1) 
 
Al1 8e 1 
0.2516 
(3) 
0.6117 
(4) 
0.0704 
(4) 
0.0161 
(9) 
 
0.2514 
(2) 
0.6114 
(2) 
0.0708 
(2) 
0.0102 
(4) 
 
0.2511 
(4) 
0.6112 
(4) 
0.0709 
(5) 
0.020 
(1) 
 
Al2 4d ..m 
0.5893 
(5) 
0.3744 
(5) 
1/4 
0.018 
(1) 
 
0.5888 
(3) 
0.3739 
(3) 
1/4 
0.0114 
(6) 
 
0.5899 
(7) 
0.3731 
(6) 
1/4 
0.022 
(2) 
 
Al3 4d ..m 
0.1446 
(5) 
0.3508 
(5) 
1/4 
0.019 
(1) 
 
0.1438 
(3) 
0.3511 
(3) 
1/4 
0.0118 
(6) 
 
0.1445 
(7) 
0.3508 
(7) 
1/4 
0.026 
(2) 
 
Al4 8e 1 
0.4243 
(3) 
0.4894 
(3) 
0.1295 
(4) 
0.0169 
(9) 
 
0.4250 
(2) 
0.4891 
(2) 
0.1290 
(2) 
0.0104 
(4) 
 
0.4251 
(5) 
0.4900 
(4) 
0.1285 
(5) 
0.023 
(1) 
 
Al5 4d ..m 
0.1260 
(5) 
0.6765 
(5) 
1/4 
0.022 
(1) 
 
0.1252 
(3) 
0.6765 
(3) 
1/4 
0.0144 
(6) 
 
0.1263 
(7) 
0.6760 
(7) 
1/4 
0.027 
(2) 
 
Al6 8e 1 
0.1378 
(4) 
0.5042 
(3) 
0.5891 
(4) 
0.0204 
(9) 
 
0.1377 
(2) 
0.5043 
(2) 
0.5895 
(2) 
0.0130 
(4) 
 
0.1377 
(5) 
0.5045 
(5) 
0.5904 
(5) 
0.026 
(1) 
 
Al7 4d ..m 
0.250 
(2) 
0.006 
(2) 
1/4 
0.008 
(8) 
0.23 
(3) 
0.246 
(1) 
0.005 
(1) 
1/4 
0.000 
(4) 
0.21 
(2) 
0.243 
(3) 
0.008 
(3) 
1/4 
0.02 
(1) 
0.20 
(3) 
 
 
Table S3. Orthorhombic ~CaAu6Al6 from the loading “CaAu6Al6” 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 
θ range data collection 1.6o–31.1o 1.6o–37.6o 1.6–27.8o  
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1)/ correction 95.06/ empirical 95.86/ empirical 96.46/ empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ 
para. 
20725/ 3051/ 2598/ 
138 
85902/ 5048/ 4207/ 
138 
22258/ 2192/ 1513/ 
138 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 
0.047/ 0.108/ 0.127/ 
1.09 
0.035/ 0.081/ 0.115/ 
1.04 
0.038/ 0.077/ 
0.111/1.00 
space group/ Pearson symbol P𝑏𝑐𝑚 (#57)/ oP108 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 3.60, −3.40 4.31, −3.62 2.82, –2.77 
dimensions (Å) 
a = 12.497(7) 
b = 12.307(7) 
c = 12.259(7) 
a = 12.446(2) 
b = 12.266(2) 
c = 12.206(2) 
a = 12.4481(4) 
b = 12.2776(4) 
c = 12.2096(5) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 1885.6(2)/ 8 1863.4(4)/ 8 1866.03(1)/ 8 
index ranges 
−17 ≤ h, k ≤ 17 
−17 ≤ l ≤ 16 
−21 ≤ h ≤ 21 
−20 ≤ k, l ≤ 20 
−15 ≤ h, k ≤ 15 
−15 ≤ l ≤ 12 
 CaAu6.07Al6.05 CaAu6.04Al6.06 CaAu6.09Al6.01 
 
1
7
3
 
 
 
 
Table S4. Summary of crystallographic refinements for Sr(AuxAl1–x)12–13 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX I 
radiation; λ (Å) /temp.(K) Mo Kα1; 0.71073/ 298 
loading composition SrAu6.7Al6.3 SrAu6.8Al5.2 SrAu7.3Al8.3 SrAu5.8Al5.8 SrAu6Al7 SrAu5.5Al6.5 
refined composition SrAu6.68(2)Al6.32 SrAu7.24(2)Al5.76 SrAu6.59(1)Al6.41 SrAu6.35(3)Al6.65 SrAu6.10(3)Al6.40 SrAu5.75(2)Al6.25 
θ range data collection 3.3–23.2o 3.3–23.1o 1.6–23.1o 1.6–23.3o 1.7–23.3o 1.6–23.3o 
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1) 
106.29/ 
empirical 
113.41/ 
empirical 
105.72/ 
empirical 
100.85/ 
empirical 
100.78/ 
empirical 
95.71/ 
empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ para. 
2230/ 71/ 67/ 
11 
2340/ 71/ 68/ 
11 
5733/ 388/ 
323/ 49 
5320/ 392/ 
359/ 49 
9987/ 2494/ 
1695/ 251 
5329/ 385/ 
355/ 44 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 
0.021/ 0.049/ 
0.062/1.38 
0.23/ 0.048/ 
0.058/ 1.21 
0.039/ 0.078/ 
0.094/ 1.21 
0.060/ 0.134/ 
0.103/ 1.31 
0.055/ 0.116/ 
0.088/ 1.05 
0.023/ 0.048/ 
0.061/ 1.07 
space group/ Pearson symbol 𝐹𝑚3̅𝑐 (no. 226)/ cF112 𝑃4/𝑛𝑏𝑚 (no. 125)/ tP56 
𝑃2/𝑐 (no. 13)/ 
mP108 
𝑃4/𝑛𝑏𝑚 (no. 
125)/ tP52 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 1.06, –1.20 0.84, –1.02 1.92, –1.50 –2.41, 2.22 –3.16, 3.01 –1.09, 1.05 
dimensions (Å) 
a=b=c= 
12.482(2) 
a=b=c= 
12.528(2) 
a=b=8.789(3) 
c=12.505(6) 
a=b=8.842(3) 
c=12.505(6) 
a=12.260(8) 
b=12.470(9) 
β=90.26(2) 
c=12.320(9) 
a=b=8.698(2) 
c=12.397(6) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 1944.7(6)/ 8 1966.5(6)/ 8 965.9(7)/ 4 977.7(6)/ 4 1883(2)/ 8 937.9(6)/ 4 
index ranges -13 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 13 
−9 ≤ h, k ≤ 9 
−13 ≤ l ≤ 13 
−9 ≤ h, k ≤ 9 
−13 ≤ l ≤ 13 
13 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 
13 
−9 ≤ h, k ≤ 9 
−13 ≤ l ≤ 13 
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Figure S2. Electronic structures of cubic “SrAu6.5Al6.5” with partial atomic orbital contributions and 
nearest pair-wise interactions. 
Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population (–COHP) 
Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population (–COHP) 
Figure S3. Electronic structures of tetragonal “SrAu6.0Al6.0” with empty icosahedra.  
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Table S1.  Loading and refined compositions from single-crystal X-ray diffraction of CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1))  
Loading 
molar % 
Ca:Au:Al 
Loading “ratio” 
(per Ca atom) 
VEC x Refined VEC x %Au %Al 
Single 
crystal 
XRD 
a (Å) 
Powder 
XRD  
(7 Imax 
peaks) 
a (Å) 
Powder 
XRD 
(Rietveld) 
a (Å) 
20.16: 
67.08: 
12.76 
Ca1.00(3)Au3.327(6)Al0.63(4) 1.457 0.35(4) CaAu3.315(7)Al0.685 1.474 0.315(7) 66.300 13.700 9.112(1) 9.109(4) 9.1261(8) 
20.04: 
64.90: 
15.06 
Ca1.00(3)Au3.238(6) Al0.75(4) 1.502 0.25(4) CaAu3.291(7)Al0.709 1.484 0.291(6) 65.820 14.180 9.112(8) 9.102(4) 9.1152(5) 
19.65: 
62.40: 
17.95 
Ca1.00(3)Au3.176(6)Al0.91(4) 1.555 0.15(4) CaAu3.207(6)Al0.793 1.518 0.207(4) 64.125 15.875 9.087(4) 9.118(4) 9.1003(4) 
20.32: 
60.46: 
19.21 
Ca1.00(3)Au2.975(5)Al0.95(4) 1.587 –0.03(4) CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 1.555 0.11(4) 62.250 17.750 9.0772(2) 9.078(4) 9.0795(3) 
20.04: 
59.58: 
20.38 
Ca1.00(3)Au2.974(6)Al1.02(4) 1.608 –0.03(4) CaAu3.00Al1.00 1.600 0 60.000 20.000 9.0656(8) 9.077(4) 9.0766(5) 
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Table S2. Selected refined crystallographic data of a few CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) crystals 
 CaAu3.00Al1.00 CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 CaAu3.207(6)Al0.793 CaAu3.291(7)Al0.709 CaAu3.314(7)Al0.686 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II Bruker CCD APEX II Bruker CCD APEX II Bruker CCD APEX II Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 
θ range data collection 3.9o–30.0o 3.9o–32.3o 3.9o–30.1o 3.9o – 29.1o  3.9o–29.1o 
absorp.coeff./ μ (mm-1)/ correction 119.21 123.11 126.14 128.48 129.38 
absorp. correction Empirical empirical & numerical empirical empirical empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ para. 14462/369/319/17 4099/435/376/18 23098/374/289/18 6189/338/297/18 6177/339/270/18 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 0.027/0.060/0.145/1.14 0.031/0.055/0.053/1.11 0.030/0.064/0.183/1.07 0.031/0.059/0.076/1.15 0.036/0.081/0.101/1.07 
space group/ Pearson symbol Pa3̅ (#205)/cP40 Pa3̅ (#205)/cP40 Pa3̅ (#205)/cP40 Pa3̅ (#205)/cP40 Pa3̅ (#205)/cP40 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 1.88, –1.60 2.59, –2.45 1.66, –1.51 3.31, – 2.51  2.68, –2.11   
dimension a (Å)/ volume (Å3)/ Z 9.0656(8)/745.1(2)/8 9.0772(2)/747.92(3)/8 9.087(4)/750.4(1)/8 9.112(8)/756.6/8 9.112(2)/756.6(4)/8 
Au:Al (8c) occupancy 0/1 0.112(5)/0.888 0.201(6)/0.799 0.289(6)/0.711 0.312(7)/0.688 
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Table S3. Fractional atomic coordinates and displacement parameters of selected CaAu3+xAl1–x (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.31(1)) 
crystals 
 atom wyck sym x y z 
Frac. 
occ. 
Uiso/Ueq U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
C
aA
u
3
.0
0
A
l 1
.0
0
 Au 24d 1 
0.08090 
(5)  
0.26068 
(5)  
0.35236 
(5)  
1 
0.0191 
(2) 
0.0171 
(3) 
0.0232 
(3) 
0.0172 
(3) 
−0.0025 
(2) 
−0.0027 
(2) 
0.0019 
(2) 
Ca 8c .3. 
0.3951 
(3) 
0.3951 
(3) 
0.3951 
(3) 
1 
0.0153 
(8) 
0.0153 
(8) 
0.0153 
(8) 
0.0153 
(8) 
−0.0001 
(9) 
−0.0001 
(9) 
−0.0001 
(9) 
Au/Al 8c .3. 
0.0915 
(5)  
0.0915 
(5)  
0.0915 
(5) 
0/1 
0.013 
(2) 
0.013 
(2) 
0.013 
(2) 
0.013 
(2) 
0.011  
(1) 
0.011  
(1) 
0.011  
(1) 
C
aA
u
3
.1
1
(4
)A
l 0
.8
9
 
Au 24d 1 
0.08026 
(4)  
0.25968 
(4) 
0.35145 
(4)  
1 
0.0111 
(2) 
0.0079 
(2) 
0.0162 
(2) 
0.0093 
(2) 
−0.0031 
(1) 
−0.0028 
(1) 
0.0030 
(2) 
Ca 8c .3. 
0.3947 
(2) 
0.3947 
(2) 
0.3947 
(2) 
1 
0.0069 
(6) 
0.0069 
(6) 
0.0069 
(6) 
0.0069 
(6) 
0.0000 
(7) 
0.0000 
(7) 
0.0000 
(7) 
Au/Al 8c .3. 
0.0868 
(3)  
0.0868 
(3) 
0.0868 
(3) 
0.112(5)/ 
0.888 
0.023 
(1) 
0.023 
(1) 
0.023 
(1) 
0.023 
(1) 
0.014 
(1) 
0.014 
(1) 
0.014 
(1) 
C
aA
u
3
.2
0
7
(6
)A
l 0
.7
9
3
 
Au 24d 1 
0.07975 
(5) 
0.25753 
(6) 
0.34989 
(6) 
1 
0.0267 
(2) 
0.0220 
(3) 
0.0339 
(3) 
0.0243 
(3) 
−0.0044 
(2) 
−0.0040 
(2) 
0.0058 
(2) 
Ca 8c .3. 
0.3933 
(3) 
0.3933 
(3) 
0.3933 
(3) 
1 
0.0208 
(9) 
0.0208 
(9) 
0.0208 
(9) 
0.0208 
(9) 
−0.0019 
(9) 
−0.0019 
(9) 
−0.0019 
(9) 
Au/Al 8c .3. 
0.0812 
(2) 
0.0812 
(2) 
0.0812 
(2) 
0.201(6)/ 
0.799 
0.037 
(1) 
0.037 
(1) 
0.037 
(1) 
0.037 
(1) 
0.013 
(1) 
0.013 
(1) 
0.013 
(1) 
C
aA
u
3
.2
9
1
(7
)A
l 0
.7
0
9
 
Au 24d 1 
0.07949 
(5) 
0.25540 
(6) 
0.34789 
(5) 
1 
0.0184 
(2) 
0.0124 
(3) 
0.0272 
(3) 
0.0158 
(3) 
−0.0060 
(2) 
−0.0047 
(2) 
0.0073 
(2) 
Ca 8c .3. 
0.3930 
(2) 
0.3930 
(2) 
0.3930 
(2) 
1 
0.0106 
(8) 
0.0106 
(8) 
0.0106 
(8) 
0.0106 
(8) 
−0.0022 
(8) 
−0.0022 
(8) 
−0.0022 
(8) 
Au/Al 8c .3. 
0.0760 
(2) 
0.0760 
(2) 
0.0760 
(2) 
0.289(6)/ 
0.711 
0.0254 
(9) 
0.0254 
(9) 
0.0254 
(9) 
0.0254 
(9) 
−0.0022 
(8) 
−0.0022 
(8) 
−0.0022 
(8) 
C
aA
u
3
.3
1
4
(7
)A
l 0
.6
8
6
 
Au 24d 1 
0.07937 
(6) 
0.25497 
(7) 
0.34759 
(6) 
1 
0.0197 
(3) 
0.0133 
(4) 
0.0290 
(4) 
0.0167 
(4) 
−0.0061 
(2) 
−0.0050 
(2) 
0.0079 
(3) 
Ca 8c .3. 
0.3932 
(3) 
0.3932 
(3) 
0.3932 
(3) 
1 
0.011 
(2) 
0.011 
(2) 
0.011 
(2) 
0.011 
(2) 
−0.002 
(1) 
−0.002  
(1) 
−0.002 
(1) 
Au/Al 8c .3. 
0.0751 
(2) 
0.0751 
(2) 
0.0751 
(2) 
0.312(7)/ 
0.688 
0.027 
(1) 
0.027 
(1) 
0.027 
(1) 
0.027 
(1) 
−0.002 
(1) 
−0.002  
(1) 
−0.002 
(1) 
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Table S3A. Hamilton test* of the 24d site: “split” versus “fully” occupied Au.  
Refined 
composition 
with Au “full” 
Refined 
composition 
with Au “split” 
free 
Ca  
Uiso/Ueq 
Au split 
Uiso/Ueq 
Au full 
Frac. 
Occ. 
Hypothesis: 
The 24d site is 
comprised of a 
“full Au” 
instead of 2 
freely split Au. 
Refined 
composition 
with Au “split” 
0.5 
Ca  
Uiso/Ueq 
Au split 
Uiso/Ueq 
Hypothesis: the 
24d site is 
comprised of 2 
Au split at 0.5 
occ. each instead 
of 2 freely split 
Au. 
CaAu3.00Al1.00 CaAu2.9(1)Al 0.018(1) 
0.19(2); 
0.021(2) 
0.54(4); 
0.41(4) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up 
to the 2.5% 
significance 
level. 
CaAu3.00Al1.00 0.0200(8) 
0.051(2); 
0.0104(6) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up to 
the 0.05% 
significance 
level. 
CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 CaAu3.18(6)Al0.88 0.008(1) 
0.8(4); 
0.0110(2) 
0.020(9); 
0.98(2) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up 
to the 0.05% 
significance 
level.  
CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 0.0072(4) 
0.017(1); 
0.0068(9) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up to 
the 0.05% 
significance 
level. 
CaAu3.207(6)Al0.793 CaAu3.3(1)Al0.8 0.020(1) 
0.0219(8); 
0.031(2) 
0.54(4); 
0.48(4) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up 
to the 0.05% 
significance 
level. 
CaAu3.192(7)Al0.808 0.0318(7) 
0.067(2); 
0.0200(6) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up to 
the 0.05% 
significance 
level. 
CaAu3.291(7)Al0.709 CaAu3.4(1)Al0.7 0.010(1) 
0.011(2); 
0.022(1) 
0.28(4); 
0.72(4) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up 
to the 50% 
significance 
level 
CaAu3.29(5)Al0.71 0.0108(5) 
0.026(2); 
0.013(1) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up to 
the 0.05% 
significance 
level. 
CaAu3.314(7)Al0.686 CaAu3.60(9)Al066 0.009(2) 
0.19(7); 
0.0185(5) 
0.07(2); 
1.02(3) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up 
to the 0.05% 
significance 
level. 
CaAu3.316(7)Al0.684 0.0106(6) 
0.016(2); 
0.012(2) 
Hypothesis can 
be rejected up to 
the 0.05% 
significance 
level. 
* Hamilton, W. Acta Crystallographica 1965, 18, 502. 
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Table S4. EDS estimation of atomic percent composition. When normalized without 
oxygen, the crystalline approximant and quasicrystalline compositions are respectively: 
Ca1.0(1)Au3.1(2)Al0.9(1) (refined: CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89) and Ca1.0(1)Au4.5(2)Au1.4(1) (loaded: 
“CaAu4.4Al1.6”) 
 Atomic % Molar ratios 
Figure S1 label O Al Ca Au Ca Au Al 
JP09C-1 1 10.6 18.5 12.9 57.9 1 4.5 1.4 
JP09C-2 14.3 17.7 12.3 55.7 1 4.5 1.4 
JP09C-APS_Xtra_redo 15.0 17.8 12.2 55.0 1 4.5 1.5 
JP09C_powder 1 18.1 17.9 11.6 52.3 1 4.5 1.5 
JP09C powder 2 9.7 20.1 13.2 57.1 1 4.3 1.5 
JP09C powder 3 8.9 19.0 13.6 58.6 1 4.3 1.4 
JP005_powder 1 15.7 14.7 17.2 52.5 1 3.1 0.9 
JP005_powder 2 19.2 13.8 16.2 50.8 1 3.1 0.9 
JP005_powder 3 13.9 14.7 17.3 54.2 1 3.1 0.9 
Precision sigma     0.1 0.2 0.1 
Figure S1. SEM images and locations of where the estimated compositions from EDS are 
scanned. Left and middle respectively: ground quasicrystalline products and single crystal from the 
loading 14.43% Ca: 63.30% Au: 22.27% Al (“CaAu4.4Al1.6” in main text). Right: back-scattering 
electron image of the ground crystalline approximant sample loaded as 20.32% Ca: 60.46% Au: 
19.21% Al (refined as CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89). 
Figure S2. Combined EDS spectra of selected specimens. See accompanying 
Table S4 for atomic percent estimations according to the spectra.  
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Figure S3a. Observed Powder X-ray diffraction pattern (black) for sample loading 20.32% Ca: 
60.46% Au: 19.21% Al juxtaposed against simulated pattern (red) from single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction refinement CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89. 
Figure S3b. Observed PXRD pattern of sample loading 20.04% Ca: 59.58% Au: 20.38% Al 
measured with added Si powder as a standard and juxtaposed against refined single-crystal XRD, 
CaAu3.00Al1.00. 
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Table S5. Tetrahedral star interactions: comparison of distances with isotypic, 
stoichiometric compounds in the literature* where X = Ge, Si, Ga or Al. 
Interaction NaAu3Ge (Å) NaAu3Si (Å) CaAu3Ga (Å) CaAu3Al (Å) 
Na/Ca–Au 3.103(9) (3×) 
3.152(9) (3×) 
3.325(9) (3×) 
3.01(2) (3×) 
3.12(2) (3×) 
3.32(2) (3×) 
3.079(3) (3×) 
3.122(3) (3×) 
3.352(3) (3×) 
3.059(3) (3×) 
3.122(3) (3×) 
3.344(3) (3×) 
<Na/Ca–Au> 3.193(9) 3.15(2) 3.184(3) 3.175(3) 
Na/Ca–X 3.24(2) (3×) 3.19(2) (3×) 3.264(3) (3×) 3.279(5) (3×) 
Au–Au 3.025(3) (3×) 3.040(1) (3×) 3.1069(7) (3×) 3.0669(8) (3×) 
Au–X 2.67(2) (3×) 2.612(9) (3×) 2.747(2) (3×) 2.817(5) (3×) 
Na/Ca–Na/Ca 5.30(1) (3×) 
5.57(1) (3×) 
5.23(3) (3×) 
5.51(3) (3×) 
5.245(4) (3×) 
5.587(4) (3×) 
5.241(4) (3×) 
5.575(4) (3×) 
* (a) NaAn3Ge/Si: Doering, W.; Schuster, H.-U., Zeitschrift für Naturforschung. Teil b, 
Anorganische Chemie, organische Chemie 1980, 35B, 1482. (b) CaAu3Ga: Lin, Q.; 
Corbett, J. D., Inorganic Chemistry 2008, 47, 3462. 
 
 
Table S7. Structural relaxation from experimental data using VASP for CaAu3Al. The output 
parameters are used for subsequent LMTO calculations. 
Parameter Experimental input Output after structural relaxation from VASP 
a (Å) 9.0656 9.21784 
b (Å) 9.0656 9.21784 
c (Å) 9.0656 9.21784 
Volume (Å3) 745.06 783.23 (+5.0% diff. from expt.) 
Au1 (x,y,z) 0.08089, 0.26071, 0.35238 0.08186, 0.26227, 0.35589 
Ca1 (x,y,z) 0.39512, 0.39512, 0.39512 0.39434, 0.39434, 0.39434 
Al1 (x,y,z) 0.09170, 0.09170, 0.09170  0.89988, 0.89988, 0.89988 
Au–Al (24d–8c) 2.551 Å 
2.817 Å 
3.433 Å 
2.589 Å (+1.5% diff. from expt.) 
2.795 Å (–0.8% diff. from expt.) 
3.563 Å (+3.7% diff. from expt.) 
Au–Au (24d–24d) 2.828 Å 
3.067 Å 
3.079 Å 
2.880 Å (+1.8% diff. from expt.) 
3.122 Å (+1.8% diff. from expt.) 
3.149 Å (+2.2% diff. from expt.) 
Al–Al (8c–8c) 2.883(6) Å 3.206 Å (+10.6% diff. from expt.) 
Etot /f.u. (eV) –18.66(2) –18.74(2) (–0.4% diff. from expt.) 
Figure S3c. Observed PXRD pattern of sample loading 20.04% Ca: 64.90% Au: 15.06% Al 
measured with added Si powder as a standard and juxtaposed against refined single-crystal XRD, 
CaAu3.00Al1.00. 
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Figure S4. Band structure of CaAu3Al. Band crossings at Ef open up between M and 
X ~0.5 eV above and below Ef corresponding to 0.75 e–/f.u. more or 0.5 e–/f.u. less 
respectively. 
Figure S5. Partial DOS orbital breakdown for CaAu3Al. The large band ~3 eV below EF 
corresponds mainly to the Au 5d – Ca 3d orbital interactions. Ca 3d orbitals also lie above EF 
available for accepting electrons. Together, the 5d–3d bonding and 3d empty states give rise to 
the “polar-covalent interaction” of the “polar intermetallic” CaAu3Al classification. 
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Table S8. Calculated and observed aQC. The calculation is based on the classification that 
CaAu3+xAl1–x is a 1/0 crystalline approximant of the icosahedral quasicrystal 
CaAu3+xAl1–x  aL/S  (Å) L/S Calculated aQC (Å) Observed  aQC (Å) for  CaAu4.4Al1.6 
9.078(4)–9.109(4) 1/0 5.336(2)–5.354(2) 5.384(4) (0.60–0.90% difference) 
 
Figure S6. CaAu3Al COHP curves for all Ca interactions up to 3.5 Å away showing all weakly bonding 
interactions whereby, on average, Ca–Au interactions dominate.  
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Figure S8. Single crystal diffraction images of quasicrystalline “CaAu4.4Al1.6” (left) in which 
peaks are arranged aperiodically and cannot be indexed using 3D crystallography; and 
crystalline (approximant) CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 (right), in which peaks are arranged periodically and 
can be indexed cubic.  
Figure S7. Resistivity of selected crystals from samples CaAu3.11(4)Al0.89 (black) and 
CaAu3Al (red and green). All RRR values are around 1.0 (black: 1.14; red: 1.47; green: 
1.12), indicating a poor metal with structural disorder, which corroborate the structural 
disorder described herein. 
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CHAPTER 5 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
From Quasicrystals to Crystals with Interpenetrating Icosahedra in Ca–Au–Al: 
In-Situ Variable-Temperature Transformation 
 
Contents: 
 
Table S1. Selected Rietveld refinement data of atomic coordinates and lattice parameters. 
 
Table S2. Quasilattice and crystalline approximant lattice summary for the Ca–Au–Al system 
using equation (1). 
 
Table S3. Selected refined crystallographic data of the 2/1 CA. 
 
Figures S1: Rietveld refinement PXRD patterns juxtaposing single-crystal XRD refinement 
(as shown in Table S1) against bulk observed PXRD patterns.  
 
Figure S2. High (atomic)-resolution images along the 3̅-fold axis of the 2/1 CA.  
 
Table S4–S6: Fractional atomic coordinates of the 2/1 CA from refinements from Table S3.  
 
Figure S3. High-energy, in-situ, variable-temperature PXRD patterns of the i-QC sample e/a 
= 1.66. Part of this sample batch was taken for thermal analysis (Figure S9). 
 
Figures S4–S7: In-situ, variable-temperature PXRD patterns of the i-QC sample e/a = 1.70 
using various heating schemes.  
 
Figure S8. Fitting of the intensities, areas (Lorentzian Function), and positions of the main 
peaks that split in the i-QC–to–2/1 CA transformation according to in-situ, variable 
temperature PXRD. 
Figure S9. Thermal analysis of the i-QC sample e/a = 1.66.  
 
Figures S10–S11: In-situ, variable-temperature PXRD patterns of the 2/1 CA to show the 
irreversibility of the transformation from the i-QC to the 2/1 CA.  
 
Table S7. Survey of some CAs and their VECs following the Hume-Rothery VEC 
prescription. 
 
Table S8. Some reported i-QCs and their condensed compositions. 
 
Table S9. Crystallographic information for the proposed hypothetical 1/1 CA Ca24Au88Al64. 
 
Figure S12. Band structure and DOS of the hypothetical 1/1 CA “Ca24Au88Al64” in space 
group I23. 
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Table S1. Selected Rietveld refinement data of lattice parameters and coordinates 
loaded Ca13.0(5)Au52.8(1)Al25.3(7) Ca13.1(5)Au55.0(1)Al23.5(7) Ca13.0(5)Au57.1(1)Al20.9(8) 
loaded (empirical) Ca1.00(4)Au4.062(8)Al1.95(6) Ca1.00(4)Au4.187(8)Al1.79(6) Ca1.00(4)Au4.410(8)Al1.62(6) 
loaded VEC (e/a) 1.70 1.66 1.60 
PXRD pattern Figure S1 top Figure S1 middle Figure S1 bottom 
instrument/ radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Stoe Stadi-P/ Cu Kα1; 1.54060/298 
background Legendre polynomials 36 20 20 
profile refinement/software Le Bail decomposition; Jana2006 
counts observed/calculated 83783/82961 71595/71936 101070/101766 
Rp/ wRp/ GOF 1.19/ 1.62/1.47 1.16/1.57/1.51 1.08/1.47/1.69 
a 23.893(1) 23.8915(6) 23.8917(7) 
 
 
 
Table S2. Crystalline approximant lattice relationship to the i-QC quasilattice using equation (1) 
 1/0 CA 2/1 CA i-QC 
loading composition 
CaAu3+xAl1–x  
(–0.03≤ 〈𝑥〉 ≤ 0.35(4)) 
CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x   
(0.11 ≤ 〈𝑥〉 ≤ 0.44(6)) 
“CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x  
(0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.40(6))” 
loading VEC (e/a) 1.50–1.60  1.60–1.70 1.60–1.70 
refined composition 
CaAu3+xAl1–x  
(0≤x ≤ 0.31(1)) 
CaAu4.50–xAl1.50+x   
(0.113 ≤ x ≤  0.131(5)) 
(from sample loaded: 
 Ca1.00(4)Au4.062(8)Al1.95(6)) 
 
refined VEC (e/a) 1.47–1.60 
1.60–1.62 
(from sample loaded: 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.062(8)Al1.95(6)) 
 
aL/S (observed from PXRD) 9.0766(5)–9.1261(8) 23.8915(6)–23.893(1)  
aL/S (calculated from QC) 9.1581 23.9762  
aQC (sing-crystal XRD)   5.383(4) 
aQC (calculated from CA) 5.3351–5.3642 5.3640–5.3643  
aQC (observed from PXRD)   5.378(6)–5.393(6) 
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Table S3. Selected refined crystallographic data of CaAu4.50–xAl1.50–x crystalline approximant 
loaded (VEC) Ca13.0(5)Au52.8(1)Al25.3(7) (1.70 e–/a) 
refined composition (VEC, e/a) Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 (1.61) Ca13Au57.02(6)Al20.99 (1.60) Ca13Au57.04(6)Al20.96 (1.62) 
refined empirical composition CaAu4.369(5)Al1.631 CaAu4.386(5)Al1.614 CaAu4.387(5)Al1.613 
atomic coordinates Table S4 Table S5 Table S6 
instrument Bruker APEX III Multi-focused Bruker Apex II CCD 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα1; 0.71073/298 
θ range data collection 2.4o–27.5o 2.4o–27.5o 1.5–27.5o 
absorp. coeff./ μ (mm-1)/ correction 122.87/empirical 123.00/empirical 123.34/empirical 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ para./rest. 124424/5216/3252/331/1 100569/5245/2795/331/1 186300/5220/2235/331/1 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 0.069/0.170/0.185/1.03 0.063/0.164/0.289/1.01 0.062/0.176/0.394/0.94 
space group/ Pearson symbol 𝑃𝑎3̅ (#205)/ cP728 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 8.43, –2.99 7.95, −2.91 7.28, –3.46  
a 23.8918(2) 23.914(1) 23.8950(6) 
aReitveld (Table S1) 23.893(1) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 13637.9(2)/8 1367(1)/8 13643.3(6)/8 
index ranges 
−31 ≤ h ≤ 31 
−30 ≤ k ≤ 30 
−31 ≤ l ≤ 30 
−27 ≤ h ≤ 31 
−24 ≤ k ≤ 26 
−31 ≤ l ≤ 31 
−31 ≤ h ≤ 31 
−30 ≤ k ≤ 31 
−31 ≤ l ≤ 31 
190 
 
Figure S1. Rietveld refinement for lattice parameters and atomic positions (no 
occupancy) of the 2/1 CA using single-crystal data refinement (Table S1) as a model. 
The calculated patterns are in dots and the observed patterns are in solids. 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.062(8)Al1.95(6) (e/a = 1.70) 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.187(8)Al1.79(6) (e/a = 1.66) 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.410(8)Al1.62(6) (e/a = 1.60) 
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Figure S2. Atomic-resolution images of the 2/1 CA collected along the 3̅-fold axis. A magnified image 
is included in the Table of Contents figure. 
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Table S4. Fractional atomic coordinates and displacement parameters of Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20 
atom wyck sym x y z frac. occ. Uiso U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
Au/ 
Al25 
24d 1 
0.1231 
(3) 
0.1528 
(3) 
0.2061 
(3) 
0.226(8)/  
0.107 
0.047 
(3) 
0.058 
(5) 
0.044  
(4) 
0.041  
(4) 
−0.001  
(3) 
−0.003  
(3) 
0.005  
(3) 
Au/ 
Al26 
24d 1 
0.1463 
(7) 
0.2126 
(6) 
0.1707 
(8) 
0.20(1)/  
0.14 
0.17 
(1) 
0.18 
(1) 
0.13  
(1) 
0.19  
(2) 
−0.11  
(1) 
0.14  
(1) 
−0.12  
(1) 
Au/ 
Al27 
24d 1 
0.1007 
(8) 
0.1264 
(9) 
0.1502 
(7) 
0.11(2)/  
0.23 
0.06 
(1) 
0.09 
(1) 
0.05  
(2) 
0.04  
(1) 
−0.03  
(1) 
0.026  
(8) 
−0.001  
(8) 
Au/ 
Al28 
24d 1 
0.0908 
(9) 
0.159 
(2) 
0.131 
(1) 
0.05(2)/  
0.28 
0.06 
(1) 
0.02  
(1) 
0.07  
(2) 
0.08  
(2) 
−0.03  
(1) 
−0.02  
(1) 
0.04  
(1) 
Au1 24d 1 
0.15384 
(5) 
0.21407 
(5) 
0.30212 
(5) 
  
0.0301 
(3) 
0.0286  
(6) 
0.0301  
(7) 
0.0316  
(7) 
−0.0018  
(5) 
−0.0017  
(6) 
0.0001  
(5) 
Au2 24d 1 
0.00314 
(5) 
0.15588 
(5) 
0.21045 
(5) 
  
0.0298 
(3) 
0.0304  
(7) 
0.0298  
(7) 
0.0292  
(6) 
−0.0016  
(5) 
−0.0014  
(5) 
0.0007  
(5) 
Au3 8c .3. 
0.06226 
(5) 
0.06226 
(5) 
0.06226 
(5) 
  
0.0297 
(5) 
0.0297  
(5) 
0.0297  
(5) 
0.0297  
(5) 
0.0007  
(5) 
0.0007  
(5) 
0.0007  
(5) 
Au/ 
Al4 
24d 1 
0.0633 
(2) 
0.2514 
(2) 
0.2387 
(2) 
0.278(7)/  
0.722 
0.052 
(2) 
0.035  
(2) 
0.086  
(4) 
0.033  
(2) 
−0.027  
(2) 
−0.009  
(2) 
0.007  
(2) 
Al5 24d 1 
0.024 
(2) 
0.276 
(2) 
0.054 
(2) 
0.266 
(6) 0.0382 
(7) 
0.045  
(1) 
0.036  
(1) 
0.034  
(1) 
−0.0017  
(9) 
0.0112  
(9) 
−0.0002  
(8) 
Au5 24d 1 
0.05599 
(9) 
0.24381 
(8) 
0.06618 
(8) 
0.734 
(6) 
Au6 24d 1 
0.1678 
(4) 
0.4123 
(4) 
0.4988 
(4) 
0.186 
(8) 0.030 
(3) 
0.036 
(5) 
0.025  
(4) 
0.030  
(4) 
0.003  
(3) 
−0.007  
(3) 
−0.008 
(3) 
Al6 24d 1 
0.0144 
(7) 
0.1555 
(7) 
0.1003 
(7) 
0.814 
(8) 
Al7 24d 1 
0.062 
(2) 
0.337 
(2) 
0.153 
(1) 
0.349 
(6) 0.0415 
(9) 
0.037  
(1) 
0.046  
(2) 
0.042  
(1) 
−0.019  
(1) 
−0.007  
(1) 
0.009  
(1) 
Au7 24d 1 
0.0903 
(1) 
0.3022 
(1) 
0.1579 
(1) 
0.651 
(6) 
Al1 24d 1 
0.2355 
(5) 
0.2355 
(5) 
0.2355 
(5) 
  
0.040 
(5) 
0.040  
(5) 
0.040  
(5) 
0.040  
(5) 
0.023  
(6) 
0.023  
(6) 
0.023  
(6) 
Ca1 24d 1 
0.1542 
(3) 
0.3437 
(3) 
0.2702 
(3) 
  
0.027 
(1) 
0.025 
(3) 
0.024  
(3) 
0.030  
(3) 
0.000  
(3) 
0.002  
(3) 
−0.003 
(3) 
Ca2 24d 1 
0.2700 
(3) 
0.3443 
(3) 
0.4614 
(3) 
  
0.027 
(1) 
0.026  
(3) 
0.031  
(3) 
0.024  
(3) 
0.001  
(3) 
0.000  
(3) 
0.003  
(3) 
Ca3 24d 1 
0.0366 
(2) 
0.3446 
(3) 
0.4659 
(3) 
  
0.025 
(1) 
0.020  
(3) 
0.028  
(3) 
0.027  
(3) 
0.000  
(3) 
−0.001  
(2) 
0.002  
(3) 
Ca4 24d 1 
0.0383 
(3) 
0.1514 
(3) 
0.3426 
(3) 
  
0.026 
(1) 
0.025  
(3) 
0.026  
(3) 
0.028  
(3) 
0.000  
(3) 
−0.001  
(3) 
−0.005  
(3) 
Au9 24d 1 
0.24399 
(5) 
0.28291 
(5) 
0.34450 
(6) 
  
0.0310 
(3) 
0.0283  
(6) 
0.0281  
(7) 
0.0364  
(7) 
−0.0035  
(5) 
−0.0040 
(6) 
−0.0009  
(6) 
Au10 24d 1 
0.06149 
(5) 
0.28293 
(5) 
0.34882 
(6) 
  
0.0313 
(3) 
0.0286 
(7) 
0.0281  
(6) 
0.0373  
(7) 
−0.0001  
(5) 
0.0004  
(6) 
−0.0008  
(6) 
Au11 24d 1 
0.21349 
(5) 
0.45980 
(5) 
0.24362 
(5) 
  
0.0305 
(3) 
0.0295  
(7) 
0.0324  
(7) 
0.0296  
(7) 
0.0024  
(5) 
0.0013  
(5) 
0.0034  
(6) 
Au12 24d 1 
0.08754 
(6) 
0.46472 
(5) 
0.44312 
(5) 
  
0.0302 
(3) 
0.0343  
(7) 
0.0274  
(7) 
0.0290  
(7) 
−0.0009  
(5) 
0.0046  
(5) 
−0.0010  
(5) 
Au13 24d 1 
0.15181 
(6) 
0.36313 
(6) 
0.40349 
(6) 
  
0.0356 
(3) 
0.0287  
(7) 
0.0384  
(8) 
0.0398  
(8) 
0.0041  
(6) 
0.0034  
(6) 
0.0125  
(6) 
Au14 24d 1 
0.14572 
(7) 
0.40813 
(6) 
0.15382 
(6) 
  
0.0403 
(4) 
0.0524  
(9) 
0.0366  
(8) 
0.0319  
(7) 
0.0077  
(6) 
0.0018  
(7) 
−0.0045  
(6) 
Au/ 
Al15 
24d 1 
0.02592 
(9) 
0.3476 
(1) 
0.24052 
(9) 
0.640(7)/  
0.360 
0.0448 
(8) 
0.032  
(1) 
0.056  
(2) 
0.046  
(1) 
0.001  
(1) 
−0.0078  
(9) 
−0.020  
(1) 
Au/ 
Al16 
24d 1 
0.06706 
(6) 
0.21611 
(6) 
0.45349 
(7) 
0.981(7)/  
0.019 
0.0406 
(6) 
0.0404  
(9) 
0.0324  
(9) 
0.049  
(1) 
0.0054  
(6) 
−0.0157  
(7) 
−0.0042  
(7) 
Au/ 
Al17 
24d 1 
0.2233 
(1) 
0.46635 
(9) 
0.44842 
(9) 
0.699(7)/  
0.301 
0.0530 
(9) 
0.074  
(2) 
0.039  
(1) 
0.046  
(1) 
0.024  
(1) 
0.018  
(1) 
0.007  
(1) 
Au/ 
Al18 
24d 1 
0.0224 
(1) 
0.3476 
(2) 
0.0602 
(2) 
0.433(3)/  
0.157 0.0421 
(8) 
0.0356  
(1) 
0.044  
(2) 
0.047  
(2) 
0.006  
(1) 
0.006  
(1) 
0.005  
(1) 
Au19 24d 1 
0.0356 
(2) 
0.3673 
(2) 
0.0911 
(2) 
0.410 
(4) 
Al2 4a .–3. 0 0 0   
0.025 
(5) 
0.025  
(5) 
0.025  
(5) 
0.025  
(5) 
−0.001  
(5) 
−0.001  
(5) 
−0.001  
(5) 
Al3 24d 1 
0.1565 
(5) 
0.2556 
(5) 
0.4012 
(4) 
  
0.039 
(3) 
0.053  
(7) 
0.042  
(6) 
0.022  
(5) 
−0.009  
(6) 
−0.002  
(5) 
0.003  
(4) 
Au20 24d 1 
0.24856 
(5) 
0.40520 
(5) 
0.34474 
(5) 
  
0.0273 
(3) 
0.0250  
(6) 
0.0299  
(6) 
0.0272  
(6) 
−0.0015  
(5) 
−0.0008  
(6) 
0.0005  
(6) 
Au21 24d 1 
0.05482 
(5) 
0.40266 
(5) 
0.34346 
(5) 
  
0.0291 
(3) 
0.0307  
(7) 
0.0285  
(6) 
0.0281  
(6) 
−0.0003  
(5) 
0.0031  
(5) 
0.0010  
(5) 
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Table S5. Fractional atomic coordinates and displacement parameters of Ca13Au57.02(6)Al20.99 
atom wyck. sym x y z frac. occ. Uiso U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
Au/ 
Al25 
24d 1 
0.1231  
(4) 
0.1521 
(4) 
0.2066 
(4) 
0.24(1)/ 
0.09 
0.057 
(4) 
0.060 
(7) 
0.057 
(5) 
0.054 
(5) 
−0.008 
(5) 
−0.005 
(4) 
−0.003 
(4) 
Au/ 
Al26 
24d 1 
0.1468  
(8) 
0.2115 
(7) 
0.172 
(1) 
0.19(1)/ 
0.14 
0.15  
(1) 
0.17 
(2) 
0.13 
(2) 
0.18 
(2) 
−0.10  
(1) 
0.11  
(2) 
−0.12  
(2) 
Au/ 
Al27 
24d 1 
0.10  
(1) 
0.126  
(2) 
0.1498 
(9) 
0.13(2)/ 
0.21 
0.08  
(2) 
0.10 
(2) 
0.12 
(3) 
0.03 
(1) 
−0.06  
(2) 
0.03  
(1) 
−0.01  
(1) 
Au/ 
Al28 
24d 1 
0.091 
(1) 
0.159  
(2) 
0.132 
(2) 
0.03(2)/  
0.30 
0.07 
(2) 
0.03 
(2) 
0.14 
(4) 
0.05 
(2) 
−0.04 
(2) 
−0.00  
(2) 
0.08  
(3) 
Au1 24d 1 
0.15388 
(7) 
0.21394 
(6) 
0.30204 
(7) 
 
0.0334 
(4) 
0.0326 
(8) 
0.0313 
(8) 
0.0363 
(9) 
−0.0016 
(8) 
−0.0023 
(8) 
−0.0006 
(6) 
Au2 24d 1 
0.00328 
(6) 
0.15587 
(7) 
0.21063 
(6) 
 
0.0330 
(4) 
0.0314 
(8) 
0.0332 
(8) 
0.0343 
(8) 
−0.0010 
(7) 
−0.0008 
(6) 
−0.0001 
(7) 
Au3 8c .3. 
0.06227 
(7) 
0.06227 
(7) 
0.06227 
(7) 
 
0.0332 
(6) 
0.0332 
(6) 
0.0332 
(6) 
0.0332 
(6) 
0.0010 
(7) 
0.0010 
(7) 
0.0010 
(7) 
Au4 24d 1 
0.0634 
(2) 
0.2512 
(3) 
0.2385 
(2) 
0.282(8)/ 
0.718 
0.051 
(2) 
0.038 
(3) 
0.081 
(4) 
0.032 
(3) 
−0.028 
(3) 
−0.006 
(2) 
0.006  
(3) 
Al5 24d 1 
0.025 
(2) 
0.278  
(2) 
0.053 
(2) 
0.268 
(7) 0.0417 
(9) 
0.051 
(2) 
0.037 
(2) 
0.037 
(1) 
−0.001 
(1) 
0.011  
(1) 
−0.002 
(1) 
Au5 24d 1 
0.0561 
(1) 
0.2438 
(1) 
0.0661 
(1) 
0.732 
(7) 
Au6 24d 1 
0.1666 
(5) 
0.4118 
(4) 
0.4997 
(4) 
0.201 
(9) 0.041 
(4) 
0.060 
(8) 
0.029 
(5) 
0.034 
(5) 
0.006  
(4) 
−0.017 
(5) 
−0.011 
(4) 
Al6 24d 1 
0.015 
(1) 
0.155  
(1) 
0.1006 
(9) 
0.799 
(9) 
Al7 24d 1 
0.063 
(2) 
0.338  
(2) 
0.153 
(2) 
0.347 
(7) 0.045 
(1) 
0.041 
(2) 
0.047 
(2) 
0.047 
(2) 
−0.019 
(1) 
−0.010 
(1) 
0.011  
(1) 
Au7 24d 1 
0.0903 
(1) 
0.3024 
(1) 
0.1578 
(1) 
0.653 
(7) 
Al1 24d 1 
0.2358 
(7) 
0.2358 
(7) 
0.2358 
(7) 
 
0.052 
(7) 
0.052 
(7) 
0.052 
(7) 
0.052 
(7) 
0.004  
(8) 
0.004  
(8) 
0.004  
(8) 
Ca1 24d 1 
0.1536 
(3) 
0.3436 
(3) 
0.2699 
(3) 
 
0.027 
(2) 
0.024 
(4) 
0.023 
(4) 
0.033 
(4) 
0.002  
(4) 
−0.005 
(3) 
−0.002 
(3) 
Ca2 24d 1 
0.2709 
(3) 
0.3437 
(3) 
0.4611 
(3) 
 
0.023 
(2) 
0.026 
(4) 
0.020 
(4) 
0.021 
(4) 
−0.004 
(3) 
−0.013 
(3) 
0.004  
(3) 
Ca3 24d 1 
0.0367 
(3) 
0.3447 
(3) 
0.4651 
(3) 
 
0.026 
(2) 
0.028 
(4) 
0.026 
(4) 
0.025 
(4) 
−0.012 
(4) 
0.004  
(3) 
0.005  
(3) 
Ca4 24d 1 
0.0383 
(3) 
0.1517 
(3) 
0.3429 
(3) 
 
0.029 
(2) 
0.031 
(4) 
0.023 
(4) 
0.033 
(4) 
0.002  
(3) 
0.007  
(3) 
−0.003 
(4) 
Au9 24d 1 
0.24400 
(6) 
0.28295 
(6) 
0.34476 
(8) 
 
0.0330 
(4) 
0.0302 
(8) 
0.0300 
(8) 
0.0387 
(9) 
−0.0026 
(6) 
−0.0017 
(8) 
0.0000 
(8) 
Au10 24d 1 
0.06147 
(6) 
0.28295 
(6) 
0.34867 
(8) 
 
0.0341 
(4) 
0.0300 
(8) 
0.0319 
(8) 
0.0405 
(9) 
−0.0008 
(6) 
0.0004 
(8) 
−0.0016 
(8) 
Au11 24d 1 
0.21364 
(7) 
0.45970 
(7) 
0.24379 
(7) 
 
0.0334 
(4) 
0.0335 
(9) 
0.0339 
(9) 
0.0328 
(9) 
0.0018 
(7) 
0.0002 
(7) 
0.0051 
(7) 
Au12 24d 1 
0.08768 
(7) 
0.46476 
(7) 
0.44325 
(7) 
 
0.0330 
(4) 
0.0383 
(9) 
0.0305 
(9) 
0.0301 
(9) 
−0.0025 
(7) 
0.0038 
(7) 
−0.0009 
(7) 
Au13 24d 1 
0.15213 
(7) 
0.36306 
(7) 
0.40339 
(7) 
 
0.0385 
(4) 
0.0302 
(8) 
0.0430 
(10) 
0.0423 
(9) 
0.0028 
(8) 
0.0025 
(8) 
0.0139 
(7) 
Au14 24d 1 
0.14550 
(8) 
0.40807 
(7) 
0.15384 
(7) 
 
0.0429 
(4) 
0.055 
(1) 
0.0408 
(9) 
0.0330 
(9) 
0.0086 
(8) 
0.0024 
(9) 
−0.0033 
(8) 
Au/ 
Al15 
24d 1 
0.0260 
(1) 
0.3474 
(1) 
0.2405 
(1) 
0.652(8)/ 
0.348 
0.050 
(1) 
0.034 
(2) 
0.062 
(2) 
0.053 
(2) 
0.003  
(1) 
−0.010 
(1) 
−0.022 
(2) 
 
Table S4 (continued). 
Au22 24d 1 
0.08942 
(5) 
0.45975 
(5) 
0.24608 
(6) 
  
0.0306 
(3) 
0.0317  
(7) 
0.0277  
(6) 
0.0325  
(7) 
0.0004  
(5) 
0.0036  
(6) 
0.0004  
(6) 
Au23 24d 1 
0.34363 
(6) 
0.44329 
(6) 
0.40394 
(6) 
  
0.0356 
(3) 
0.0314  
(7) 
0.0390  
(8) 
0.0364 
(7) 
−0.0025  
(6) 
−0.0066  
(6) 
−0.0059  
(6) 
Au24 24d 1 
0.05716 
(6) 
0.09442 
(6) 
0.46367 
(6) 
  
0.0421 
(4) 
0.0452  
(9) 
0.0397  
(8) 
0.0415  
(8) 
−0.0097  
(7) 
−0.0030  
(7) 
0.0052  
(6) 
Al8 24d 1 
0.1527 
(4) 
0.4618 
(4) 
0.3434 
(4) 
  
0.027 
(2) 
0.021  
(4) 
0.033  
(5) 
0.027  
(5) 
−0.001  
(4) 
−0.001  
(4) 
−0.003  
(4) 
Al9 8c .3. 
0.3432 
(4) 
0.3432 
(4) 
0.3432 
(4) 
  
0.020 
(3) 
0.020  
(3) 
0.020  
(3) 
0.020  
(3) 
0.001  
(4) 
0.001  
(4) 
0.001  
(4) 
Al10 24d 1 
0.0386 
(7) 
0.461 
(1) 
0.1525 
(9) 
0.50 
0.036 
(5) 
0.011  
(8) 
0.06  
(1) 
0.03  
(1) 
−0.022  
(9) 
−0.010  
(8) 
0.01  
(1) 
Ca5 8c .3. 
0.4594 
(3) 
0.4594 
(3) 
0.4594 
(3) 
  
0.032 
(3) 
0.032  
(3) 
0.032  
(3) 
0.032  
(3) 
−0.003  
(3) 
−0.003  
(3) 
−0.003  
(3) 
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Table S5 (continued). 
Au/ 
Al16 
24d 1 
0.06689 
(8) 
0.21606 
(8) 
0.45360 
(8) 
0.984(8)/ 
0.016 
0.0452 
(7) 
0.045 
(1) 
0.036 
(1) 
0.054 
(1) 
0.0056 
(8) 
−0.0176 
(9) 
−0.0053 
(9) 
Au/ 
Al17 
24d 1 
0.2233 
(1) 
0.4663 
(1) 
0.4483 
(1) 
0.712(9)/ 
0.288 
0.060 
(1) 
0.084 
(2) 
0.046 
(2) 
0.051 
(2) 
0.027  
(2) 
0.020  
(2) 
0.007  
(1) 
Au/ 
Al18 
24d 1 
0.0225 
(2) 
0.3475 
(2) 
0.0606 
(2) 
0.450(3)/ 
0.132 0.0461 
(9) 
0.03 
(2) 
0.053 
(2) 
0.051 
(2) 
0.002  
(2) 
0.005  
(2) 
0.006  
(2) 
Au19 24d 1 
0.0359 
(2) 
0.3676 
(2) 
0.0910 
(2) 
0.418  
(5) 
Al2 4a .–3. 0 0 0  
0.035 
(7) 
0.035 
(7) 
0.035 
(7) 
0.035 
(7) 
−0.006 
(7) 
−0.006 
(7) 
−0.006 
(7) 
Al3 24d 1 
0.1563 
(6) 
0.2544 
(6) 
0.4020 
(6) 
 
0.047 
(3) 
0.059 
(9) 
0.038 
(7) 
0.044 
(8) 
−0.003 
(8) 
−0.007 
(8) 
−0.006 
(6) 
Au20 24d 1 
0.24840 
(6) 
0.40517 
(6) 
0.34470 
(6) 
 
0.0281 
(3) 
0.0268 
(7) 
0.0302 
(7) 
0.0272 
(7) 
−0.0019 
(6) 
−0.0011 
(8) 
0.0002 
(8) 
Au21 24d 1 
0.05481 
(7) 
0.40289 
(6) 
0.34355 
(7) 
 
0.0304 
(4) 
0.0322 
(8) 
0.0297 
(8) 
0.0293 
(8) 
0.0006 
(6) 
0.0031 
(8) 
0.0001 
(7) 
Au22 24d 1 
0.08969 
(7) 
0.46005 
(7) 
0.24622 
(7) 
 
0.0338 
(4) 
0.0355 
(9) 
0.0322 
(8) 
0.0337 
(9) 
0.0009 
(7) 
0.0050 
(7) 
0.0011 
(8) 
Au23 24d 1 
0.34390 
(8) 
0.44314 
(7) 
0.40414 
(7) 
 
0.0380 
(4) 
0.0326 
(9) 
0.041 
(1) 
0.041 
(1) 
−0.0023 
(9) 
−0.0070 
(8) 
−0.0058 
(7) 
Au24 24d 1 
0.05732 
(9) 
0.09440 
(8) 
0.46347 
(8) 
 
0.0463 
(5) 
0.051 
(1) 
0.045 
(1) 
0.043 
(1) 
−0.0094 
(9) 
−0.0042 
(9) 
0.0056 
(9) 
Al8 24d 1 
0.1523 
(6) 
0.4616 
(5) 
0.3436 
(6) 
 
0.042 
(3) 
0.046 
(7) 
0.041 
(7) 
0.038 
(7) 
0.008  
(7) 
−0.006 
(8) 
−0.006 
(6) 
Al9 8c .3. 
0.3435 
(4) 
0.3435 
(4) 
0.3435 
(4) 
 
0.027 
(4) 
0.027 
(4) 
0.027 
(4) 
0.027 
(4) 
−0.010 
(5) 
−0.010 
(5) 
−0.010 
(5) 
Al10 24d 1 
0.0380 
(8) 
0.462  
(1) 
0.153 
(1) 
0.50 
0.033 
(6) 
0.01 
(1) 
0.05 
(2) 
0.04 
(1) 
−0.01  
(1) 
−0.01  
(1) 
−0.01  
(1) 
Ca5 8c .3. 
0.4611 
(3) 
0.4611 
(3) 
0.4611 
(3) 
 
0.026 
(3) 
0.026 
(3) 
0.026 
(3) 
0.026 
(3) 
0.001  
(3) 
0.001  
(3) 
0.001  
(3) 
 
 
 
Table S6. Fractional atomic coordinates and displacement parameters of Ca13Au57.04(6)Al20.96 
atom Wyck. sym x y z frac. occ. Uiso U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
Au/ 
Al25 
24d 1 
0.1238 
(3) 
0.1524  
(3) 
0.2062  
(3) 
0.247(8)/  
0.086 
0.058  
(3) 
0.060  
(5) 
0.065  
(5) 
0.049  
(4) 
−0.008  
(4) 
−0.001  
(3) 
0.000  
(3) 
Au/ 
Al26 
24d 1 
0.1462 
(6) 
0.2113  
(6) 
0.1725  
(7) 
0.176(9)/ 
0.157 
0.145  
(9) 
0.15  
(1) 
0.13  
(1) 
0.15 (2) 
−0.10 
(1) 
0.11  
(1) 
−0.10 
(1) 
Au/ 
Al27 
24d 1 
0.1031 
(7) 
0.1247  
(8) 
0.1506  
(7) 
0.12(2)/  
0.21 
0.07  
(1) 
0.08 (1) 
0.07  
(2) 
0.058  
(9) 
−0.04 
(1) 
0.003  
(8) 
0.011  
(9) 
Au/ 
Al28 
24d 1 
0.0880  
(9) 
0.159 
(2) 
0.1331  
(8) 
0.04(2)/  
0.29 
0.05  
(1) 
0.02 (1) 
0.08  
(2) 
0.05 (2) 
−0.01 
(1) 
−0.003  
(9) 
0.03 (1) 
Au1 24d 1 
0.15384 
(5) 
0.21399  
(5) 
0.30209  
(5) 
 
0.0339  
(3) 
0.0323  
(7) 
0.0337  
(7) 
0.0358  
(7) 
−0.0008  
(6) 
−0.0025  
(6) 
−0.0007  
(5) 
Au2 24d 1 
0.00326 
(5) 
0.15588  
(5) 
0.21048  
(5) 
 
0.0334  
(3) 
0.0324  
(7) 
0.0335  
(7) 
0.0342  
(7) 
−0.0016  
(6) 
−0.0009  
(5) 
−0.0001  
(6) 
Au3 8c .3. 
0.06233 
(5) 
0.06233  
(5) 
0.06233  
(5) 
 
0.0338  
(5) 
0.0338  
(5) 
0.0338  
(5) 
0.0338  
(5) 
0.0009  
(6) 
0.0009  
(6) 
0.0009  
(6) 
Au/ 
Al4 
24d 1 
0.0634 
(2) 
0.2512  
(2) 
0.2389  
(2) 
0.290 (7)/ 
0.710 
0.057  
(2) 
0.039  
(3) 
0.093  
(4) 
0.040  
(3) 
−0.026  
(2) 
−0.005  
(2) 
0.005  
(2) 
Al5 24d 1 
0.024 
(2) 
0.276 
(2) 
0.054 
(2) 
0.270  
(6) 0.0413  
(8) 
0.050  
(1) 
0.038  
(1) 
0.037  
(1) 
−0.0028  
(9) 
0.0117  
(9) 
−0.0026  
(8) 
Au5 24d 1 
0.05592 
(8) 
0.24381  
(8) 
0.06608  
(8) 
0.730  
(6) 
Au6 24d 1 
0.1668 
(4) 
0.4125  
(3) 
0.4993  
(3) 
0.208  
(8) 0.042  
(3) 
0.056  
(5) 
0.036  
(4) 
0.035  
(4) 
0.007  
(3) 
−0.011  
(3) 
−0.006  
(3) 
Al6 24d 1 
0.0162 
(9) 
0.1558  
(8) 
0.1010  
(8) 
0.792 
(8) 
Al7 24d 1 
0.062 
(1) 
0.337 
(2) 
0.153 
(1) 
0.346  
(6) 0.0454  
(9) 
0.039  
(1) 
0.051  
(2) 
0.047 
(1) 
−0.018  
(1) 
−0.008  
(1) 
0.010 
(1) 
Au7 24d 1 
0.09035 
(9) 
0.3024  
(1) 
0.15800  
(9) 
0.654  
(6) 
Al1 24d 1 
0.2354 
(5) 
0.2354  
(5) 
0.2354  
(5) 
 
0.041  
(5) 
0.041  
(5) 
0.041  
(5) 
0.041  
(5) 
0.013  
(5) 
0.013  
(5) 
0.013  
(5) 
Ca1 24d 1 
0.1540 
(2) 
0.3433  
(2) 
0.2704  
(3) 
 
0.028  
(1) 
0.024  
(3) 
0.025  
(3) 
0.033  
(3) 
0.001  
(3) 
0.002  
(3) 
0.000  
(3) 
Ca2 24d 1 
0.2704 
(2) 
0.3444  
(3) 
0.4618  
(3) 
 
0.02 
(1) 
0.027  
(3) 
0.031  
(3) 
0.028  
(3) 
0.004  
(3) 
0.000  
(2) 
−0.003  
(3) 
Ca3 24d 1 
0.0371 
(3) 
0.3450  
(3) 
0.4656  
(2) 
 
0.029  
(2) 
0.028  
(3) 
0.030  
(3) 
0.029  
(3) 
0.002  
(3) 
0.003  
(3) 
0.001  
(3) 
Ca4 24d 1 
0.0385 
(2) 
0.1518  
(3) 
0.3430  
(3) 
 
0.029  
(2) 
0.029  
(3) 
0.029  
(3) 
0.029  
(3) 
0.002  
(3) 
0.002  
(3) 
−0.004  
(3) 
Au9 24d 1 
0.24407  
(5) 
0.28288  
(5) 
0.34455  
(6) 
 
0.0339  
(3) 
0.0302  
(7) 
0.0321  
(7) 
0.0393  
(7) 
−0.0028  
(5) 
−0.0028  
(6) 
−0.0012  
(6) 
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Table S6 (continued). 
Au10 24d 1 
0.06144 
(5) 
0.28286  
(5) 
0.34880  
(6) 
 
0.0342  
(3) 
0.0316  
(7) 
0.0303  
(7) 
0.0408  
(7) 
−0.0011  
(5) 
0.0011  
(6) 
−0.0002  
(6) 
Au11 24d 1 
0.21351 
(5) 
0.45976  
(5) 
0.24368  
(5) 
 
0.0339  
(3) 
0.0325  
(7) 
0.0361  
(7) 
0.0331  
(7) 
0.0022  
(6) 
0.0012  
(6) 
0.0025  
(6) 
Au12 24d 1 
0.08758 
(5) 
0.46473  
(5) 
0.44321  
(5) 
 
0.0333  
(3) 
0.0373  
(7) 
0.0306  
(7) 
0.0321  
(7) 
−0.0011  
(6) 
0.0047  
(6) 
−0.0006  
(5) 
Au13 24d 1 
0.15196 
(6) 
0.36314  
(6) 
0.40341  
(6) 
 
0.0391  
(3) 
0.031 
(7) 
0.042 
(8) 
0.043 
(8) 
0.0033  
(6) 
0.0044  
(6) 
0.0133  
(6) 
Au14 24d 1 
0.14567 
(6) 
0.40810  
(6) 
0.15382  
(6) 
 
0.0436  
(4) 
0.0551  
(9) 
0.0400  
(8) 
0.0356 
(7) 
0.0083  
(6) 
0.0026  
(7) 
−0.0037  
(6) 
Au/ 
Al15 
24d 1 
0.02601 
(8) 
0.3475  
(1) 
0.24048  
(9) 
0.658(6)/  
0.342 
0.0504  
(9) 
0.036  
(1) 
0.062  
(2) 
0.054  
(2) 
0.001 
(1) 
−0.0072  
(9) 
−0.021  
(1) 
Au/ 
Al16 
24d 1 
0.06697 
(6) 
0.21608  
(6) 
0.45359  
(6) 
0.974(6)/ 
0.026 
0.0441  
(6) 
0.044  
(1) 
0.0354  
(9) 
0.0531 
(1) 
0.0057  
(6) 
−0.0164  
(7) 
−0.0041  
(7) 
Au/ 
Al17 
24d 1 
0.2232 
(1) 
0.46635  
(9) 
0.44836  
(9) 
0.702(7)/ 
0.298 
0.0562  
(9) 
0.080  
(2) 
0.043  
(1) 
0.046  
(1) 
0.024 
(1) 
0.020 
(1) 
0.007 
(1) 
Au/ 
Al18 
24d 1 
0.0225 
(1) 
0.3476  
(2) 
0.0603  
(2) 
0.449(3)/ 
0.130 0.0481  
(8) 
0.039  
(2) 
0.055  
(2) 
0.050  
(2) 
0.0085  
(1) 
0.004 
(1) 
0.007 
(1) 
Au19 24d 1 
0.0357 
(2) 
0.3674  
(2) 
0.0913  
(2) 
0.420  
(4) 
Al2 4a .–3. 0 0 0  
0.033  
(5) 
0.033  
(5) 
0.033  
(5) 
0.033  
(5) 
0.003  
(6) 
0.003  
(6) 
0.003 
(6) 
Al3 24d 1 
0.1562 
(5) 
0.2559  
(5) 
0.4011  
(4) 
 
0.044  
(3) 
0.044  
(6) 
0.051  
(7) 
0.039  
(6) 
−0.001  
(6) 
−0.004  
(5) 
−0.002  
(5) 
Au20 24d 1 
0.24840 
(5) 
0.40516  
(5) 
0.34466  
(5) 
 
0.0300  
(3) 
0.0283  
(6) 
0.0321  
(6) 
0.0296  
(6) 
−0.0016  
(5) 
0.0001  
(6) 
0.0008  
(6) 
Au21 24d 1 
0.05487  
(5) 
0.40281  
(5) 
0.34350  
(5) 
 
0.0320  
(3) 
0.0336  
(7) 
0.0315  
(7) 
0.0308  
(7) 
0.0006  
(5) 
0.0021  
(6) 
−0.0001  
(6) 
Au22 24d 1 
0.08950 
(5) 
0.45978  
(5) 
0.24613  
(6) 
 
0.0340  
(3) 
0.0351  
(7) 
0.0321  
(7) 
0.0349  
(7) 
0.0012  
(6) 
0.0055  
(6) 
0.0007  
(6) 
Au23 24d 1 
0.34374 
(6) 
0.44323  
(6) 
0.40398  
(6) 
 
0.0386  
(3) 
0.0351  
(7) 
0.0402  
(8) 
0.0405  
(8) 
−0.0024  
(6) 
−0.0074  
(6) 
−0.0055  
(6) 
Au24 24d 1 
0.05709 
(6) 
0.09442  
(6) 
0.46364  
(6) 
 
0.0460  
(4) 
0.0478  
(9) 
0.0449  
(9) 
0.0452  
(9) 
−0.0095  
(7) 
−0.0041  
(7) 
0.0060  
(7) 
Al8 24d 1 
0.1525 
(4) 
0.4620  
(4) 
0.3437  
(4) 
 
0.032  
(2) 
0.029  
(5) 
0.025  
(5) 
0.042  
(5) 
0.007  
(4) 
−0.001  
(5) 
0.000  
(4) 
Al9 8c .3. 
0.3430 
(3) 
0.3430  
(3) 
0.3430  
(3) 
 
0.025  
(3) 
0.025  
(3) 
0.025  
(3) 
0.025  
(3) 
−0.001  
(4) 
−0.001  
(4) 
−0.001  
(4) 
Al10 24d 1 
0.0378 
(7) 
0.462  
(1) 
0.1531  
(9) 
0.50 
0.042  
(6) 
0.018  
(9) 
0.07 
(2) 
0.04  
(1) 
−0.02 
(1) 
−0.030  
(9) 
0.03  
(1) 
Ca5 8c .3. 
0.4599 
(2) 
0.4599  
(2) 
0.4599  
(2) 
 
0.032  
(3) 
0.032  
(3) 
0.032  
(3) 
0.032  
(3) 
−0.006  
(3) 
−0.006  
(3) 
−0.006  
(3) 
 
 
In the following in-situ, variable-temperature PXRD patterns: Figure S3 refers to one 
sample at a constant heating rate; Figures S4–S7 refer to another sample at various heating 
rates and isothermal holds. The objective was to examine the effects of temperature (T) and 
time (t) on the transformation.  
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Figure S3 (and Figure 5). In-situ, variable-temperature PXRD patterns measured using an IR furnace 
at the APS at a constant heating rate of 10o C/min from 480–720 oC for sample loading 
Ca13.2(5)Au55.0(1)Al23.8(8) (= Ca1.00(4)Au4.158(8)Al1.80(6), e/a: 1.66). 
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Figure S4. PXRD patterns of quasicrystalline sample loaded as Ca12.8(5)Au52.6(1)Al25.2(8) (= 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.108(8)Al1.97(6), e/a = 1.70) dwelling at 530 oC for 10 min and showing no detectable phase 
change.  
 
 
Figure S5. In-situ, variable-temperature PXRD patterns of quasicrystalline sample loaded as 
Ca12.8(5)Au52.6(1)Al25.2(8) (= Ca1.00(4)Au4.108(8)Al1.97(6), e/a = 1.70) from 530–610 oC at a heating rate of 10 
oC/min.  
198 
 
 
 
Figure S6. PXRD patterns of quasicrystalline sample loaded as Ca12.8(5)Au52.6(1)Al25.2(8) (= 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.108(8)Al1.97(6), e/a = 1.70) dwelling at 625 oC for ~20 min. 
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Figure S7. PXRD patterns of quasicrystalline sample loaded as Ca12.8(5)Au52.6(1)Al25.2(8) (= 
Ca1.00(4)Au4.108(8)Al1.97(6), e/a = 1.70) from 625–725 oC at a heating rate of 10 oC/min.  
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Figure S8. Peak fitting in the regions that split during i-QC–to–2/1 CA transformation according to in-
situ, variable temperature PXRD. The area is calculated as a product of the peak intensity (height) and 
full-width at half-maximum. For the area in region II at ~600 oC, P1 is broadening before splitting and 
therefore the FWHM cannot be not evaluated very clearly. Additionally for comparison, the intensity 
and area of the peaks that did not undergo splitting are also included in the two bottom rows.  
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Figure S9. Thermal analysis of the quasicrystalline sample loaded as Ca1.00(4)Au4.158(8)Al1.80(6) (x = 
0.32(6), e/a = 1.66). 
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Figure S10. PXRD pattern of the 2/1 CA loaded as Ca13.1(5)Au55.0(1)Al23.5(7) (= Ca1.00(4)Au4.187(8)Al1.79(6), 
e/a = 1.66) from ~30–300 oC (top) and from ~440–670 oC (bottom) at 10 oC/min showing no 
transformation from the 2/1 CA to the i-QC.  
 
Figure S11. PXRD pattern of the 2/1 CA loaded as Ca13.1(5)Au55.0(1)Al23.5(7) (= Ca1.00(4)Au4.187(8)Al1.79(6), 
e/a = 1.66) upon cooling from 725 oC–200 oC at 100 oC/min and showing no phase transformation from 
the 2/1 CA to the i-QC.  
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Table S7. Survey of CAs and their e/a using peaks up to 20% of the Imax and a d-spacing < 3.0 Å  
Compound 
(classification)  
N 
Peak (2θ) 
increasing 
intensity 
Q (nm–1) 
increasing 
intensity 
d- spacing  (h k l) mult. 
VEC  
(e/a) 
<VEC> 
CaAu4.39Al1.61  
2/1 CA Tsai 
728 
35.416 24.810 2.5325  (5 0 8) 12× 1.208 
1.814 
37.226 26.034 2.4134  (3 5 8) 24× 1.396 
44.171 30.669 2.0487  (6 0 10) 12× 2.281 
42.258 29.403 2.1369  (5 6 8) 24× 2.010 
42.962 29.870 2.1036  (2 5 10) 24× 2.108 
“Ca24Au88Al64” 
“1/1 CA Tsai” 
176 
35.289 24.724 2.5413  (3 0 5) 12× 1.180 
1.812 
37.380 26.138 2.4038  (2 3 5) 24× 1.393 
44.031 30.576 2.0549  (4 0 6) 12× 2.231 
41.289 28.758 2.1848  (1 3 6) 24× 1.856 
43.133 29.983 2.0956  (3 4 5) 24× 2.104 
CaAu3Al 
1/0 CA 
40 
35.680 24.989 2.5143  (0 2 3) 12× 1.227 
1.873 
37.075 25.933 2.4227  (2 1 3) 24× 1.371 
41.016 28.576 2.1987  (2 2 3) 24× 1.835 
41.016 28.576 2.1987  (1 0 4)  12× 1.835 
45.832 31.761 1.9783  (2 1 4) 24× 2.519 
44.667 30.996 2.0271  (0 2 4) 12× 2.342 
Ca3Au12.07Ga6.93 
1/1 CA Tsai 
176 
35.435 24.823 2.5312  (3 0 5) 12× 1.180 
1.765 
37.534 26.242 2.3943  (2 3 5) 24× 1.394 
44.216 30.698 2.0468  (4 0 6) 12× 2.231 
41.461 28.873 2.1762  (1 3 6) 24× 1.856 
43.313 30.102 2.0873  (3 4 5) 24× 2.104 
Mg27Al10.7(2)Zn47.3(2) 
2/1 CA Bergman 
680 
38.664 27.002 2.3269  (3 5 8) 24× 1.494 
2.803 
1.849* 
36.779 25.733 2.4417  (5 0 8) 12× 1.293 
44.644 30.980 2.0281  (2 5 10)  24× 2.256 
43.910 30.497 2.0603  (5 6 8) 24× 2.152 
64.978 43.813 1.4341  (5 8 13) 24× 6.382 
39.073 27.277 2.3035  (0 0 10) 6× 1.540 
Sc11.18(9)Mg2.5(1)Zn73.6(2) 
2/1 CA Tsai 
698 
39.784 27.753 2.2640  (3 5 8) 24× 1.455 
1.869 
37.840 26.448 2.3757  (5 0 8) 12× 1.260 
45.197 31.344 2.0046  (5 6 8) 24× 2.097 
45.955 31.842 1.9733  (2 5 10) 24× 2.198 
47.259 32.694 1.9218  (6 0 10) 12× 2.379 
40.205 28.035 2.2412  (0 0 10) 6× 1.500 
(Yb/Ca)13Cd76 
2/1 CA Tsai 
712 
35.028 24.547 2.5597  (3 5 8) 24× 1.427 
1.832 
39.738 27.723 2.2664  (5 6 8) 24× 2.055 
33.331 23.392 2.6860  (5 0 8) 12× 1.235 
41.527 28.917 2.1728  (6 0 10) 12× 2.333 
40.396 28.163 2.2310  (2 5 10) 24× 2.155 
35.395 24.796 2.5340  (0 0 10) 6× 1.471 
* This average is for if the VECs for d-spacing < 1.5 Å is not included. 
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Table S9. Hypothetical 1/1 CA Ca24Au88Al64 from the space group I23, lattice parameter a = 14.8181 
Å, and with Al4 shifted to be a single central tetrahedron as derived from the Ca3Au12.07Ga6.93 1/1 CA 
Atom Wyck. Site Sym. x y z Tsai-type shell 
Al4 8c .3. 0.43900 0.43900 0.43900 (I) “Tetrahedron” 
Al2 24f 1 0 0.91600 0.24800 
(II) Dodecahedron Au4 8c .3. 0.14970 0.14970 0.14970 
Au5 8c .3. 0.85030 0.85030 0.85030 
Ca1 2a 23. 1/2 1/2 1/2 (III) Icosahedron 
Al3 12d 2.. 0.40920 0 0 (IV) Icosidodecahedron 
Au2 24f 1 0.10330 0.19900 0.34040 (IV) Icosidodecahedron +  
(V) 80-vertex cluster Au3 24f 1 0.89670 0.80100 0.65960 
Al5 8c .3. 3/4 3/4 3/4 
(V) 80-vertex cluster 
Au1 24f 1 0 0.64370 0.59650 
Al1 12e 2.. 0.79950 1/2 0 
(V) 80-vertex cluster + 
(VI) Icosahedron 
 
Table S8. Survey of some reported i-QCs and their condensed compositions 
Nominal i-QC Composition A B Condensed Composition 
Ca13Au56.79(6)Al21.20* Ca Au + Al Ca(Au0.73Al0.27)6.0 
Ca15.2Au50.3Ga34.5 1 Ca Au + Ga Ca(Au0.59Ga0.41)5.58 
Yb15Au51Al34 2 Yb Au + Al Yb(Au0.60Al0.47)5.67 
YbCd5.7 3 Yb Cd YbCd5.7 
Sc16Cu46Al38 4 Sc Cu + Al Sc(Cu0.55Al0.45)5.25 
Fe15Cu20Al65 5 Fe Cu + Al Fe(Cu0.24Al0.76)5.67 
Sc16Pd30Al54 6 Sc Pd + Al Sc(Pd0.36Al0.64)5.25 
Yb14.5Zn76.2Mg9.3 7 Yb Zn + Mg Yb(Zn0.89Mg0.11)5.90 
Gd16Ag42In42 8 Gd Ag + In Gd(Ag0.5In0.5)5.25 
Cd65Mg20RE15 (RE =Y, Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, and Lu) 9 RE Cd + Mg RE(Cd0.76Mg0.24)5.67 
*Discussed in main text 
1 Lin, Q.; Corbett, J. D. Inorganic Chemistry 2008, 47, 7651. 
2 Ishimasa, T.; Tanaka, Y.; Kashimoto, S. Philosophical Magazine 2011, 91, 4218. 
3 Takakura, H.; Gomez, C. P.; Yamamoto, A.; De Boissieu, M.; Tsai, A. P. Nat Mater 2007, 6, 58. 
4 Honma, T.; Ishimasa, T. Philosophical Magazine 2007, 87, 2721. 
5 Tsai, A.-P.; Inoue, A.; Masumoto, T. Japanese Journal of Applied Physics 1987, 26, L1505. 
6 So, Y.-G.; So, T.; Yoshikawa, F.; Saruhashi, K.; Edagawa, R.; Tamura Materials Transactions 2011, 52, 2011. 
7 Mitani, T.; Ishimasa, T. Philosophical Magazine 2006, 86, 361. 
8 Wang, P.; Stadnik, Z. M.; Przewoźnik, J. Journal of Alloys and Compounds 2011, 509, 3435. 
9 Guo, J.; Abe, E.; Tsai, A.-P. Japanese Journal of Applied Physics 2000, 39, L770. 
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Figure S12. Electronic band structure and density of states (DOS) of the hypothetical 1/1 CA 
“Ca24Au88Al64”. 
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CHAPTER 6 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
AAuAl (A = Ca, Sc, and Ti): Peierls Distortion, Atomic Coloring,  
and Structural Competition 
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Figure S2. ScAuAl DOS and COHP curves in competing structures in the CaIn2-type 
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Figure S4. TiAuAl DOS and COHP curves for the experimental (Ni2In-type) and competing 
structures Fe2P, TiNiSi, NdPtSb, LiGaGe, and ScAuSi. 
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Table S1. ScAuAl selected refined crystallographic data and structural parameters from loading 1Sc: 2Au: 5Al 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 
θ range data collection 3.3o–31.4o 3.3o–29.7o 3.3o–31.1o  
absorp. coeff. μ (mm
-1)/ correction 71.83/ empirical 70.51/ empirical 70.49/ empirical  
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ para. 3879/ 226/ 213/ 15 655/ 184/ 167/ 15 1831/ 223/ 211/ 15 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 0.016/ 0.040/ 0.032/ 1.21 0.045/ 0.110/ 0.047/ 1.14 0.022/ 0.049/ 0.050/ 1.11 
space group/ Pearson symbol P6̅2𝑚 / hP9 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å
−3) 1.25, −2.00 4.36, −3.23 1.70, −3.00 
dimensions (Å) 
a = 7.2067(6) 
c = 3.6217(3) 
a = 7.219(4) 
c = 3.610(2) 
a = 7.197(5) 
c = 3.633(2) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 162.90(2)/ 3 162.9(2)/ 3 163.0(2)/ 3 
index ranges 
−10 ≤ h, k ≤ 10 
−5 ≤ l ≤ 5 
−9 ≤ h ≤ 10 
−7 ≤ k ≤ 6 
−3 ≤ l ≤ 5 
−10 ≤ h ≤ 9 
−10 ≤ k ≤ 10 
−5 ≤ l ≤ 5 
absolute structure parameter 0.02(3) 0.04(7) 0.00(4) 
Au1 (1a,  6̅2𝑚) x, y, z, Uiso 0, 0, 0 0.0110(2) 0, 0, 0 0.0173(6) 0, 0, 0 0.0054(3) 
Au2 (2d,  6̅..)  x, y, z, Uiso 1/3, 2/3, 1/2 0.0198(2) 1/3, 2/3, 1/2 0.0248(6) 2/3, 1/3, 1/2 0.0139(3) 
Al (3f, m2m)  x, y, z, Uiso 0.2642(5), 0, 1/2 0.0088(6) 
0.267(1), 0, 
1/2 
0.011(1) 
0.7371(7), 0, 
1/2 
0.0053(9) 
Sc (3g, m2m)  x, y, z, Uiso 0.5979(3), 0, 0 0.0157(5) 0.599(1), 0, 0 0.022(1) 0.4023(5), 0, 0 0.0096(7) 
1a–1a (along c), 1a–3f, 1a–3g (Å) 3.6217(3) 2.627(1) 2.898(1) 3.610(2) 2.638(5) 2.893(9) 3.633(2) 2.623(2) 2.895(3) 
2d–2d (along c), 2d–3f, 2d–3g (Å) 3.6217(3) 2.687(4) 2.8469(6) 3.610(2) 2.680(8) 2.859(5) 3.633(2) 2.689(5) 2.848(1) 
doubled c with disordered sites P6̅2𝑐/ hP18 
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/  7249/ 383/ 229 8726/ 851/ 405 3473/ 377/ 249 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 0.015/ 0.039/ 0.035/ 1.05 0.035/ 0.099/ 0.113/ 0.97 0.023/ 0.068/ 0.052/ 1.19 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å
−3) 1.13, −0.96 2.08, –3.85 1.46, –1.81 
dimensions (Å) a = 7.2074(6); c = 7.2443(6) a = 7.226(3); c = 7.242(4) a = 7.196(5); c = 7.266(5) 
volume (Å3)/ Z/ param. 325.90(6)/ 6/ 23 327.5(3)/ 6/ 23 325.9(5)/ 6/ 23 
index ranges −10 ≤ h, k ≤ 10; −5 ≤ l ≤ 5 −13 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 13 −10 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 10 
absolute structure parameter 0.00(3) 0.01(4) 0.00(4) 
Au1(2b), x, y, z, Uiso  0, 0, 1/4 0.0092(2)  0, 0, 1/4 0.0098(2)  0, 0, 1/4 0.0053(3) 
Au2(4f), occ., x, y, z, Uiso 0.54(2) 
1/3, 2/3, 
0.0195(9) 
0.0100(5) 0.55(2) 
1/3, 2/3, 
0.019(1) 
0.0101(4) 0.55(2) 
1/3, 2/3,  
0.019(1) 
0.0050(8) 
Au3(4f), occ., x, y, z, Uiso 0.42(2) 
2/3, 1/3, 
0.0214(9) 
0.0100(5) 0.45(2) 
2/3, 1/3, 
0.0204(1) 
0.0101(4) 0.45(2) 
2/3, 1/3,  
0.0217(9) 
0.0050(8) 
Al/Au(6g), occ. x, y, z, Uiso 0.984/0.16(3) 
0.2645(5), 0, 
0 
0.012(1) 0.981/0.019(4) 
0.2649(6), 0, 
0 
0.010(1) 0.998/0.002(5) 
0.2628(8), 0, 
0 
0.005(2) 
Sc(6h), x, y, z, Uiso 0.4019(7), 0.4024(7), 1/4 0.0137(4) 0.401(1), 0.402(1), 1/4 0.0131(5) 0.4040(7), 0.4009(7), 1/4 0.0087(7) 
2b–2b (c-axis), 2b–6g, 2b–6h  3.6221(3) 2.629(1) 2.899(6) 3.621(2) 2.635(3) 2.903(8) 3.633(3) 2.622(2) 2.896(6) 
4f–4f (c-axis), 4f–6g, 4f–6h 
3.312(9), 3.905(9) 
2.689(2) 2.753(5), 
2.942(6) 
3.34(1), 
3.90(1) 
2.694(5) 2.764(7), 
2.842(8) 
3.318(9), 
3.92(1) 
2.693(6) 2.273(5), 
2.928(6) 
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Table S2. ScAuAl selected refined crystallographic data and structural parameters from loading 1Sc: 1Au: 1Al 
instrument Bruker CCD APEX II 
radiation; λ (Å)/ temp.(K) Mo Kα; 0.71073/298 
θ range data collection 3.3o–29.0o 3.3o–29.0o 3.3o–29.2o  
absorp. coeff. μ (mm-1)/ correction 34.96/ empirical 34.90/ empirical 35.08/ empirical  
meas./ indpnt./ obs. [I > 2σ(I)]/ para. 4550/ 307/ 291/ 19 2725/ 303/ 301/ 19 5164/ 316/ 296/ 19 
R[F2 > 2σ(F2)]/ wR(F2)/ Rint/ GOF 0.018/ 0.036/ 0.035/ 1.15 0.016/ 0.038/ 0.033/ 1.13 0.022/ 0.054/ 0.061/ 1.10 
space group/ Pearson symbol P6̅2𝑐/ hP18 
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å−3) 1.35, −1.33 1.52, −1.72 2.26, −2.00 
dimensions (Å) 
a = 7.2362(10) 
c = 7.2448(10) 
a = 7.234(3) 
c = 7.263(3) 
a = 7.2224(2) 
c = 7.2487(3) 
volume (Å3)/ Z 328.53(10)/ 3 329.2(3)/ 3 327.46(2)/ 3 
index ranges −9 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 9 −9 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 9 −10 ≤ h, k, l ≤ 9 
absolute structure parameter 0.03(3) 0.03(3) 0.07(4) 
Au1 (2b, 6̅..) x, y, z, Uiso 0, 0, 1/4 0.0077(2) 0, 0, 1/4 0.0052(2) 0, 0, 1/4 0.0068(3) 
Au2 (4f, 3..)  x, y, z, Uiso 1/3, 2/3, 0.02100(6) 0.0079(2) 1/3, 2/3, 0.02139(6) 0.0058(2) 1/3, 2/3, 0.02013 0.0082(3) 
Al (6g, .2.)  x, y, z, Uiso 0.2628(6), 0, 0 0.0080(7) 0.2616(5), 0, 0 0.0064(7) 0.2623(7), 0, 0 0.0042(9) 
Sc (6h, m..)  x, y, z, Uiso 
0.4096(4), 0.3947(4), 
1/4 
0.0075(5) 
0.4101(3), 
0.3950(4), 1/4 
0.0060(4) 
0.4092(5), 0.395(5), 
1/4 
0.0047(6) 
2b–2b (along c), 2b–6g, 2b–6h (Å) 3.6224(5) 2.626(2) 2.912(3) 3.632(2) 2.623(3) 2.914(3) 3.6244(1) 2.622(2) 2.907(4) 
4f–4f (along c), 4f–6g, 4f–6h (Å) 
3.3181(8), 
3.9267(8) 
2.708(2) 
2.831(2), 
2.887(2) 
3.321(2), 
3.942(2) 
2.713(4) 
2.832(2),  
2.891(2) 
3.3325(8) 
3.9162(8) 
2.705(2) 
2.826(4), 
2.886(3) 
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Table S3. Fractional atomic coordinates and displacement parameters of ScAuAl in the Fe2P substructure as selected from 
1Sc:2Au:5Al. 
 atom wyck sym x y z Uiso U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
S
cA
u
A
l 
 Au1 1a 6̅2𝑚 0 0 0 
0.0110 
(2) 
0.0102 
(2) 
0.0102 
(2) 
0.0126 
(3) 
0.0051 
(1) 
0.000 0.000 
Au2 2d 6̅.. 1/3 2/3 1/2 
0.0198 
(2) 
0.0094 
(2) 
0.0094 
(2) 
0.0406 
(3) 
0.00472 
(9) 
0.000 0.000 
Al 3f m2m 
0.2642 
(5) 
0 1/2 
0.0088 
(6) 
0.008 
(10) 
0.007 
(2) 
0.011 
(1) 
0.0037 
(7) 
0.000 0.000 
 Sc 3g m2m 
0.5979 
(3) 
0 0 
0.0157 
(5) 
0.0166 
(8) 
0.022 
(1) 
0.0105 
(8) 
0.0108 
(6) 
0.000 0.000 
S
cA
u
A
l 
Au1 1a 6̅2𝑚 0  0 0 
0.0173 
(6) 
0.0181 
(9) 
0.0181 
(9) 
0.016 
(1) 
0.0090 
(4) 
0.000 0.000 
Au2 2d 6̅.. 1/3 2/3 1/2 
0.0248 
(6) 
0.0172 
(8) 
0.0172 
(8) 
0.040 
(1) 
0.0086 
(4) 
0.000 0.000 
Al 3f m2m 
0.267 
(1)  
0 1/2 
0.011 
(1) 
0.017 
(4) 
0.004 
(5) 
0.009 
(4) 
0.002 
(2) 
0.000 0.000 
 Sc 3g m2m 
0.599 
(1) 
0 0 
0.022 
(1) 
0.026 
(3) 
0.029 
(5) 
0.013 
(3) 
0.015 
(2) 
0.000 0.000 
S
cA
u
A
l 
 
Au1 1a 6̅2𝑚 0  0 0 
0.0054 
(3) 
0.0062  
(3) 
0.0062  
(3) 
0.0039  
(4) 
0.0031  
(2) 
0.000 0.000 
Au2 2d 6̅.. 2/3 1/3 1/2 
0.0139 
(3) 
0.0051  
(3) 
0.0051  
(3) 
0.0315  
(5) 
0.0026  
(2) 
0.000 0.000 
Al 3f m2m 
0.7371 
(7)  
0 1/2 
0.0053 
(9) 
0.006 
(2) 
0.004  
(2) 
0.005  
(2) 
0.002 
(1) 
0.000 0.000 
Sc 3g m2m 
0.4023 
(5) 
0 0 
0.0096 
(7) 
0.013 
(1) 
0.014  
(2) 
0.002 
(1) 
0.0072  
(8) 
0.000 0.000 
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Table S4. Fractional atomic coordinates and displacement parameters of ScAuAl in the Mg2Ga superstructure as selected from 1Sc:1Au:1Al 
 atom wyck sym x y z Uiso U11 U22 U33 U12 U13 U23 
S
cA
u
A
l 
Au1 2b 6̅.. 0 0 1/4 
0.0077 
(2) 
0.0062 
(2) 
0.0062 
(2) 
0.0106 
(4) 
0.0031 
(1) 
0.000 0.000 
Au2 4f 3.. 1/3 2/3 
0.02100 
(6) 
0.0079 
(2) 
0.0058 
(2) 
0.0058 
(2) 
0.0121 
(3) 
0.00291 
(10) 
0.000 0.000 
Al 6g .2. 
0.2628 
(6) 
0 0 
0.0080 
(7) 
0.008 
(1) 
0.005 
(2) 
0.010 
(2) 
0.0025 
(10) 
–.0005 
(7) 
–.0001 
(1) 
 Sc 6h m.. 
0.4096 
(4) 
0 1/4 
0.0075 
(5) 
0.008 
(1) 
0.006 
(2) 
0.009 
(1) 
0.004 
(1) 
0.000 0.000 
S
cA
u
A
l 
 
Au1 2b 6̅.. 0 0 1/4 
0.0052 
(2) 
0.0035 
(2) 
0.0035 
(2) 
0.0088 
(3) 
0.0017 
(1) 
0.000 0.000 
Au2 4f 3.. 1/3 2/3 
0.02139 
(6) 
0.0058 
(2) 
0.0032 
(2) 
0.0032 
(2) 
0.0109 
(3) 
0.0016 
(1) 
0.000 0.000 
Al 6g .2. 
0.2628 
(6) 
0 0 
0.0064 
(7) 
0.005 
(1) 
0.003 
(2) 
0.011 
(2) 
0.0014 
(9) 
–.0008 
(6) 
–.002 
(1) 
 Sc 6h m.. 
0.4096 
(4) 
0 1/4 
0.0060 
(4) 
0.0049 
(10) 
0.0035 
(10) 
0.0083 
(10) 
0.0010 
(10) 
0.000 0.000 
S
cA
u
A
l 
 
Au1 2b 6̅.. 0 0 1/4 
0.0068 
(3) 
0.0047  
(3) 
0.0047  
(3) 
0.0110 
(4) 
0.0023 
(2) 
0.000 0.000 
Au2 4f 3.. 1/3 2/3 
0.02013 
(8) 
0.0082 
(3) 
0.0043 
(3) 
0.0043 
(3) 
0.0159 
(4) 
0.0022 
(1) 
0.000 0.000 
Al 6g .2. 
0.2628 
(6) 
0 0 
0.0042 
(9) 
0.002 
(2) 
0.004 
(2) 
0.007 
(2) 
0.002 
(1) 
–.0007 
(9) 
–.002 
(2) 
Sc 6h m.. 
0.4096 
(4) 
0 1/4 
0.0047 
(6) 
0.003 
(1) 
–.001 
(1) 
0.009 
(1) 
–.003 
(1) 
0.000 0.000 
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Table S6. ScAuAl competing structures with calculated total energies and numbers of selected interatomic distances  
 Fe2P (Expt.) Co2Si NdPtSb LiGaGe Ni2In ScAuSi Cu2Sb 
eV/f.u. –15.478 –15.447 –15.401 –15.399 –15.397 –15.338 –14.674 
∆Erel. 0.000 +0.031 +0.077 +0.079 +0.081 +0.140 +0.804 
space group P6̅2𝑚 Pnma P63mc P63mc P63/mmc P6̅𝑚2 P4/nmm 
lattice para.  
     a 
     b 
     c 
 
7.287 
 
3.625 
 
6.674 
4.378 
7.636 
 
4.459 
 
6.419 
 
4.459 
 
6.428 
 
4.467 
 
6.389 
 
4.427 
 
6.623 
 
4.242 
 
6.654 
Å3/f.u. 55.563 55.779 55.257 55.333 55.191 56.213 59.867 
Sc–Au 2.848 (4×) 
2.893 (1×) 
2.749 (1×) 
2.764 (2×) 
2.877 (1×) 
2.893 (2×) 
3.176 (3×) 
3.329 (3×) 
2.835 (3×) 
3.231 (3×) 
3.143 (6×) 2.841 (3×) 
3.107 (3×) 
 
Sc–Al 3.005 (2×) 
3.125 (4×) 
2.571 (2×) 
2.612 (1×) 
2.633 (2×) 
3.472 (1×) 
3.132 (3×) 
3.377 (3×) 
2.850 (3×) 
3.212 (3×) 
3.143 (6×) 2.797 (3×) 
3.162 (3×) 
3.486 (4×) 
Sc–Sc  3.145 (1×) 
3.216 (1×) 
 3.423 (1×)  3.501 (0.5×)  
Au–Al 2.638* (2×) 
2.681 (2×) 
2.307 (2×) 
2.346 (1×) 
2.353* (1×) 
2.596 (3×) 2.576 (3×) 
2.752* (1×) 
2.451 (3×) 2.494 (3×) 2.725 (4×) 
Al–Al 3.331 (1×)     2.762 (0.5×)  
Au–Au  2.660(×1)     2.936 (0.5×) 3.217 (2×) 
*Interlayer distance crossing c-axis if the structure were represented as “layers”. 
 
  
Table S5. ScAuAl (Fe2P substructure) coloring models and frequencies of atomic interactions  
distance 
(Å) 
Experimental 
 
α 
 
β 
 
γ 
 
δ 
 
ε 
 
2.638(5)  Au–Al (×6) Au–Al (×6) Sc–Au (×6) Sc–Au (×6) Sc–Al (×6) Sc–Al (×6) 
2.681(1)  Au–Al (×6) Au–Al (×6) Sc–Au (×6) Sc–Au (×6) Sc–Al (×6) Sc–Al (×6) 
2.848(5)  Sc–Au (×12) Sc–Al (×12) Au–Al (×12) Sc–Al (×12) Au–Al (×12) Sc–Au (×12) 
2.893(5)  Sc–Au (×3) Sc–Al (×3) Au–Al (×3) Sc–Al (×3) Au–Al (×3) Sc–Au (×3) 
3.005(6)  Sc–Al (×6) Sc–Au (×6) Sc–Al (×6) Au–Al (×6) Sc–Au (×6) Au–Al (×6) 
3.125(3)  Sc–Al (×12) Sc–Au (×12) Sc–Al (×12) Au–Al (×12) Sc–Au (×12) Au–Al (×12) 
3.331(2) Al–Al (×3) Au–Au (×3) Sc–Sc (×3) Au–Au (×3) Sc–Sc (×3) Al–Al (×3) 
∆E (eV/f.u.) 0 +0.347 +0.960 +1.480 +1.759 +2.112 
Figure S1. Coordination spheres of atoms in the asymmetric unit cell of the Fe2P substructure: 
{[Au1(Au2)2Al6]@Sc}, {(Sc3Al6)@Au1}, {(Sc6Al3)@Au2} and {(Sc6(Au1)2(Au2)2. Sc atoms are 
represented in dark pink, Au atoms are in dark yellow, and Al atoms are in blue.  
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Table S7. ScAuAl competing structures and calculated formation 
energies 
Model ∆Ereaction (eV/f.u.) ∆Erelative (eV/f.u.) 
Experimental (Fe2P-type) −2.308(1) 0.000 
TiNiSi −2.277(1) +0.031 
NdPtSb −2.231(5) +0.077 
LiGaGe −2.229(1) +0.079 
Ni2In −2.227(1) +0.081 
ScAuSi −2.169(1) +0.140 
Cu2Sb-type −1.504(2) +0.804 
 
 
Table S8. CaAuAl competing structures with calculated total energies and numbers of selected interatomic distances  
 Fe2P  Co2Si (Expt.) NdPtSb LiGaGe Ni2In ScAuSi Cu2Sb 
eV/f.u. –10.976 –11.114 –10.900 –10.897 –10.897 –10.902 –10.606 
∆Erel. +0.138 0.000 +0.213 +0.217 +0.216 +0.212 +0.508 
space group P6̅2𝑚 Pnma P63mc P63mc P63/mmc P6̅𝑚2 P4/nmm 
lattice para.  
     a 
     b 
     c 
 
7.255 
 
4.310 
 
7.337 
4.552 
7.824 
 
4.563 
 
7.526 
 
4.564 
 
7.513 
 
4.548 
 
7.597 
 
4.536 
 
7.703 
 
4.579 
 
6.896 
Å3/f.u.  65.485 65.319 67.836 67.752 68.043 68.642 72.314 
Ca–Au 2.848 (×4) 
2.893 (×1) 
3.061 (×1) 
3.101 (×2) 
3.209 (×2) 
3.176 (×3) 
3.329 (×3) 
2.835 (×3) 
3.231 (×3) 
 
3.143 (×6) 2.841 (×3) 
3.107 (×3) 
 
Ca–Al 3.005 (×2) 
3.125 (×4) 
3.18 (×1) 
3.209 (×2) 
3.416 (×2) 
3.132 (×3) 
3.377 (×3) 
2.850 (×3) 
3.212 (×3) 
3.143 (×6) 2.797 (×3) 
3.162 (×3) 
3.486 (×4) 
Ca–Ca    3.423 (×1)  3.401 (×0.5)  
Au–Al 2.638* (×3) 
2.681 (×2) 
2.666 (×1) 
2.671 (×1) 
2.687 (×2) 
2.596 (×3) 
 
2.576 (×3) 
2.752* (×1) 
2.596 (×3) 2.596 (×3) 
 
2.596 (×4) 
Al–Al 3.331 (×1) 3.362 (×1)    2.762 (×0.5)  
Au–Au      2.936 (×0.5) 3.217 (×2) 
* Interlayer distances crossing the c-axis if structure were represented in “layers”.  
 
 
 
Table S9. CaAuAl competing structures and calculated 
formation energies 
Model ∆Ereaction (eV/f.u.) ∆Erelative (eV/f.u.) 
CaAuAl (Co2Si-type) −2.144(3) 0.000 
Fe2P-type −2.007(3) +0.138 
TiNiSi −2.140(3) +0.004 
NdPtSb type −1.932(3) +0.213 
LiGaGe type −1.927(3) +0.217 
Ni2In −1.928(5) +0.216 
ScAuSi −1.932(3) +0.212 
Cu2Sb-type −1.636(3) +0.508 
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Table S10. TiAuAl competing structures with calculated total energies and numbers of selected interatomic distances   
 Fe2P Co2Si NdPtSb LiGaGe Ni2In (Expt.) ScAuSi Cu2Sb 
eV/f.u. –16.174 –16.096 –16.311 –16.306 –16.331 –16.210 –15.562 
∆Erel. +0.137 +0.234 +0.020 +0.024 0.000 +0.121 +0.769 
space group P6̅2𝑚 Pnma P63mc P63mc P63/mmc P6̅𝑚2 P4/nmm 
lattice para.  
     a 
     b 
     c 
 
6.694 
 
3.977 
 
6.516 
4.001 
7.747 
 
4.365 
 
6.150 
 
4.363 
 
6.161 
 
4.461 
 
5.740 
 
4.395 
 
6.025 
 
3.988 
 
6.671 
Å3/f.u.  51.435 50.494 50.740 50.788 49.452 50.392 53.060 
Ti–Au 2.848 (×4) 
2.893 (×1) 
2.749 (×1) 
2.764 (×2) 
2.877 (×1) 
2.893 (×2) 
3.176 (×3) 
3.329 (×6) 
2.835 (×3) 
3.231 (×3) 
2.932 (×6) 2.841 (×3) 
3.107 (×3) 
 
Ti–Al 3.005 (×2) 
3.125 (×4) 
2.571 (×2) 
2.612 (×1) 
2.633 (×2) 
3.472 (×1) 
3.132 (×3) 
3.377 (×3) 
2.850 (×3) 
3.212 (×3) 
2.932 (×6) 2.797 (×3) 
3.162 (×3) 
3.486 (×4) 
Ti–Ti  3.145 (×1) 
3.216 (×1) 
 3.423 (×1) 2.915 (×2) 3.401 (×0.5)  
Au–Al 2.638* (×2) 
2.681 (×2) 
2.307 (×2) 
2.346 (×1) 
2.353* (×1) 
2.596 (×3) 2.576 (×3) 
2.752* (×1) 
2.545 (×3) 2.494 (×3) 2.725 (×4) 
Al–Al 3.331 (×1)     2.762 (×0.5)  
Au–Au  2.660 (×1)    2.936 (×0.5) 3.217 (×2) 
* Interlayer distances crossing the c-axis if structure were represented in “layers”. 
 
 
 
Table S11. TiAuAl competing structures and calculated formation energies 
Model ∆Ereaction (eV/f.u.) ∆Erelative (eV/f.u.) 
TiAuAl (Ni2In-type) −1.522(2) 0.000 
Fe2P −1.365(2) +0.137 
TiNiSi −1.288(2) +0.234 
NdPtSb −1.502(2) +0.020 
LiGaGe −1.498(2) +0.024 
Ni2In −1.523(5) –0.001 
ScAuSi −1.401(2) +0.121 
Cu2Sb −0.753(2) +0.769 
 
 
 
Table S12. ScAuAl VASP optimization for electronic calculations 
Parameter Experimental input Optimization output 
a (Å) 7.219 7.2868 
b (Å) 7.219 7.2868 
c (Å) 3.610 3.6250 
V (Å3) 162.93 166.69 
Sc (x, y, z) 0.401, 0, 1/2 0.3992, 0, 1/2  
Au1 (x, y, z) 0, 0, 1/2  0, 0, 1/2 
Au2 (x, y, z) 2/3, 1/3, 0 2/3, 1/3, 0 
Al (x, y, z) 0.734, 0, 0 0.73636, 0, 0 
Sc–Au1 (3g–1a) (Å) 2.893 2.909 
Sc–Au2 (3g–2d) (Å) 2.849 2.872 
Sc–Al (3g–3f) (Å) 3.005 3.138 and 3.053 
Au1–Al (1a–3f) (Å) 2.638 2.641 
Au2–Al (2d–3f) (Å) 2.681 2.719 
Al–Al (3f–3f) (Å) 3.331 3.327 
Etot (eV/f.u.) −15.465 −15.478 
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Table S13. Wigner-Seitz radii for LMTO calculations 
Model Rw.s. (Å) 
Fe2P 
Sc: 3.317 
Au1: 2.980 
Au2: 3.064 
Al: 2.926 
Ca: 3.287 
Au1: 2.963 
Au2: 3.047 
Al: 2.902 
Ti: 3.311 
Au1: 2.981 
Au2: 3.071 
Al: 2.927 
TiNiSi  
Sc: 3.166 
Au: 2.592 
Al: 2.424 
Ca: 3.759 
Au: 2.942 
Al: 2.894 
Ti: 3.167 
Au: 2.593 
Al: 2.423 
NdPtSb 
Sc: 4.023 
Au: 2.856 
Al: 2.790 
Ca: 4.023 
Au: 2.856 
Al: 2.790 
Ti: 3.646 
Au: 2.650 
Al: 2.496 
LiGaGe 
Sc: 3.431 
Au: 2.928 
Al: 2.850 
Ca: 3.431 
Au: 2.928 
Al: 2.850 
Ti: 3.366 
Au: 2.872 
Al: 2.786 
E: 1.733 
Ni2In 
Sc: 4.000 
Au: 2.650 
Al: 2.536 
Ca: 4.000 
Au: 2.650 
Al: 2.503 
Ti: 3.699 
Au: 2.512 
Al: 2.311 
ScAuSi  
Sc1: 3.482 
Sc2: 3.486 
Au: 2.812 
Al: 2.708 
Ca1: 3.482 
Ca2: 3.476 
Au1: 2.812 
Al: 2.708 
Ti1: 3.482 
Ti2: 3.476 
Au1: 2.812 
Al: 2.708 
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Figure S2. ScAuAl electronic structures in competing structures (a) NdPtSb (b) LiGaGe, and (c) 
ScAuSi, for all COHP interactions < 3.5 Å and (–) & (+) indicate antibonding and bonding, 
respectively.  
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Figure S3. CaAuAl electronic structures (a) and in competing structures (b) Fe2P (c) 
Ni2In, (d) NdPtSb, (e) LiGaGe, and (f) ScAuSi, for all COHP interactions < 3.5 Å and 
(–) & (+) indicate antibonding and bonding, respectively.  
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Figure S4. TiAuAl electronic structures (a) and competing structures (b) Fe2P (c) TiNiSi, 
(d) NdPtSb, (e) LiGaGe, and (f) ScAuSi, for all COHP interactions < 3.5 Å and (–) & (+) 
indicate antibonding and bonding, respectively.  
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